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All,·

As mentioned yesterday ..

1. Exelon-Dresden (2) cases-falsifications, {both recently decided)
2. Exelon-1 case settled in 2013 prior to arbitration-Theft/Lying during a company
investigation
3. Exelon reports possible up-coming challenges to the "Abstinence Letters" required by the

SAEs
4. NextEra-Point Beach for DUI, (recently decided in favor of individual)
5. Dominion-Millstone FFD test denial, (recently decided favor of individual)
6. PSEG Nuclear-Salem-Hope Creek (decided in licensee favor and upheld by Fed circuit

court 2001 court case)
7. STP Nuclear Operating Co.--South Texas Project-Decided on behalf of the worker that
was denied 8 years ago (criminal omission).
·
8. Entergy-Pilgrim 3 Arbitrations
a. 1 settled prior to arbitration
b. 1 decided for company
c. 1 on-going at this time
9. American Electric Power-1 Arbitration decided for company
1

10. Xcel Energy- Prairie ISiand (3) cases-Falsification, (1 recently decided, 1 arbitrated decision
pending, 1 arbitration pending early 2015).

1. Beaver Valley•Chattanooga TN shooter - Killing of 4 Ma tines (Youssef Abdulazeez)- Never got ;access
due to failed FFD test April 2015
2. VC Summer-Arsonist {I believe he worked in maintenance) 2012
3. Turkey Point- Tampering of security force weapons (AR-156) and vandalizing response team vest and

gas mask {4 security personnel involved) 2005
(b )(5)

1. TMI, Salem-Hope Creek, Calvert, Peach Bottom, Limerick- (Sharif Mobley) laborer for refueling outages
(2002-2008);
2. Dresden-Senior control room operators (Armed armor car hi-jacking, theft)
(b )(5)

1. DC Cook- Murder suicide (husband and wife) (l&C tech)-April 2016
2. Bryon- Murder suicide (husband and wife) {warehouse worker) June 2012
3. DavismBesse•Murder suicide (5 killed-husband, wife, 3 kids) (employed in
maintenance dept) April 2011

Hope this helps ...

Brad Baxter
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Access Authorization Program Manager
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
11601 Landsdown Street
North Bethesda, MD 20852 ·
M/S-3WFN-08C64
2

Phone: 301-287-3615
E-Mail: brad.baxter@nrc.gov
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H
This case was not selected for publication in the
Federal Reporter.
Not for Publication in West1s Federal Reporter See
Fed. Rule of Appellate Procedure 32.1 generally
governing citation of judicial decisions issued on or
after Jan. 1, 2007. See also Third Circuit LAR,
App. I, IOP 5.7. (Find CTA3 App. I, IOP 5.7)
United States Court of Appeals,
Third Circuit.
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY,

place an access authorization program as part of the
facility's physical security plan, and this plan must
be approved by the Commission. See id.
We hold that the District Court below properly
granted Appellee'$ motion for su'mmary judgment
and properly denied Appellant's cross-motions for
summary judgment. In his 39 page Opinion accompanying the Order, dated April 6, 200 I, the Magistrate Judge correctly held that issues of site access
for employees are not subject to arbitration under
. .
the grievance and. arbitration provisions of the current collective bargaining agreement between
the
,,,~\,,,j:~.
._ ·.
) -,,·1.·,,: 1\.c;c .··;
employer, PSE & G, and the union, LocaCQ4. We''~.:··>
have considered all of Appellant's arguments a~d .
1

.

·

>. ....

v.
LOCAL 94 INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD ·
OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, Appellant.

find no ground to reverse.
The Order of the District Court is AFFIRMED.

No.. 01-2147.
Submitted Under Third CircuitLAR 34.1 (a) Jan.
14, 2002.
Opinion Filed Jan. 31, 2002.
On Appeal from the United States District Court for
the District of New Jersey, (District Court No.
99-CV-3634) Magistrate Judge: John .I. Hughes.

C.A.3 (N.J.),2002.
Public Service Elec. & Gas Co. v. Local 94 Intern.
Broth. ofElec. Workers
27 Fed.Appx. 127, 2002 WL 125586 (C.A.3 (N.J.)),
171 L.R.R.M. (BNA) 3214
END OF DOCUMENT

Before AUTO and ROTH, Circuit. Judges, and
SCHWARZER, Senior Districi Judge.

MEMORANDUM OPINION OF THE COURT
**1 PER CURIAM.
The facts and procedural background of this
case are familiar to the parties. Pursuant to its statutory authority under 42 U.S.C. § '.2~:01(iJ, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has adopted regulations to ensure that individuals with unescorted access*128 to protected areas of a nuclear power
plant are sufficiently trustworthy and do not pose
an unreasonable risk to public health and safety, including "the potential to commit radiological sabotage." 10 C.F.R. § 73.56 (2000). To screen individuals, nuclear power plant licensees must have in
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c
United States District Court,
D. Massachusetts.
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, Plaintiff,

v.
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNICAL EMPLOYEES UNION, Defendant.
Civil Action No. 12-11315-WGY.
Nov. 4, 2013.
Background: Privately endowed research university. brought action against labor organization
repres'enting research, development and technical
employees, seeking declaratory judgment that revocation of unrestricted access to nuclear research
facility was not arbitrable grievance under collective bargaining agreement (CBA) between parties
and asking court to enjoin union from arbitrating
unrestricted access revocation issue. University·.
moved for judgment on the pleadings.
Holdings: The District Court, Young J., held that:
(I ) university had presented court with "actual con-

troversy". as required under· Declaratory Judgment·
Act;
(2) issue of arbitrability was question to be decided ··
by court;
(3) university's decision to deny unescorted access
privileges was subject to arbitration under agreement, as presumption of arbitrability governed and
was not inapplicable due to public policy; and
(4) as university was not entitled to . declaratory
judgment, claim for injunction was moot.

1701\ Vll(L) Judgment on the Pleadings
170AV[!(L)l In General
l70Akl04l k. In general. J'vlos1 Cited
Cases
Since motion for judgment on the pleadings ultimateiy ftilfils the same function as motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, standards for dec1s1on . are
very
much
alike.
Fed.Rules
Civ.Proc.Rule !2(b)(6), (c). 28 U.S.C.A.
{2] Declaratory Judgment 11 SA €:=326

1I 8A Declaratory Judgment
1 I 8Al !l Proceedings
! I 81\lll(D) Pleading
l I 8Ak326 k. Motions in general. Most
Cited Cases
To succeed with its motion for judgment on the
pleadings and attain declaratory. judgment on the
pleadings, plaintiff must include in its complaint
enough factual allegations to raise a right to relief
above the speculative level, assuming all factual allegations are true; in that sense, unlike motion to
dismiss for failure to state a claim, motion for judgment on the pleadings imp)icates pleadings as
whole rather than solely drawing· from complaint. ·
Fed.Kules Civ.I'roc.Rule 12(b)i6).'(c), 28 U.S.C.k:
131Statutes361 €:=1343

361 Statutes
36 I III Construction

.
361 Jll(L} Determination of Construction
361kl343 k. Questions of law or fact
Most Cited Cases
Questions of statutory interpretation are questions of law ripe for resolution at pleadings stage.

Motion and requests denied.
141 Declaratory Judgment 118A €:=61
West Headnotes

11 l Federal Civil

I l 8 :\ Declaratory Judgment

Procedure 170A €:=1041

I 70A Federal Civil Procedure
l 70A Vll Pleadings

l I 8AJ Nature and Grounds in General
l I 8A [(D) Actual or Justiciable Controversy
I l 8Ak6 l k. Necessity. Most Cited Cases
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DeClaratory Judgment 118A €;=62

Court

l l 8A Declaratory Judgment
118/\l Nature and Grounds in General
J 18Al(D) Actual or Justiciable Controversy

25Tk200 k. Arbitrability of dispute.
Most Cited Cases
Issue ofarbitrability, namely whether particular
grievance was excluded from arbitration, is matter
for court to decide.

l I 8Ak62 k. Nature and elements in general. Most Cited Cases
Court ought grant declaratory judgment only if
controversy ripe 'for judicial resolution exists; to
make this determination, court ought to consider
both fitness for review and hardship, the former involving questions of finality, definiteness, and need
for further factual development, and the latter being
concerned with whether challenged action created
direct and immediate dilemma for the parties. 28
U.S.C.A. § 2201(a),

[51 Declaratory Judgment 118A €;=147
1l8A Declaratory Judgment
1l8All Subjects of Declaratory Relief
l l 8AJ](G) Written Instruments an.cl Contracts
I l 8All(G) I In General
I I 8Ak 143 Particular Contracts
I l 8Ak 14 7 k. Labor agreements.
Most Cited Cases
Privately endowed research university seeking
declaratory judgment that revocation of unrestricted
access to nuclear research facility was not arbitrable grievance under collective bargaining. agreement (CBA) had presented court with "actual controversy," as required under Declaratory Judgment
Act; considering history of case, issue of whether
unescorted access denials were arbitrable was likely
to arise again and court's decision in case would
hopefully aid judicial economy, clarify that particular issue, and thus help obviate similar dispu.tes in
future. 28 U.S.C.i\. ~ 2201(a).

161 Alternative Dispute Resolution 25T

~200

25T Alternative Dispute Resolution
25TJJ Arbitration
25Tll( D) Performance, Breach, Enforcement,
and Contest
25Tkl 97 Matters to Be Determined by

171 Labor and Employment 231H ~1549(1)
23 1H Labor and Emplqyment
23 1HXIJ Labor Relations
23 l HXIl(H) Alternative Dispute Resolution
23 l HX!l(H)3 Arbitration Agreements
23 1Hid543 Construction and Operati on
131Hkl549 Matters Subject to Ar~
bitration Under Agreement
231Hkl549(1) k. In general.
Most Cited Cases
Because interpreting arbitration clause contained in collective bargaining agreement (CBA)
ultimately is matter of contract law, parties will
only be required to arbitrate issue if they agreed to
submit such dispute to arbitration. '

18]Labor and Employment 231H

~1549(2)

23 I H Labor and Employment
231 HXII Labor Relations.
2311-!X l I( H) Alternative Dispute Resolution
23 I HXI! (H)3 Arbitration Agreements
231Hk1543 Construction and Operati on
. 231HIZl549 Matters Subject to Arbitration Under Agreement
231Hk1549(2) k. Arbitration
favored; presumption of arbitrability. Most Cited

Cases
Under "presumption of arbitrability ," where
·labor agreement contains arbitration clause, intent
to arbitrate particular grievance is presumed and
hence order to arbitrate particular grievance should
not be denied unless it may be said with positive assurance that arbitration clause is not susceptible of
interpretation that covers asserted dispute.
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191 La.bor and Employment 231H €=>1549(18)
231 H Labor and Employment
231 HXI I Labor Relations
231 HXll(HJ Alternative Dispute Resolution
231HXI1(1-1 )3 Arbitration Agreements
231Hkl543 Construction and Operati on
23 l Hk 1549 Matters Subject to Arbitration Under Agreement
231Hk1549( 18) k. Discipline.
M.ost Cited Cases
Decision by privately endowed research university to deny unescorted access privileges to nuclear facility to employee who allegedly removed
mail from other employees' mailboxes without authorization was to be· submitted to arbitration; collective bargaining agreement (CBA) between university and labor organization representing that employee contained broad arbitration clause, and court
was persuaded by arbitrator's opinion that based on
facts of case, denial of &ccess could well have constituted a disciplinary measure.

1101

Alternative Dispute Resolution 25T €=>120

25T Alternative Dispute Resolution
25Tfl Arbitration
25TJ l(A) Nature and Form of Proceeding
25Tkl 18 Matters Which May Bi; Subject
to Arbitration Under Law·

25Tk 120 k. Matters of public interest.
MVit Cited Cases
While it is arguably in the public interest for
publicly accountable judiciary to review site access
disputes for nuclear facilities, it is not in fact Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC's) or Congress's policy or intent to exclude access revocation
disputes from private, and largely secret, arbitration. Atomic Energy Act of 1954, § I et seq., 42
U.S.C.A. § 2011 et seq.; Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974, § 201 _et seq., 42 U.S.C.A. § 5841 et
seq.

1111 Labor and Employment 231 H €=>2085

23 I I-I Labor and Employment
231 HXll Labor Relations
231 HXll(L) Injunction
231 HXIl(Ll6 Proceedings
231 Hk2085 k. In general. Most Cited
Cases
Privately endowed research university's claim
for injunction preventing union representing employees at nuclear research facility from "pursuing
any claim in the,arbitration relating to decisions to
grant or deny authorization for unescorted access"
by grievant was moot, as university was not entitled
to declaratory judgment that unescorted access
denial grievance was not arbitrable.
Scott A. Roberts, Hirsch Roberts Weinstein LLP,
Boston, MA, for Plaintiff.

Mark A. Hickernell, McDonald, Lamond & Canzoneri, Southborough, MA, for Defendant.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER
YOUNG, District Judge.
I. INTRODUCTION
*1 The plaintiff, the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology ("MIT"), brings this action against the
Research, Development. and Technical Employees
Union (the "Union"), seeking declaratory judgment
that the revocation. of unrestricted access to a nuclear research facility is. not an arbitrable grievance
under the collective bargaining agreement MIT has
with the Union, and asking the Court to enjoin the
Union from arbitrating the unrestricted access revocation issue.

A. Procedural Posture
MIT commenced this action against the Union
on July 19, 2012. Comp!. Declaratory Injunctive
Relief ("Comp!."), ECF No. 1. The Union filed its
answer along with an assented-to motion for leave
to file the answer late on September 14, 2012. Answer, ECF No. 8.; Assented-To Mot. Leave File
Answer, ECF No. 7. The Court granted the motion
to file by order on September 17, 2012. Elec. Order,
Sept. 17, 2012; ECF No. 9. On November 21, 2012,
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MIT filed a motion for judgment on the pleadings
accompanied by a supporting· memorandum. Pl.'s
Mot. J. Pleadings, ECF No. 20; Pl.'s Mem. Law
Supp. Mot. J. Pleadings ("Mem. Supp."), ECF No.
21. Along with the motion for judgment on the
pleadings, MIT also filed a supporting affidavit of
Scott A. Roberts, its counsel, accompanied by a
series of attachments. Aff. Scott A. Roberts Supp.
Pl.'s Mot. J. Pleadings ("Roberts Aff."), ECF No.
On December 12, 2012, the Union filed an opposition to the motion for judgment on the pleadings.
Def.'s Opp'n Mot. J. Pleadings ("Opp'n"), ECF No.
26.
On January 10, 2013, this Court heard argument on MIT's motion for judgment on the pleadings and issued an oral order to "stay its hand and
remand the matter to the Arbitrator for arbitration,"
including a determination of the arbitrability issue,
but permitted either side to moye to re~open the administratively closed case upon completion of the
arbitration. Elec. Clerk's Notes, Jan. 10, 2013, ECF
No. 28. The parties briefed the issue of arbitrability
of.unescorted access .for the Arbitrator and the Arbitrator issued his award finding arbitrability of the
issue on April 4, 2013. See Pl.'s Status Report
("Status Report"), Ex. .1, Award Arbitrator
("Award") 30, ECF No. 30-i. On May 3, 2013,
MIT requested a case management conference aild
filed an accompanying status report apprising the
Court of the developments in the case. Pl.'s Request
Case Mgmt. Conference, ~CF No. 31; Status Report. A status conference was held on May 14,
2013, and the Court decided to hear argument at its
motion session on June 3, 2013 and took the matter
under advisement thereafter. See Elec. Clerk's
Notes, May 14, 2013, ECF No. 33; Elec. Clerk's
Notes, June 3, 2013, ECF No. 35.
B. Factual Background
1. Facts As Alleged .
MIT is a co-educational, privately endowed research university with a location in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. Comp!.~ I. The Union is a labor organization representing a number of MIT's employ~

ees in collective bargaining. Id. ~ 2. As part of its
research facilities, MIT maintains an interdepartmental
Nuclear
Reactor
Laboratory
(the
"Laboratory"), which operates a six-megawatt nuclear research reactor (the "Reactor") under a license
granted by the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (the "Commission"). Id. ~~ 8, 9. The
Reactor and its surrounding containment building
constitute a restricted area ("Restricted Area"), to
which access rights, in particula~ unescorted access,
are limited to specially authorized employees. Id.
~~ 6, 8.

*2 MIT is subject to an order (the "Order") issued by the Commission in April 2007, which imposes fingerprinting and criminal history record
check requirements for unescorted access on its licensees. Id. ~~ 12, 15; Comp I., Ex, 1, Order Imposing Fingerprinting & Criminal History Records
Check Requirements Unesc9rted Access All Research Test Reactor Licensees Identified Attach. 1
(Effective Immediately) ("Order"), ECF No. 1-2.
The Order places the du_ty of determining whether
an individual may have, or may continue to have,
unescorted access on a licensee'sTeviewing official.
Order 5-6. FurthermrJre, the Order stipulates that in
making this determination, the reviewing official
must "determine whether the individual demonstrates a pattern of trustworthy and reliable behavior .... " Id. at 2.
Ms. Rice ("Rice") is employed by MIT's Environment, Health and Safety Office as a. Project
Technician. Comp!. ~~ 6, 17. She was formerly assigned to perform certain duties at the Laboratory,
and for that purpose was given unescorted access to
the Restricted Area. Id. ~~ 6, 18. In September
2009, one of Rice's colleagues lodged a complaint
with the Laboratory alleging that Rice removed
mail from his mailbox three times without the authority to do so. Id. ~ 1'9.
Thereupon, MIT's Human Resources Department conducted an investigation during which time
Rice's authorization for unescorted access to the
Restricted Area was temporarily r~voked. Id. ~~ 19,
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20. On or about November 19; 2009, MIT completed the investigation into the colleague's complaint and concluded that Rice had twice removed
mail without authorization from _another employee's
mailbox. Id. 'ii 23. The next week, Rice received an
oral warning. Id. 'ii 24. Al1>0, the subcommittee responsible for reactor security found· Rice not
"sufficiently trustworthy" to' have unescorted access
to the Restricted Area a'.nd voted unanimously not
to restore her access authorization. Id. 'il'il 6, 27, 29.
1
Rice continues to work at MIT as a Project Technician, performing duties commensurate to her job
classification, but has since been assigned to areas
other than the Laboratory. Id. 'ii 31.
During the relevant time period, Ml! and the
Union were parties to a collective bargaining agreeFNl
ment (the "Agreement"),
· and Rice is a member
of the bargaining unit at MIT that is represented by
the Union, and thus is an employee covered by the
Agreement. Id. 'il'il 33, 34. The Agreement sets forth
a four-step grievance and arbitration procedure
which applies "[i]n the event of any 'grievance
between the employees and MIT concerning the interpretation or application of [the] Agreement. ... "
Id. 'ii 35; Agreement 4-6. The Union initiated a
grievance on behalf of Rice, the grievance procedure was exhausted, and the Union-unsatisfied with
the results-submitted the matter to arbitration.
Comp!. 'il'il 37-43. MIT concedes the arbitrability of
the issues of whether there was just cause, for the
oral warning given to Rice and whether Rice was
"transferred" within the meaning of the Agreement
and, if so, whether it was for proper cause. Id. 'il'il
44, 45. MIT contends, however, that the temporary
revocation of. unescorted access to the Restricted
Area and the decision to decline reinstatement of
Rice's authorization are not arbitrable under the
Agreement. Id. 'ii 46.

2. The Arbitrator's Award
*3 The Arbitrator scrutinized the Agreement,
specifically Article IV, containing the arbitration
clause, Article XVIII, regulating, inter alia, transfers, and Article XX, relating to discipline, and

opined that the Agreement contained no language
regarding the denial of authorization of unescorted
access to the Restricted Area. See Award 25-27.
The Arbitrator concluded that while the language of
the arbitration clause only permits arbitration of
grievances "regarding the interpretation or application of [the] Agreement," and the fact that the
Agreement is siient .on the unescorted access issue
seems to counsel against arbitrability cif this issue
in view of the arbitration clause's language, see id.
at 25, the revocation of unescorted access under the
circumstances of this case amounted to discipline
and thus implicated Article XX of the Agreemen't,
see id. 25-27. A~ additional ground for his reasoning, the Arbitrator considered the Order's language
and opined that the denial of u~escorted access·
"must be for specific and valid and reliable reason(s)," and .the determination of whether Rice
showed a "pattern of trustworthy and reliable behavior" necessarily relied on "an investigation of the
events leading up to her removal of access ... which
[could] only take place if this portion of the grievance" was arbitrable. Id. at 28. Lastly, the Arbitrator reasoned that doubts as to questions of arbitrability should be res9lved in favor of arbitration and as
the Agreement "contains no provision which pro~
hibits the grievance regarding the denial of access
to proceed to arbitration," the iss'ue must be substantively arbitrable. Id. at 28-29.

C. Federal Jurisdiction
The Court has federal .question jurisdiction
over this declaratory judgment action pursuant to
28 U .S.C. section 133 l, 28 U.S.C. section 2201,
, and section 301 of the Labor Management Relations Act, 29 U.S.C. § 185.
II. ANALYSIS
A. Legal Standard
MIT has moved for judgment on the pleadings
pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure I 2(c)
(".Rule 12( c) "), a motion that can be filed at any
time "[a]fter the pleadings are closed-but early
enough not to delay trial...." Fed.R.Civ .P. I 2( c ).
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l 1] Since a motion for judgment on the pleadings under Ruie l2(c) ultimately fulfils the same
function as a motion to dismiss for failure to state a
claim under Federal Ruic of Civil Procedure
12(b)(6) ("Rule l 2(b)(6) "), the standarqs for decision are very much alike. See Currn11 1'. Cousins,
509 F.3d 36, 43---44 ( l st Cir.2007) (explaining that
a motion for judgrrent on the pleadings is treated
much like a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss). The
Coun thus is ~harged with assessing the merits of
)he case by viewif!g all facts in the light most favorabie to the non-,moving party, here the Union; and
drawing all reasonable inferences therefrom. /?. G.
Fin. Corp. v. f 'ergara-Nw'iez. 446 F.3d l 78. 182
(I s1 C ir.2006) (citing Riverµ Gome:: i". de Casn·o.
843 F.2d 631, 635 (lst Cir.1~)88)).
*4 [2] To succeed with its motion and attain a
declaratory judgment' on the pleadings, MIT must
include in its complaint enough factual allegations
to "raise a right tci relief above, the specula:tjve
level", assuming all factual ·allegations are true.
Bell At/. Corp. r Twonib1y. 550 U.S. 544, 555, 127 1
S.ct. 1955, 167 L.Ed.2d 929 (2007); see
Nrc~i 11cevedo v. Rivero ·Cubano. 520 F Jd 26, 29
( l st Cir.2008 ).
that sense, unlike a motion under
Rule 12(b)(6), a motion urider Rule l 2(c)
"implicates the pleadings as a whole",·rather· thap
soiely drawing from the coin plaint. Curran V, C01.1si11s, 482. F.Supp.2d 36, 41 (D.Mass.2007) (Lindsay,
J.), aff'd, 509 F.Jd 36 (!st Cir.2007) (internal quotation marks omitted) (citations omitted).

In

[J] "[Q]uestions of statutory interpretation are
questions of law ripe for resolution at the pleadings
stage." Simmons v. Galvin, 575 F .3d 24, 30 (I st
Cir.2009) (citing General Motors Corp.
\'.
Darling's. 444 F.3d 98, l 07 (Isl Cir.2006)). The
Court may consider "documents the authenticity of
which are not disputed by the parties; ... documents
central to plaintiffs' claim; [and] documents sufficiently referred to in the complaint." Curran. 509
F.3d at 44 (quoting War1erson v. Page, 987 F .2.cl I,
3 (1st Cir. 1993 )) (alterations original); see also
!Jedda/I v . Stale Street Bank & Trus1Co .. I '!>7 F.3d

12. 17 (1st Cir.1998) ("When ... a complaint's factual allegations are expressly linked to-and admittedly dependent upon~a document (the authenticity of which is not challenged), that document effectively . merges into the pleadings and the trial
·court can review it.. .. ").

B. MIT Has Presented the Court With a~ Actual
Contro.versy
The Union contends that no actual controversy
existi; ~s necessary under the Declaratory Judgment
Act,28 U.S.C.

*2201. Opp'n 1.

[4] Indeed, the Court ought grant declaratory
judgment only if a "controversy 'ripe' for judicial
resolutiop" exists. J."eri::on New England, Inc. V.
!rll 1/ Bhd. (:/ Elec. fforkers, Local No. 232::1, 65 I
F .3d 176, l 88 ( l st Cir.201.1) (citing .-1 bhott labs .r.
Gardner,.387 U.S. 136, 148-49, 87 S.Ct. 1507. 18
L.Ed,2d 68 I (1967)}. Accqrding to, First Circuit .
faw, to cjetermine whether an act~al controversy exists, a court ought "consider both fitness for review
and hardship," the former involving "questions of
finality, definiteness, and the need for further factual development," and ihe latter being concerned
with "whether the challenged action create[d] a direct and immediate dilemma for the parties." Id al
188 (quoting Ernst & foung v. Depositors Ecrmomic Prqtec:tion Corp.. 45 · F.3d 530, 535 (!st
Cir.1995)) (internal quotation marks omitted). In
Rhode Island v. Narragansett Indian Tribe. 19 F.3d
685 (I st Cir.1994 ), the First Circuit held that courts
_ought consider whet~er granting declaratory judgment would serve a "useful purpose." Id. at 693.
Furthermore, (!S conceded by the Union, Opp'n 5,
the First Circuit has concluded in Tcjidos de
Coamo. Inc. v. Int'! Ladies' Gar111e11t ll'orkers 1 Union. 22 F.3d 8 (!st Cir.1994), that the Norris-LaGuardia Act, 29 U.S.C. § !OJ et.seq., does
not prohibit pre-arbitration declarations of arbitrab~
ility. Tejidos de Coamo. 22 f..3d at 15.

*5 [5] Considering the history of this case, the
Court is mindful of the fact that the issue of whether unescorted access denials are arbitrable is likely·
to arise again and this Court's decision in this case
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will hopefully aid judicial economy, clarify this
particular issue, and thus help obviate similar disputes in the future. Thus, an actual controversy exists.

C. The Issue of Arbitrability is a Question to be
Decided by the Court.
[6] It is well settled that the issue of arbitrability, namely whether a particular grievance was excluded from arbitration, is a matter for a court to
decide. A'F & T Techs .. Inc. v. Commc'ns lf'orkers
q( Am .. 475 U.S. 643, 649, l 06 S.Ct. 1415, 89
L.Ed.2d 648 (! 986) ("Unless the parties clearly and
unmistakably provide otherwise, the question of
whether the parties agreed to arbitrate is to be decided by the court, not the arbitrator."). In ;\/arie v.
Allied Home iV!orrg. Corp .. 402 F.3d 1 (Jst
Cir.2005 ), the First Circuit reviewed then recent
Supreme Court decisions reiterating that there were
"at least two sorts of questions •.. presumptively for
the court to decide: (1) whether the parties [were]
bound by a given arbitration clause, and (2) whether a concededly binding arbitration clause applied
to a particular type of controversy." Id at 9·-· l 0
(quoting /-/01Liwn v. De4m Witter Rcy110/d1'. Inc.,
537 U.S. 79. 84, 123 S.ct. 588, 154 L.Ed.2d 491
(2002)) (emphasis in original) (internal quotation
marks omitted). In ll)aking this decision, however,
the. Court ought not decide the in'erits of the underlying claim. AT&T Techs., 475 U.S. at 649, !06
S.Ct. 14!5.

D. MIT's Decision to Deny Unescorted Access
Privileges is Subject to Arbitration Under the
Agreement.
l. The Presumptfon of Arbitrability Governs
[7] Although it is an issue of first impression
under this collective bargaining agreement whether
this particular grievance-the d.enial of unescorted
access to a nuclear facility-ought be subjected to
arbitration, there is well established case law as to
the common principles that guide the determination
of whether an issue is arbitrable or not. See AT & '/
Techs .. 475 U.S. al 650, 106 S.Ct. l-1-15. Bec~use
interpreting an arbitration clause contained in a col-

lective bargaining agreement ultimately is a matter
of contract law, the parties will only be required to
arbitrate the issue if they agreed to submit such dispute to arbitration. Jd. at 648-+9, I 06 S.Ct. 1415
("The first principle ... is that arbitration is a matter
of contract and a party cannot be required to submit
t() arbitration any dispute which he has not agreed
so to. submit.") (citations omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).
[8] Having said that, there is a-possibly competing-principle that where an agreement contains
an arbitration clause, the intent to arbitrate a particular grievance is presumed and hence "[a]n order to
arbitrate the particular grievance should not be
denied unless it may be said with positive assurance
that the arbitration clause is not susceptible of an
interpretation that covers the asserted dispute."
United Steelworkers <d'.lm. v. Warrior & Ciu(f'Nav.
Co., 363 U.S. 574, '582-83. 80 S.Ct. 1347, 4
L.Ed.2d 1409 { 1960 ). This so-called presumption of
arbitrability is dictated by a clear government
policy favoring the resolution of such labor disputes by means of arbitration and also demands that
if in doubt the Court ought interpret the agreement
to have covered the issue. Jd: see _./ T & T Techs.,
475 U.S. at 650. 106 S.ct. 1415 (holding that the
presumption is "particularly applicable" in the case
of a broad arbitration clause, such as one submitting to arbitration "a~y differences arising with respect to the interpretation of th[e] contract or the
performance of any obligation [t]hereunder .... ")
(internal quotation marks omitted); see also <iranite
Rock Co. v. lnt'/Bhd of' Tcams1crs, 561 U.S. 287.
130 S.0. 2847. 2858-59, 177 L.Ed.2d 567 (JOH))
(discussing application of the presumption of arbitrability). The Supreme Court has likewise held that
unless a particular grievance is excluded from a
general arbitration clause by express provision,
"only the. most forceful evidence of a purpose to exclude the claim from arbitration can prevail." War. rior & <fu!('Nai: Co .. 363 U.S. at 584-85. 80 S.Ct.
1347.
*6 [9] Applying these common principles to
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the case at hand, the Agreement contains what the
Court considers a "broad" arbitration clause. The
arbitration clause in place covers "any grievance ...
concerning the interpretation or application of [the]
Agreement." Agreement 4. MIT hotly disputes that
the access denial grievance concerns the interpretation or application of the Agreement, arguing instead that it falls outside the scope of the Agreement. See Mem. Supp. 17-18,

It is not apparent why the qµestion of whether
the denial of Rice's site-access authorization does
not concern the interpretation of the Agreement,
namely the definition of "transfer" or "discipline"
under the Agreement's Articles XVIII and XX respectively. In this regard, .the P,..rbitrator's qpinion
that based on the facts of this particular case, the
denial of access could well hav~ constituted a disciplinary measure, Award 26-27, ·while not binding, persuades the Court. See McCabe Hamilton &
l?enny Co .. Ltd v. Int'/ Longshore & rVarehouse
Union, Local 1-12. AFL-CIO. 624 F.Supp.2d l.236.
1245-46 (D'.Haw.2008) (granting the union's motion to confirm the arbitration award and noting that
the arbitrator acknowledged the employer's discretion to transfer the aggrieved but found that based
on the facts Of that case it was apparent that the employer used its discretion "as a means of disqiplining [the aggrieved] without meeting the [collective
bargaining agreement's] substantive .and procedural
requiremel}ts for discipline").
. The absence of a specific prov1S1on does not
necessarily equate to an intentional exclusion of a
particular grievance or issue from arbitration. The
failure specifically to regulate site access in the
Agreement may be due to any number of reasons,
yet faced with the strong presumption of arbitrability and having failed to allege a reason to have intentionally. abstained from regulating the issue, let
alone "forceful evidence of the purpose to exclude," MIT cannot make its case. See Warrior '~
(ju/j'Nm-. Co., 363 u.S. at 585. 80 S.Ct. 1347.
2. The Presumption of Arbitrability Is Not Inapplicable Here Due to Public Policy

Having established that according to the general principles of arbitration and labor contract interpretation the issue of unescorted access to a nuclear
facility is one to be submitted to arbitration, the
Court must consider MIT's argument that site access denials fall outside the scope of the Agreement
for public policy reasons involving the safezy and
security of nuclear facilities. Mem. Supp. 17-19.
MIT. points to two decisions, one from the United
States District Court for the District of New Jersey,
upheld by the Third Circuit Court of Appeals, and
one in which a labor arbitrator, acknowledging the
New Jersey court's reasoning, carrie to the same
conclusion, namely that the issue· of revocation bf
access authorization was not arbitrable under the
applicable CGllective bargaining agreement. Public
Serv. Elec. & Gas Co. v. lnt'l Bhd. of Blee. Worker.~· Locdl 94. l 40 F.Supp. 2d 384, 401 ~ 02, 406 (
D.N .•J. 2001) afj'd, 27 Fed.A~px. 127 (3d Cit.2002)
; Jn re WE Etiergies & Inti'! Bhd c~l Eld. rVorkers.
Lotcil 2150, 122 Lab. Arb. (BNA) 1122, 2006 WL
264174t), at *8 (2006) (Suntrup, Arb.).
*7 The court in Public Service noted that the
collective bargaining agreement in question did not
contain. any provisions "specific or otherwise, related to site access authorization determinations
," 140 F.Supp. 2d at 398, and interwove this argument with a holding that due to the "unique and
critical issue of the safety of the public at largel'
it was "necessary and appropriate" for the parties "
to expressly agree to submit site access issues to
arbitration and that this be specifically provided
in the [ collective bargaining agreement]," id. at
400. The Public Serl'ice court explained that it read
the applicable Commission regulations to "permit
arbitration to be the appeal process for revocation or denial of site access decisions," but "due to
public policy reasons," required a "separate, clear,
and specific provision in the collective bargaining agreement if arbitration is to be the review
process." Id. at 403 ·- 04. The court concluded
that it would not uphold an agreement that lacked
such provisions, as enforcement would be contrary
to public policy. See id. at 404.
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Other courts examining the question of whether
public policy justified an exception to arbitration on
site access issues have come out a different way. To
make ah argument that the Agreement was· against
I
public policy one has to determine the public policy
behind the regulations, especially the regulatory
history and the Commission's intent. The Seventh
Circuit and district courts therein have been concerned with the nuclear power"plartt site access revocation issue after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, and the resulting amendments of the
Commission regulations to tighten security. Exelon
Cieherarion Co., LLC v. Local 15, int'! Bhd q/Elec.
Workers, AFf,--CfO, No. 10 C 4846. 2011 WL
2149624. at* I (N.D.111. !\fay 25, '.WI I) (Gettleman,
J.), rev'd and remanded, 676 F.3d 566. (7th
Cir.2012), reh'g en bane denied, 682 F.3d 620 (7th
Cir.2012); see also Exelon Generation Co. v. Local
15, Int'! Bhd. r!f' E!ec. 'YVorkers. AFL--CJO, Nci. 06

CV 6961. 2008 WL 4442608, at 'i' I (N.D.111. Sept.
29. 2008) (Lefkow, J.). In each of these cases, the
court took great care to analyze the regulatory history in search of a prohibition or conflict with arbitration as a means of resolution of site access disputes and lield that the Commission had indeed intended to permit arbitration procedures to exist
alongside any review mechanisms established pursuant to· the regulations. See. Exelon Generation
Co .. LLC, 676 F.3d at 574 (quoting Access Authorization Program for Nuclear Power Plants, 56
Fed.Reg. 18997-01, 19002 (Apr. 25, 1991)
(codified at 10 C.F.R. Part 73)) (citing from the
regulatory guide the Commission's comment that
"the Commission never intended that any review
procedure that already exists in a bargaining agreement be abandoned."); see also id at 575 (holding
that this interpretation remained in force, even after
the regulation was subsequently amended, as
"[n]othing in the text of the amended regulation or
the rulemaking history suggests the Commission
came to a different conclusion in 2009.").
*8 Likewise, Judge Posner, in a concurrence to
the denial of en bane rehearing, noted that "[t]he
Commission could amend its regulations to forbid

collective bargaining agreements to empower arbitrators to resolve disputes over security Clearances .... As could Cong~ess." Exelon Generation
'\
Co .. 682. F.Jd at 622. (Posner, J., concurring). Judge
Posner added that while it was "time that the Commission, or failing that Congress, instituted adm.inistrative review of decisions by private arbitrators
granting or denying security clearances to employees of nuclear facilities," it was "beyond judicial
authority to command" such review procedures. Id.
at 6:?.2---2.'l.

[JO] This Court is persuaded by the Seventh
Circuit's approach. While it is arguably in the public interest for a publicly accountable judiciary to
review site access disputes for our nuclear facilities, it is not in fact the Commission's ot Congress's
policy or intent to exclude access revocation disputes from private (and largely secret) arbitration.
Thus, MIT's policy argument must fail:
In addition, the Court takes note of the fact that
the Agreement in the version made available to the
. Court was in effect from 2008 to 2011 and therefore was (re-)negotiated after MIT received the
Commission's (April 2007) Order which it argues
acts as a bar to arbitration of the site access issue.
Suffice it to say one would assume MIT, put on notice by the Order of its duties as a licensee to monitor site access and convinced that site access was
not (or at least was no longer) a .grievance arbitrable under the Agreement, would have asserted its
rights by negotiating an explicit provision to that
effect to the Agreement.
In conclusion, the presumption of arbitrability
stands and can neither be overcome by MIT's public policy arguments nor by the facts alleged to be
sufficient to create "forceful evidence" that the site
access revocation grievance was intentionally un- ·
regulated by the Agreement.

E. A Permanent Injunction Is Not Warranted
[ 1 1J MIT also seeks injunctive relief, asking
the Court to enjoin the Union from "pursuing any
claim in the arbitration relating to decisions to grant
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or deny authorization for unescorted access
C6mpl. ·~ 56. As MIT is not entitled t~ a declar~tory
judgment that the unescorted access denial grievance is not arbitrable, the claim for such an injunction is moot.

III. CONCLUSION
For. the foregoing reasons, the Court

(l) DENIES MIT's Motion for Judgrr\.ent on the
Pleadings and request for declaratory judgment,
ECF No. 20,
(2) DENIES MIT's request for a permanent injunction, ECF No, 1; and
(3) ORDERS the case administratively closed. It
may be reopened. upon motion of any party once
the arbitr;ition has concluded.

SO ORDERED.
FN I. The Agreement in the version submitted to the Court was effective for the
years 2008 to 201 i. Comp!., Ex. 4,
2008-2011 Agreement Mass. Institute of
Tech. & Research,, Development, & Technical Employees' Union ("Agreement"),
ECF No. 1-5.

D.Mass.,2013.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology v. Research,
Development and Technical Employees Union
--- F.Supp.2d ----, 2013 WL 5881245 (D.Mass.),
197 L.R.R.M. (BNA) 2428
END OF DOCUMENT
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The plaintiff, a union operating on behalf of certain employees at a nuclear
energ); facility, filed suit against the operator of the. facility to compel arbitration
after the operator revoked a union employee's privileges to· access the nuclear
facility unescorted.

As. a result of having his. access privileges revoked, the

employee could not continue working:at the nuclear facility. The operator opposed
arbitration on the ground that the dispute was not within the scope of the
arbitration agreement. The .district.court compelled arbitration, and we affirm.
I.

Defendant-Appellant Florida Power & Light ("FPL';) operates the Turkey
Point nuclear power plant. To operate a nuclear generator, FPL must comply with
certain Nuclear Regulatory Commission· ("NRC"). regulations, which state that an
individual must be "trustworthy and reliable" to .be granted ''unescorted access'' to
the nuclear facility. See 10 C.F.R. § 73.56. FPL has enacted policies to comply
· with NRC regulations.
Michael Kohl is a long-time FPL employee Who worked as a nuclear watch
engineer at Turkey Point. In August 2012, Kohl was arrested for "grand theft."
'

~

Following his arrest, FPL revoked Kohl's ''unescorted

acc~ss"

to the Turkey Point

I

nuclear facility. Without unescorted-access privileges, Kohl could not continue
working as a nuclear watch engineer at Turkey Point.

Kohl appealed the

revocation of his access privileges to FPL management, who upheld the revocation
2
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in November 2012. See 10 C.F.R. § 73.56(1) ("The procedure must provide for an
impartial and independent internal management review."). Ultimately, the grandtheft charges against Kohl were dismissed.
Kohl is a member of Plaintiff-Appellee International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers System Council U-4 ("IBEW").

Kohl was covered by a

collective bargaining agreement between IBEW and FPL. The

agreem~nt

contains

a grievance and arbitration procedure. Grievances advance through. a series of
steps in an attempt to settle the dispute. If a grievance remains unresolved, either
party may demand arbitration. Doc. 1-3, Art. IV, i! 27(a).
In September 2012, Kohl and IBEW filed a grievance with FPL, stating, "I
Mike Kohl, request that my Nuclear Access be reinstated and I be returned to work
and made whole." Doc. 1-5. After his access privileges were revoked, Kohl
continued to work for FPL at a different power plant as a maintenance worker, but
he earn~d substantially less than he did as a nuclear watch engineer.
In November 2012, FPL informed IBEW that it would "not accept a
grievance becauseit involves a matter that is not disciplinary in nature and is not
subject to grievance and arbitration procedures." Doc. 1-8. According to FPL,
decisions about nuclear access are governed by NRC regulations, and FPL, "as
licensee, has the sole responsibility to grant or deny unescorted access to its
nuclear facilities." Id.
3
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B.
In January 2013, IBEW filed a petition in the United States District Court
for the Southern District of Florida to compel arbitration of the dispute about
-._/.

Kohl's access rights. See 29 ·u.S.C~ § 185(a). FPL answered, denying that the

was subject fo' atbittatiort under the collective bargaining 'agreement.

dispute

In

· November' 2013, FPL moved to dismiss the.'petitiort for lack of subject-matter
jurisdiction.

FPL asserted that the. case was moot .because Kohl's site-access

revocation had 'been lifted and .

he

Was "noW eligible to apply for access

authorization to Turkey Point." 1 The district court granted FPL's motion

and

dismissed the case a8 moot
On appeal, this Court vacated and remanded. Int 'l Bhd of Elec. Work~rs

Sys. Council U-4 v. Fla. Power & Light Co., 580 F. App'x 868 (11th Cir. 2014)
(hereinafter "!BEW'). We held that the district court erred in dismissing the case
as moot because, "even if the issue of nuclear access is moot, IBEW' s request that
Kohl be returned to his previous job and receive back pay is not.;' Id. at 869. We
. remanded.' the, ~ction to .the district court with instructions to deterffiine only
.,;,_.~

,":.

•

•

1

•• "

•.,.I'

•

'.

•

•

•

•

....;_,

"whether FPL;s· determination of 'access rights' falls within the arbitration
provisions of IBEW and FPL's collective bargaining agreement," such that the
1

According to FPL, because Kohl's access had been "unfavorably terminated," NRC ·
regulations required Kohl to again apply for and complete the unescorted access authorization
process mandated by the NRC.
4
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agreement "provides the arbitrator with authority to adjudicate this dispute." Id.
We instructed the court not to consider "issues that go to the merits, such as
whether the NRC regulations render FPL's actions unreviewable." Id. (citing Int'l
Bhd. Of Elec. Workers Local 2150 v. NextEra Energy Point Beach, LLC, 762 F.3d
592, 596 (7th Cir. 2014) (hereinafter "NextEra Energy")).
On remand, the district court granted IBEW' s petition to compel arbitration.
According to the court, a "grievance" under the collective bargaining agreement
"encompasses any conduct by FPL that takes a job benefit away from an
employee, including nuclear access." Doc. 33 :at 3. Finding that "FPL took away
Kohl's worksite, job title, job duties and reduced his salary[,]" the court concluded
that Kohl's challenge to these actions through his loss of access to Turkey Point
constituted a-valid and arbitrable grievance. Id. at 4. FPL appeals.
II.

"We review de novo a district court order granting a motion to compel 1
arbitration." Johnson v. Keybank Nat'l Assoc. (Jn re Checking Account Overdraft
Litigation), 754 F.3d 1290, 1293 (11th Cir. 2014).

III.
We begin by summanzmg the principles governmg our review of an
arbitration provision in a collective bargaining agreement, derived from the
Supreme Court's Steelworkers Trilogy over fifty years ago. See Steelworkers v.
5
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·Enter. Wheel & Car Corp., 363 U.S. 593, 80 S. Ct. 1358 (1960); Steelworkers v.
·Warrior& GulfNavigation Co., 363 U.S. 574, 80 S. Ct. 1347 (1960); Steelworkers
v. Am. Mfg. Co., 363 U.S. 564, 80 S. Ct. 1343 (1960) .
.,

First, because arbitration is simply a matter of contract and consent, AT&T
Techs., Inc. v. Commc'ns Workers of Am., 475 U.S. 643, 648, 106 S. Ct. 1415,

. 1418 · ( 1986), "a court rriay order arbitration of a particular dispute only where the
court is satisfied that the parties agreed to arbitrate that dispute," Granite Rock Co.
v. Int'! Bhd. of Teamsters, 561 U.S. 287, 297, 130 S. Ct. 2847, 2856 (2010)

(emphasis in original).
.

Second, questions of} whether an arbitration agreement covers a particular
.

dispute are generally for

th~

courts un 1ess the agreement expressly provides

otherwise. AT&T Techs., Inc., 475 U.S. at 649, 106 S. Ct. at 1418. Thus, if an
arbitration provision's applicability to the dispute is in issue, as it is here, "the._ .... -.
court must resolve the disagreement." Granite Rock Co., 561 U.S. at 299-300, 130
S. Ct. at 2858 (internal quotation marks omitted).
Third, in deciding questions of arbitrability, "a court is not to rule on the
potential merits of the underlying claims." A.T&T Techs., Inc., 475 U.S. at 649,
106 S. Ct. at 1419. In this case, the previous panel identified "whether .the NRC
regulations render FPL's actions unreviewable" as such a merits issue. !BEW, 580
F. App'x at 869; see also NextEra Energy, 762 F.3d at 596 ("[W]e do nothold that
6
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the arbitrator may, in fact, review and overturn NextEra's revocation of Hofstra's
unescorted access privileges .... But the potential weakness of the Union's claim
on the merits is no defense to the arbitrability of this dispute, as a threshold
question.").
Fourth, and finally, "where the contract contains an arbitration clause, there
is a presumption of arbitrability in the sense that an order to arbitrate the particular
grievance should not be denied unless it may be said with positive assurance that
the arbitration clause is not susceptible of an interpretation that covers the asserted
dispute." AT&T Techs., Inc., 475 U.S. at 650, 106 S. Ct. at 1419 (brackets and
internal quotation marks omitted; alterations adopted). In short, doubts should be
resolved in favor of arbitration.

The presumption of arbitrability is

Id.

"particularly applicable" where an arb,itration clause is broadly worded. Id.; see
Nextera Energy, 762 F.3d at 594 ("Where the arbitration clause is broad, we

presume arbitrability of disputes.").
, The presumption of arbitrability "applies when an 'arbitration agreement is
ambiguous about whether it covers the dispute at hand."' Dasher v. RBC Bank
(USA), 745 F.3d 1111, 1115 (11th Cir.), cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 144 (2014)

(quoting Granite Rock Co., 561 U.S. at 301, 130 S. Ct. at 2858). Put differently,
the "federal policy favoring arbitration" does not "override[] the principle that a
court may submit to arbitration only those disputes that the parties have agreed to
7
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submit.'; Granite Rock Co., 561 U.S. at 302, 130 S. Ct. at 2859 (ellipsis and
internal quotation marks omitted); Jnetianbor v. Cashcall,

inc.,

768 F.3d 1346,

1352-53 (11th Cit. 2014), cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 1735 (2015).
IV.

The question before us is "whether FPL's detemiination of 'access rights'
falls within the arbltration provisioiis

of IBEW and FPL' s collectiv~ -bftrg~ining

agreement." !BEW, 580 F. App'x at 869. That question, in tum, depends on the
definition' of "grievaiice'' irt the c6lletfrve bargaining 'agreerrterit, because only
grievances may be advanced to arbitration. Doc. 1-3, At;t. IV,

if

27(a).

The

agreement defines a "grievance" "as a violation of the terins of this Agteeniertt ~r
arty type of supervisory conduct which unjustly deni-es to any employee the
employee's job or any benefit arising out of the employee's job." Id., if 26.
FPL contends that the district court's order compelling.arbitration should be

reversed because the court applied the presumption 'of arbittability without first
determining whether the grievance and arbitrations provisions were ambiguous.
And the provisions are not ambiguous, according to FPL, because the revocation of
Kohl's access privileges does not fall within the plain and objective meaning of
"supervisory conduct," given that David Bonthron, the FPL employee who

8
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revoked Kohl's unescorted access, was not Kohl's supervisor. 2 FPL also argues
that the "robust, unequivocal public policy to safeguard the Nation's nuclear
· facilities" is consistent with the purportedly clear conclusion that the parties did
not include this particular dispute within the grievance and arbitration provisions.

A.
We first address whether the gnevance and arbitration prov1s10ns are
ambigu~11s,

so as to trigger the presumption of arbitrability. See Dasher, 745 FJd

at 1115. We must interpret an arbitration agreement by construing the contract to
effectuate the intent. of the parties, "as determined by the objective meaning of the
words used." Inetianbor, 768 F.3p at 1353 (citation and internal quotation marks
omitted). "A contract term is ambiguous if reasonably susceptible to more than
one interpretation." Orkin Exterminating Co., Inc. v. F.T.C., 849 F.2d 1354, 1360
(11th Cir. .1988).
Initially, we note that FPL makes no claim that the revocation of access
privileges does not or could not "unjustly den[y] to any employee the employee's
job or any benefit arising out of the employee's job." See Doc. 1-3, Art.

IV.,~

26.

And, because access privileges are necessary for an employee to work at a nuclear
facility, we find that their revocation arguably denies the employee his job and his
2

According to FPL, Bonthron was employed by FPL as the Access Authorization/Fitness
for Duty Prqgram Manager. He was responsible for ensuring FPL's ~ompliance with the NRC's
regulations regarding unescorted access privileges and related matters for all FPL executives and
employees.

9
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job benefits. For example~ in this case, Kohl lost his job as a nuclear watch
engineer and suffered a loss of job duties and salary because of FPL's·revocation
of his access rights.
Rather, FPL's cha1lerige is limited to' whether determin~tions of access
privileges are encompassed by the phrase ''any type of supervisory conduct." The
collective bargaining agreement does riot define th-e term' ~'s·upervisoty ccmduct,"
or, for that matter, "supertfisor." FPL interprets "super\iisory conduct''

to excl'ude

-actions from those· \\tho, like Bortthron, ex~rcise alithotity over employees in the
interest of management but do not · superv-fae employees·' job duties or
perfomiance. 3 This may, in fact, be a reasonable interpretation. We do hot need to
decide whether

it

is, however,) because we 26nclude that the grievance and·

arbitration provisions are reasonably susceptible to an interpretation that covers
FPL' s determinati ort of access rights. 4
In interpreting a contract, we must read the words of the contract in the
context of the contract as a whole. jnetianbor, 768 F.3d at 1353. In this case, the
3

We infer this interpretation, we think fairly, from FPL's briefing. FPL asserts that
Bonthton was not Kohl's supervisor, but it never defines what it means by the term "supervisor"
or attempts to provide a more comprehensive interpretation of the provision.
4

We may affirm the district court's order on any ground supported by the record, even if
that ground was not relied upon by the di:strict court. Feliciano v. City of Miami Beach, 707 F.3d
1244, 1252-53 (1 lth Cir. 2013). Thus, even if the district court failed to determine whether the
agreement was ambiguous, as FPL contends, we nonethefess can reach and decide this question
of Jaw in the first instance. See Peterson v. Lexington Ins. Co., 753 F.2d 1Oi6, 1018 (11th Cir.
1985) (contractual ambiguity is a question oflaw).
10
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context is that of a collective qargaining agreement governing relations between
labor and management. "A collective bargaining agreement is an effort to erect a
system of industrial self-government[,]" and "the grievance machinery under a
collective bargaining agreement is at the very heart of the system of industrial selfgovernment.". Warrior & Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. at 580-81, 80 S. Ct. at
1351-52. In essence, "[c]ollective bargaining agreements regulate or restrict the
exercise of management functions." Warrior & Gulf Navigation Co., 363 U.S. at
583, 80 S. Ct. at 1353.
Viewed ·against this backdrop, we think it is reasonable to cohstrue the
phrase "supervisory conduct" broadly as referring to conduct under management's
authority and in its interest that takes away an employee's job or job benefit, or, as
. the district court succinctly put it, "any conduct by FPL that takes a job benefit .
(

away from an employee" See 29 U.S.C. § 152(11) (defining a "supervisor" under
the National Labor Relations Act as an individual who has authority "in the interest
of the employer" to take or recommend certain actions with respect to employees);

cf Beasley v. Food Fair ofN Carolina, Inc., 416 U.S. 653, 658-60, 94 S. Ct. 2023,
2026-27 (1974) (explaining that "supervisors" were excluded from collective
bargaining because they were considered part of "management obliged to be loyal
to their employer's interests"). The collective bargaining agreement's use of broad

11
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language to define a grievance-."any type of supervisory conduct"-likewise may
suggest that the provision was not intended to be construed narrowly.
Whether or not Bonthron supervised Kohl's work, it is undisputed that
Bonth~on had authority,

in the, interest of FPL, to make nuclear-access

determinations for FPL employees, including Kohl. See Black's Law Dictionary
1667 (10th ed. 2014) (defining a "supervisor'; as''[ o]ne having authority over
others; a ~anager or overseer") 5 ; FPL's Initial Br. at 30 (stating that Bonthton's
duties were "to assist in managing" Turkey Point by making access
de~erminations); see also !BEW, 580 F. App'x at 869 (characterizing the issue in

this appeal as "FPL 's deterrriination of 'access rights"' (emphasis added)). In
making these determinations, FPL "monitor[ ed];" "eva]uat[ed]," "investigat[ ed],"
and

"observ[ed]"

employees-all

terms

consistent

with

oversight

and

supervision-to determine whether they are and continue to be "trustworthy and
reliable" so as to comply with NRC regulations. FPL 's Initial Br. at 14.
As explained above, FPL's access decisions can have significant
employment consequences for employees. Thus, despite the fact that Bonthron
may not have been Kohl's supervisor in a traditional sense or that access decisions
do not arise out of that type of relationship, we think the phrase "any type of

5

"To ascertain ordinary meaning, courts often tum to dictionary definitions for
guidance." United States v. Lopez, 590 F.3d 1238, 1248 (11th Cir. 2009).
12
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is reasonably . susceptible of an interpretation that

encompasses FPL's nuclear-access determinations.
In sum, the grievance and arbitration provisions are ambiguous because they
are reasonably susceptible of an interpretation that covers FPL's determinations of
access rights. See Orkin Exterminating Co., Inc., 849 F.2d at 1360. Therefort,
even assuming that FPL' s interpretation of the grievance and arbitration provisions
is also reasonable, we apply the presumption of arbitrability. See Granite Rock

Co., 561 U.S. at 302, 130 S. Ct. at 2858 (stating that the presumption applies where
there is "a validly formed ·and enforceable arbitration agreement [that] is
ambiguous about whether it covers the dispute at hand").

B.
We adhere to the presumption of arbitrability and resolve any doubts in
favor of ordering arbitration unless the presumption is rebutted. Id., 130 S. Ct. at
2858-59. To rebut the presumption in the face of a broadly worded arbitration
· provision, the party opposing arbitration generally must show either an "express
provision excluding a. particular grievance from arbitration" or, in its absence,
"only the most forceful evidence of a pµrpose to exclude .the claim from
arbitration." AT&T, 475 U.S; at 650, 106 S. Ct. at 1419 (quoting Warrior & Gulf,
363 U.S. at 584-85, 80 S. Ct. at 1354).

13
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Here, FPL points to no' express exclusion in the coliective bargaining
agreement. The agreement does not expressly commit unescorted-access decisions
.

.

either to arbitration or to management's sole discretion. FPL suggests that we can
infer a purpose to exclude access decisions based ort the "strong public policy to
safeguard nuclear facilities," artdr it also cites a general provision in the collective
bargaining agreement vesting management ~f the properties

bf

the company

exclusively in FPL. However~ the exclusion· clause is vague, not express·, 'and
inferring a purpose to exclude based on public-policy grounds· goes beyond our
threshold inquiry of arbifrability and improperly encroaches on the merits of the
dispute. See Warrior & Gulf Navigation Co., .363 U.S. at 584-85, 80 S. Ct. .at
1354; see also NextEra Energy, 762 F.3d at 596; !BEW, 580 F. App'x at 869. FPL
puts forth no other "forceful evidence" or legal argument in satisfaction of its
burden.
In short, FPL has provided no "positive assurance" that the arbitration clause
does not cover this dispute. See AT&T Techs, Inc., 475 U.S. at 650, 106 S. Ct. at
1419. Applying the presumption of arbitrability, we resolve any doubts about the
scope of the grievance and arbitration provisions in favor of coverage, and find,
therefore, that the dispute is arbitrable as a threshold matter. To be clear, we do
not hold that the arbitrator may, in fact, review FPL's revocation of Kohl's
unescorted-access privileges, and, as we indicated in our previous opinion, that
14
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question may now be moot. !BEW, 5 80 F. App 'x at 869. We express no opinion
on these matters. See NextEra Energy, 762 F.3d at 596. But, as we also

indicat~d

in our previous opinion, IBEW's request for Kohl to be reinstated to his previous
position and to receive backpay is not moot. Id.

v.
In sum, the grievance and arbitration provis_ions in the parties' collective
bargaining agreement. are reasonably susceptible of an interpretation that covers
FPL's determination of access rights. Thus, the agreement is ambiguous, and the
presumption of arbitrability applies.

Because FPL has not rebutted the

presumption,, any doubts are resolved in favor ·of coverage. Consequently, we
affirm the district court's order compelling arbitration.
AFFIRMED.
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23 I HXl l (f-1)3 Arbitration Agreements
231 Hkl543 Construction and OperaUnited States District Court,
D. New Jersey.
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC & GAS COMPANY, Plaintiff,

v.
LOCAL 94 INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD
OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS, Defendant.
No. CIV. A. 99-3634 (GEB).
April 6, 2001.
Union brought grievance against employer op•
erating nuclear energy facility, challenging employer's suspension of employee's site access privileges
following his third arrest for driving under influence, and his termination following conviction.
When grievance proceeded to arbitration, employer
sought court order that site access issue was not
subject to arbitration. The District Court, Hughes,
United States Magistrate Judge, held that (1) arbitration was acceptable means of complying with appeal process mandated when employee is denied
site access to nu~lear energy facility; (2) dispute regarding denial of site access was not subject to arbitration; (3) public policY, favoring nuclear safety
required that site access questions not be submitted
to arbitration, in. absence or' collective bargaining
provision calling for submission; (4) employer's
procedure for appealing site access withdrawal.
comported with Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) regulations; and (5) there was no private
right of action under Atomic Energy Act through
which union could challenge withdrawal of access.
Order accordingly.
West Headnotes
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~1549(7)

2:; I H Labor and Employment
2.31 HXII Labor Relations
231 HXl l(H) Alternative Dispute Resolution

ti on
231Hkl549 Matters Subject to Arbitration Under Agreement
231Hk1549(7) k. Particular disputes in general. Most Cited Cases
(Formerly 232Ak435.1 Labor Relations)
Arbitration pursuant to collective bargaining
agreement is an acceptable means of complying
with appeal process mandated when employee is
denied site access to atomic energy facility. Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, § 1 et seq., as amended, 42
U.S.C.A. ~ 2011 ct seq.; Energy Reorganization .
Act of 1974, §20 I et seq., 42 U.S.C.A. § 584 l et
seq.; 10 C.F.R. ~ 73.56.
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23 I H XI [ Labor Relations
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23 I HXll(H)3 Arbitration Agreements .
23 I Hk I 543 Construction and Operati on

231l-Ikl549 Matters Subject to Arbitration Under Agreement

23 I Hk 1549( I) k. In general.

Most Cited Cases
(Formerly 232Ak434.1 Labor Relations)
In determining whether a dispute is subject to
arbitration, pursuant to the arbitration clause of a
collective bargaining agreement, a court is to consider (1) whether the present dispute comes within
the scope of the arbitration clause, (2) whether any
other provision of the agreement expressly excludes
from arbitration kind of dispute involved in present
case, and (3) whether there is any other forceful
evidence indicating that the parties intended an exclusion.
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231 HX!l Labor Relations
I
23 IHX!l(H) Alternative Dispute Resolution
231 HXl l(H)3 Arbitration Agreements
23 1Hk1543 Construction and Operati on
23iHkl549 Matters Subject to Arbitration Under Agreement
231Hi\1549(1 ) k. In general.
Most Cited Cases
(Formerly 232Ak435.1 LaborRelations) ·
Arbitration clause in - collective bargaining
agreement, covering "any dispute or difference ...
as to the interpretation, application, or operation of
any provision of this Agreement," allowed for arbitration of any grievance that fell within zone of
interests receiving union protection under agree-

13IHk1543 Construction and Operati on

23 l. Hk I 549 Matters Subject to Arbitration Under Agreement
23 I Hk 1549(7) k. Particular disputes in general. Most_ Cited Cases
(Formerly 232Ak435. I Labor Relations)
In order to harmonize public policy concerns
regarding nuclear safety, apd public poliqy favoring
resolution of labor disputes through arbitration, arbitration of an employer's denial of employee's access to nuclear energy facility may be appealed
through arbitration, b4t only if there is provision in
collective bargaining agreement specifically calling
for arbitration of.question.

ment.

[61Electricity145 <8=:>8.7(2)

[41 Labor and Employment 231H ~1549(7)

I45 Electricity
145k8. 7 Nuclear Power
1451(8.7(2) k. Environmental and safety considerations. Most Cited Cases
(Formerly 145k8.5(2))
Employer complied with Nuciear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC's) regulations governin~ appeals from decisions denying site access to n1i1C1ear
energy facilitie!:;, when employee's access wa~ suspended after his third arrest for driving under influence and he was terminated following conviction;
employee was afforded opportunity to appeal access revocation to official supervising access, and
to provide information. Atomic Energy Act of
1954, § I et seq., as amended, 42 U.S.C.A. § 1011
et seq.; Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, § 201
et seq., 4'.2 U.S.C.A. ~ 5841 et seq.; 10 C.F.R. §
73.56'.

23 1H Labor and Em~loyment
231 HX[J Labor Relations
231 HXJ l(H\ Alternative Dispute Resolution
231 f-!Xll(l-1)3 Arbitration Agreements
231Hk1543 Construction and Operati on
231Hk1549 Matters Subject to Arbitration Under Agreement
231HkI549(7) k. Particular disputes in general. Most Cited Cases
(Formerly 232Ak435.1 Labor Relations)
Disputes regarding employer's withdrawal of
access to restricted area in nuclear energy facility
was not subject to arbitration under collective bargaining agreement, as dispute was not within zone
of interests protected by union under agreement;
there was no mention of site access in agreement,
and an insufficient showing of past practices of ar- .
bitrating site access questions.
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23 1HXJ I Labor Relations
231 HXIHH) Alternative Dispute Resolution
231 HXTl(l-1)3 Arbitration Agreements
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I3k3 k. Statutory rights of action. Most Cited
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23 11-l Labor and Employment
231 HXTI Labor Relations
231 HX1l(K) Civil Liabilities
23 I Hk 1994 Actions Against Employers
or Employers' Organizations in General
231Hk1995 k. In general. Most Cited
Cases
(Formerly 232Ak759 Labor Relations)
There was no private cause of action, under
Atomic Energy Act, through which union could
challenge employer's withdrawal of employee's access to nuclear energy facility, on grounds that
there was pattern of abuse of withdrawal power;
only recourse was appeal to Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC). Atomic Energy Act of 1954, §
221(c), as amended, 42 lJ.S.C.A. § 22T!(c); l 0
C.F.R. § 2.206.
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MEMORANDUM OPINION
HUGHES, United States Magistrate Judge.
This matter comes before the Court on motion
by Plaintiff Public Service Electric & Gas Company ("PSE & G") for summary judgment requesting the Court to declare that site. access issues are
not subject to arbitration under the grievance/arbitration provision of the Collective Bargaining
Agreement ("CBA") between PSE & G and Local
94, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
("Local 94"). Defendant Local 94 opposes the motion and has submitted a cross-motion for summary
judgment requesting the Court to order PSE & G to
submit to arbitration the issue of the revocation of
site access for Vincent Forte and all other Local 94
represented employees whose employment may be
adversely affected. The parties have consented to
the exercise of jurisdiction by the United States
Magistrate ·Judge pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)
and FED. R. CTV. P. 73, for all purposes. Oral Ar-

gument was conducted on December 18, 2000 and
the matter was taken under advisement. For the following reasons, Plaintiffs motion for summary
judgment is granted· and Defendant's cross-motion
for summary judgment is denied in p51rt, and denied
without prejudice in part.

I. BACKGROUND & PROCEDURAL HISTORY
This action arises from a dispute between
Plaintiff,PSE & G and Defendant Local 94 concerning the arbitrability of a site access issue in the context of a grievance challenging the discharge of
Union Member Vincent Forte. Plaintiff PSE & G is
a public utility incorporated under the laws of the
State of New J~rsey to provide safe and dependable
electric and gas energy within its service territory.
Statement of Undisputed Material Facts ~ 1. Defendant Local 94 is an unincorporated labor organization commonly known as a union as the term is
defined in Section 2(d) of the Labor-Management
Relations Act. Id ~ 2. Since 1943, Local 94 and its
predecessors have bargained collectively with P~E
& G on behalf of employees engaged in the genera-.
tion and distr,ibution of electricity. Id.~ 9. Local 94
is. recognized by PSE & G as the exclusive repres~
eritative for bargaining unit members including
those assigned to the' Artificial Island nuclear stations. Pl.'s Campi. at~ 10. Vincent Forte is a Local
94 bargaining unit member.
I

Arhong the facilities operated by PSE & G are
Salem 1 & II, and Hope Creek nuclear generating
stations on Artificial Island in Salem County, New
Jersey. Statement of Undisputed Material Facts~ 4.
There is a fence which surrounds these stations and
the land and the buildings inside the fence are know
as the "unescorted access" or "protected" areas. Id
~ 6. Out of about 2000 employees who work on Artificial Island, Local 94 represents approximately
800. Id. ~~ 7 and 8. Approximately 99% of the union represented employees work in the. unescorted
access area. Id. ~ 9. Employees of independent contractors also work at the nuclear stations and unions, other than Local 94, represent some of these
workers. Id. ~~ 12 and 13.
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The operation of the Island's generating stations is licensed and regulated by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") pursuant to the
Atomic Energy Act of1954, as amended, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 2011-'.2394. As an NRC licensee, PSE & G must
comply with applicable rules ·promulgated by -the
NRC, which are contained in 10 C.F.R. Part 0-199.
Id., 17. One of these rules *3~7 requires a licensee
to design and implement a procedure "to limit unescorted access to vital areas during nonemergency
conditions to individuals who require access in order to perform their duties." Id. ·ii 18 (quoting 10
C.F.R. § 73.55(7)(i)). Licensees ine1uding PSE & G
' denying, or revoking
are responsible for granting,
unescorted access to their own employees, contractors, and vendors. Id. , 22 (referring to 10 C .F .R. §
73.56(a)(4)).
PSE & G and Local 94 entered into their 1curre11t Collective ~argaining Agreement effective
May 1, 1996. Id. ··1 25. Article IX of the CBA
provides for a grievance/arbitration procedure
agreed upon by PSE & G and Local 94. Id. i! 33.
This grievance/arbitration procedure was invoked
by Local 94 after the termination of Mr. Forte, who
until March 9, 1998, worked for PSE & G at the
tJope Creek Nuclear Station. Id. 1 36. Mr. Forte had
held. the position of Nuclear Technician/Mechanical
Welder and had unescorted access under the Personal Access Program ("PAP") established by PSE
& G pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 73.56. Id. i! 39. In August 1997, Forte's site access privilege was suspended following his third arrest for driving under the
influence ("DUT'). Id. 1 40. PSE & G found temporary work for Forte that did not require site access. Id. i! 41. In November 1997, Forte was con"
victed of the DUI charge and forfeited his driver's
license to the State of New Jersey. Id. i! 42. In January of 1998, PSE & G indefinitely continued the
suspension of Forte's site access privilege. Id. 1 43.
PSE & G discharged Forte on March 9, 1998. Id. i!
44.
PSE & G and Local 94 were unable to settle
the grievance as to whether Forte had been dis-

charged for just cause and the matter was submitted
for arbitration with the American Arbitration Association (hereinafter "AAA'~). Id. 1 71. The AAA appointed as arbitrator Shyam Das, Esquire. Id. 1 72.
Arbitrator Das opened the hearings on April 7,
1999. Id. i! 76. The parties then stipulated that the
issues for resolution were "[ w ]hether the discharge
of Vinni Forte was for just cause" and "[i]f not,
what shall the remedy 'beT Id. 1 78. Immediately
thereafter, PSE & G submitted a motion in limine
to the arbitrator requesting the arbitrator to "bar
Local 94 from presenting evidence touching on the
January 1998 decision to revoke the grievant's ·unrestricted access to the Company's nuclear facilities." Pl.'s Comp!. i! 25.
Plaintiff PSE & G filed the present action in
Federal District Court, District of New Jersey., requesting a declaratory judgment that the site access
issue is not subject to the arbitration provisions of
the CBA, or any other agreement between PSE & G
and Local 94, and seeking an Order staying· Defendant Local 94 from proceedinf?: with the arbitration on the site access question~ See Pl.'s Comp!.
Defendant Local 94 filed an Answer and crossmotion requesting a .declaratory judgment that site
access is subject to arbitration and for an Order
from the Court requiring PSE & G to submit to arbitration the issue of revocation of site access. for
Vincent Forte. Def.'s Answer and Countercl. The
arbitration hearing has been stayed pending resolution of the arbitrability issue by the United States
District Court for the District of New Jersel' Statement of Undisputed Material Facts 1 80.l· N ·
FN I. Defendant Local 94 disputes
Plaintiffs Statement of Undisputed Facts 1
80 by objecting to "the implication that Arbitrator Das rendered a decision or r~led
otherwise that he did not have the authority
to determine whether the revocation of site
· access resulting in discharge was a ter.m
and condition of employment protected under the [CBA] to which the parties agree to
be bound." Def.'s Statement of Disputed
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Facts.
*388 The first. issue to be addressed by the
Court is whether there is anything in the NRC regulations which prevent site access issues from, being
arbitrated.,pursuant to a grievance/arbitration provision in a collective bargaining agreement. If not,
then the next issue to be addressed is whether the
arbitration provision in the operative collective bargaining agreement covers revocation or denial . of
site access authorization.

II. STANDARD FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
A court may enter summary judgment if there
is no gen~ine issue as to any material fa~t and. the
moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of
law. See FED. R. CJV. P. 56(c); Celotex Corp. v.
Catrett. 477 U.S. 317, 323, 106 S.Ct. 2548, 91
L.Ed.2d 265 ( l 986). The party moving for summary judgment bears the initial burden of showing
that t.here is no genuine issue of material . fact.
Celotex. 4 77 U.S. at 323. I 06. S.Ct. 2548. Once the
moving party has met its initial burden, the nonmoving party must present evidence that creates a
genuine issue of material fact making it necessary
to resolve the differences at trial. Id at 324. I 06
S.Ct. 2548. In deciding whether there is a genuine
issue of material fact, the Court must view the evidence in- the light most favorable to the non-moving
party, and the non-moving party receives the benefit of all reasonable inferences that may be drawn
from the underlying facts . .:\latsushiUt !:lee. Indus.
Co. v. Zenith Radio Corp .. 475 U.S. 574. 587, 106
S.Ct. 1348, 89 L.Ed.2d 538 (1986); Baker 1'. Monme Township. 50 F Jcl l 186. I 190 ( 3cl Cir. J 995 ).

III. DISCUSSION
A. DO THE NRC REGULATIONS PREVENT
SITE ACCESS ISSUES FROM BEING ARBITRATED?

1. NRC REGULA TJONS

I(] By enacting the Atomic Energy Act of
l 954, -12 U .S.C::. § 20 11 and the Energy Reorganiza-

tion Act of 1974, 42 LLS.C. § 5841, which established the NRC and transferred to it the licensing
jurisdiction over private nuclear power plants
which were formerly exercised by the Atomic Energy Commission, Congress intended that the
"federal government maintain complete control of
the safety and 'nuclear' aspects of energy generation:" by regulating safety aspects involved in the
constru~tion and operation of nuclear power plants.
Pacific Gas and Elec. Co. v. .'.:rate Energy Res.
Conserration & Der. Co111111'11. 461 U.S. 190, 212,
I 03 S.ct. 1713, 75 L.Ed.2d 752 ( 1983). The NRC's
"prime area of concern in the licensing context ... js
national security, public health, and safety." Id at
207. I 03 S.Ct. 1713 (citation omitted). The NRC is
authorized to prescribe regulations, including standards and restrictions governing the design, location
and operation of nuclear facilities in order to protect health and to minimize danger to life and property . .Susquehanna Valley Alliance v. '!71ree Mile Island, 619 F.2d 231, 235-36 (3d Cir.l980)(citing
42 U.S.C. ~ 220l(iJ(3) (1976 & Supp. I)).
Pursuant to NRC regulations, nuclear power
plant licensees must have an approved Physical ·Security Plan that provides protection against sabotage and unreasonable risk to the public health and
safety. See 10 C.F.R. ~ 73.55 (WOO). In May 1991,
tlie NRC implemented a rule, Hl C.F.R.. § 73.56,
mandating that licensees establish an "access authorization program" and that the program - be
"incorporated*389 into· the site Physical Security
Plan as provided for by I 0 C.F.R. § 50.54(p)(2) and
implemented." See JO C.F.R. § 73.56 (2000). According to § 50.54(p )(2), changes may be made to
the Physical Security Plan without prior Commission approval as !Ong as the changes do not decrease the effectiveness of the safeguards in the
Plan. See I 0 C.F.R. § 50 .54(p )(2) (2000 ). However,
the licensee is required to maintain records of the
changes for three years from the date of the change
and must submit a report describing each change
within two months after the changes have been
made. See id.
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The NRC's objective in requiring licensees to
establish a program for granting unescorted access
to protected areas of a nuclear power plant "is to
provide high assurance that individuals granted unescorted ·access are trustworthy and reliable·and do
not constitute an unreasonable risk to public health
and safety, including the ·potential to commit radiological sabotage." 10 C.F;R. § 73.56(b)(J ); see
also NRC Regulatory Guide 5.66, Access Authorization Program for Nuclear Power Plants, June 1,
1991. The access authorization program must .include a background investigation, psychological assessment and behavioral observation of individuals
to be granted unescorted access. See l 0 CF.R. §
73.56(b)(2). Furthermore, pursuant to 10 C.F.R. §
7J.56(a)(4), a "licensee may accept part of an access authorization program used by its contractors,
vendors, or either affected organizations and substitute, ·supplement, or duplicate any portion of the
program as necessary to meet the requirements Of
1
this section." JO C.F.R. § 73.56(3)(4).
The rule also requires the implementation ~f a
review procedure of denials or revocations 6f ur{escorted access authorization and sets forth minimum
standards for such a procedure. I 0 C:.F.R. ~
73 ;56( e). Section 73.56(e) of Title l 0 of the Code
of Federal Regulatioi1s provides:
Each licensee, implementing an unescorted access
authorization program under the provisions of
this section shall include a procedure for the review, at the request of the affected employee, of a
denial or revocation by the licensee of unescorted
access authorization of an employee of the licensee, contractor, or vendor, which adversely affects employment. The procedure must provide
that the employee is informed of the grounds for
denial or revocation and allow the employee an
opportunity to provide additional relevant information, and provide an opportunity for an objective review of the information on which the
denial or revocation was based. The procedure
may be an impartial and independent internal
management review.

10 C.F.R: § 73.56(e) (emphasis added).
. The regulatory guide which .accompanies the
rule provides an approach acceptabie to the NRC by
which a licensee can meet the requirements of an
access authorization program. NRC "Reg. Guide
5:66, June 1, 1991. This approach is set forth in
"Industry Guidelines for Nuclear Power Plant Ac•
cess Authorization Programs" (NUMARC 89-01)
published in 1989 by the Nuclear Management Resources Council (hereinafter "NUMA.RC"). The
NRC endorses the NUMARC Guidelines with two
exceptions. One of these exception~ ref~rs ~o ~he re. view procedure as addressed in the guidelines. SectiOn 7.2 of the Guidelines provides:
Each permanent employee of a .utility whose employment is or will be terminated as a direct result of denial or revocation of unescorted access
authorization wjll: (1) be lnformeo of the basis of
a denial or revocation ... ; (2) have the opportunity
to provide additional information; and (3) have
the decision ... *390 reviewed by arioiher deiiignated manager ... who is ... independent bf the ~in
dividual who made the initial decision.

An alternative review process which is independ-.
ent and impartial is acceptable. Where applicable,
grievance review procedures contained in a ·collective bargaining agreement covering the bargaining unit of which the permanent employee is
a member will meet this requirement and may be
used for this purpose. If an alternative review
process is used, the u,tility will include a descrip. ti on of the review process to be used in the procedures that meet this guideline.
·
The NRC explanation for excepting this provision is as follows:
The Guidelines specify a review procedure specifically for permanent employees of licensees.
The rule requires that a review procedure be
available to all employees of a licensee, contractor, or vendor, tempormy or permanent, whose
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employment .is adversely affected when unescorted access is denied or revoked by the licensee.
NRC Reg. Guide 5.66, June 1, 1991 (emphasis
added).

2. NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT
Congress, through the National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S .C. § 151, has regulated· 1abormanagement relations as well and has set forth that
it is "the policy of the, United States to eliminate the
causes of certain substantial obstructions to the free
flow of commerce and to mitigate and eliminate
these obstructions when they· have occurred by encouraging the practice and procedure of collective
bargaining." 29 USC. § 151. Section 173 of the
Act.provides:
Firial adjustment by a method agreed upon by the
parties is hereby declared to be the desirable
method for settlement of grievance disputes
arising over the application or interpretation of an
existing;. collective-bargaining agreement.
29, U.S.C. § l 73(d). It is well settled law that
arbitration is the preferred method for resolving
disputes between. a un.ion and an employer. See

.s:vs..

lfzc. v. UJcal I 69. 81 J F. 2d
91, 94 (3d Cir.1987); see also AT & T frch .. !r~c. '"
Com1nunicatio11s 11-'orkers ()(Am.; 475 U.S. 643.
648, 106 S.Ct. 1415, 89 L.Ed.Jd 648 ( 1986)
(stating that certain principles applied in determining whether a grievance is subject to arbitration
"have Jed to continued reliance on arbitration,
rather than strikes or lockouts, as the preferred
method of resolving disputes arising during the
term of collective-bargaining agreement.").
E ill DiagnosJ.ic

The relevant provisions of the CBA agreed to
by PSE & G and Local 94 are: Article Il(A); Article
V(A)(l); and Article IX(A). Article II(A) provides:
The management of the Company and the direction of the working forces including the right to
hire, suspend, discharge for proper pause, promote, demote ... for ·other proper and legitimate

reasons are recognized to be in the Company, except as otherwise providep in this Agreement.
(emphasis added).
Article V(A)(l) of the CBA provides:
The safety rules and. regulatiol')S established by
the Company or governmental authority shall ·be
strictly adhered to by both the employees and the
Company, and the Company shall enforce these
rules and regulations uniformly .... Representatives of the Comp;;iny and the Union shall meet at
the request of either to discuss the reasonableness
of the safety rules and regulations. Proposed ·
changes in safety rules and regulations *391 shall
be submitted to the Union for full aiscussion before becoming effective.
Article IX of the CBA provides:
Should any dispute or difference· arise between
the Company and the Union or its members as to
the interpretation, qpplication, or operation of
any provision .of this Agreem~nt, not specifically
settled in said Agreement, both parties shall endeavor to settle these in the simplest and most
direct manner. (emphasis added).
A five-step procedure to settle the dispute follows with the relevant fifth step providing: "If the
dispute or difference is not settled in the fourth step
above, either party may request that the matter be
referred to arbitration." Art. IX(F), Pl.'s Ex. F.

3. WHETHER If) C.r:R. § 73.56 PERMITS ARBITRATION AS THE REVIEW APPEAL PROCESS
Neither party has cited authority directly on
point as to whether NRC regulations preclude the
revocation or denial of site access authorization
from being arbitrated pursuant to an arbitration provision in a collective bargaining agreement.
However, both PSE & G and Local 94 refer to the
historical record, specifically the NRC's evaluation
and response to public comments to the proposed
regulation 73.56 published in the Federal Register.
The parties use the NRC's response to public comments to support their respective arguments as to
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whether the NRC regulations allow or endorse the
arbitration procedure included in a collective bargaining agreement as a review procedure for revocation and/or denials of site access authorization.
Before implementing the rule, the NRC pub-.
lished for public comment a proposed rule to require access authorization programs at nuclear
power plants and the NUMARC Guidelines. See
Access Authoriza{ioi1 Program for Nuclear Power
Plants, 56 Fed.Reg. 18, 997 (Api·il ~5, l 991 ). Comments were received from industry groups such as
the NUMARC, labor unions, and various government agencies. See id.
According to the publisheq evaluatio11 and response to the public comments, the NRC ·acknow. !edged that, as refiected by the comments that had
beeri submitted, there was concern that the· review
procedure required by the original proposed NUMARC Guidelines did not sufficiently protect the
worker's· iriterest. Id- at 19 ,002. Labor unions expressed concern that the Guidelines were developed
without-input ·from the bargaining unit or any worker representatives. See id. at 19,005. "The unions
believed that issues involved .in granting access authorization' were conditions of employment and as
such should be subject to the collective bargaining
process.")d. In its discussion of this issue, the NRC
stated "[i]t should be noted that the Commission
never intended that any review procedure that
already exists in. a bargaining agreement be abandoned." Id at 19,002. The NRC responded further
to these comments by stating, "[i]t is not the intent
of the Commission to exclude from consideration
or to require consideration of access authorization
issues in the collective bargaining process as long
as the resolution of these issues is within the limits
set by this rulemaking." Id. at 19,006.
The NRC replied to comments from industry
questioning the necessity of a separate review procedure by stating:
Jn the Commission's view, it is not sufficient
reason to dispense with the review procedures

simply because there are other remedies that are
available to. the aggrieved person. Although in
theory an aggrieved individu;il could commence
an action in a State or Federal court, such litig~
tion could be costly and time•*392 consuming for
the ayerl;\ge employee. In addition,. the Commission has not seen evidence that union collective
bargaining agreements (where the.y exist) would
automatically inch!de denial or revocation of access authorizl;\tion as a grievable action. In any
cast'<, the. latter would .not ·be available in
nonunion plants .. Further, if procedures under col•
lective bargaining agreements are readily available for this purpos~ in the absence of a required
review proc,edure., .~. there is no basis for objection to the review portion of the rule in unionized
plants, since the rule would allow the use of a

grievance procedure for review of denials or revocations of access authorizations.
· Id. at 19,002 (emphasis added)..
Nevertheless, PSE'. & G asserts that the historical record is,, at best, ambiguous as to whether the
NRC regulations support. arbitration of site access
appeals. See Pl.'s Br. (lt 15-16. PSE.& G claims that
the fact that the NRC "embraced virtually every
[current NUMARC] Guideline element with the_ exception of Section 7.2;" is critical. Id. "Had it received the NRC's vote of confidence, Section 7.2
would have ratified the qualified support for arbitration which appeared in the Commission's April
1991 commentaries." Id. at 16. In sum, "[b]y ruling
tnat Section 7.2 'does not apply' the Commission
apparently withdrew its tacit consent to the use of
existing grievance/arbitration procedures for access
appeals." Id
However, the NRC explanation for the exception specifies that the rule requires that a review
procedure be available for all employees of the licensee, contractor or vendor, temporary or permanent whose employment is adversely affected when
authorized access is denied or revoked. By comparison the Guidelines provide for such a procedure
solely for permanent employees of licensees. See
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Reg. Guide 5.66, Pl.'s Ex. I. Significantly, the NRC
is silent as to the portion of Section 7 .2 that allows
for a grievance review procedure contained in a
collective bargaining agreement as an acceptable
alternative review process, which indicates that the
NRC did not reject this position. See id
·
Furthermore, upon review of the NRC's response and evaluation to public comment published
in the Federal Register it is apparent that the NRC
never intended to preclude a grieyance/arbitr_ation
provision included in a collective bargaining agreement as a reyiew procedure for site access denials
or revocations. In fact, the· Court finds the historical
record persuasjve that the NRC's intent was to permit an arbitration provision to be. util.ized as the appeal process for reV,ocation or denial of site access
authorization when appropriate, especially in consideration of the NRC's response that it was not its
intent.to "exclude from consideration or to ~equire
consideration of access authorization issues 'in the
colleqtive bargaining process." 56 Fed.Reg. at
19.006.
More importantly, the languag~ of the regulation itself supports this argument. Section
73.56(a)(-t) allows a licensee to "accept part of an
access authorization program used by its contractors, vendors, or other affected organizations [to]
substitute, supplement, or duplicate any portion of .
the program as necessary to meet the requirements
of this section." 10 C.F.R. ~ 73.56(a)(4) (emphasis
added). Furthermore, § 73.56(e) provides that a licensee shall implement a review procedure and sets
forth the minimum requirements such a procedure
should include, one of which is "an opportunity for
an objective review of the information on which the
denial or revocation was based." Id "The procedure
may be an impartial and independent internal management review," but the regulations do not require
that it be as *393 such. Id. (empha~_is added). Not
only has the NRC not expressly precluded arbitration to be the appeal procedure, but the language in
the regulation contemplates it. Therefore, the Court
concludes that arbitration pursuant to a collective

bargaining agreement is an acceptable means of
complying with the appeal process requirement as
specified in NRC regulation I 0 C.F.R. § 73.56.
I

PSE & G cites Depattment qf" Navy v, r.:r;an.
484 U.S. 518. 108 S.Ct. 818. 98 L.Ed.2.d 918
( 1988), in support of the proposition that decisions
about security clearances rest solely with the granting agency and that because the NRC delegated this
power to individual licensees, authority to make
site access deterininatio[ls rests solely with PSE &
G and are not reviewable as part of examining
whether just cause -exis.ted for an ·employee's discharge. See.·Pl.'s Br. at 23. In Egan, the Supreme
Court held that the grant or denial of·a security
clearance to a particular employee is a sensitive and
inherently discretio~ary judgment call that is committed by law to the appropriate executive branch
agency having the necessary expertise in protecting
classified information.· 484 U.S. at 529-30, I 08
S.Ct. 818.
PSE & G also cites to cases that follow Egan
when reviewing a denial of site access leading to a
discharge of nuclear power plant emp,Joyc;;e~.
However, these cases are distinguishable. One case
involved a disability discrimination action under
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. See Mitchell v.
Crowell, 96() F.Supp. I 071 (N.D.Ala.1996). The
other two cases concerned actions under the Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA"). See Mc.Danie/
v. .l!liedSigna/,
Inc.,
896
F.Supp.
1482
( W.D.Mo.1995); :\lcCqy .v. f'enmylrnnid Power &
L(<J,ht Co .. 933 F.Supp. 438 (M.D.Pa.1996). The ~s
sues in McDaniel and McCoy were very similar to
each other and both actions were dismissed for failure to establish a prima facie case urider the ADA.
Id Both courts held that a security clearance is a
qualification for the job under the ADA; that it is an
essential function of the job; and that the employers
could not accommodate the essential function of
maintaining a government security clearance. See
McDaniel. 8% F.Supp. at 149 l; McCoy, 93~
F.Supp. at 443 ("[The company] could make no
'reasonable accommodation' that would have al-
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lowed plaintiff to remain in his former position and
retain his security clearance without compromising
its obligation imposed by NRC."); see also
Mitchell. 966 F.Supp. at I079 (holding that an em"
ployee was ncit "otherwise qualified" for position of
public safety officer and that "this court is without
authority ... to require defendant to allow plaintiff
to remain in the position without a security clearance.").
Nevertheless, NRC regulation I 0 C.F .R. §
73.56 is distinct "in that it allows for an arbitration
procedure provided in a .pollecti:ve bargaining
agreement to be implemented as the required appeal
process for. revocation or ·denial oLsite access authorization. Therefore, ·these cases and the holding
. in Egan do not apply to the ·particular circumstances in this .matter. Having establishe9 that the
NRC regulations do not preclude site ·access issues
from being arbitrated and that § 73.56 permits arbitration as an appeal process for revocation and
denial of site access auth9rization, the Court will
review wheth~r the arbitration provision in the operative collective bargaining. agreement covers n;vocation of or denial of site access autho.rization. '

B. DOES THE ARBITRATION PROVISION IN

THE OPERATIVE CBA COVER SITE ACCESS
AUTHORIZATION?
The Supreme Court has set forth certain principles which govern the arbitrability of labor disputes. See AT & *394TTech.. 475 U.S.at648, i06
· S.Ct. 14 l 5 (referring to a series of cases known as
the Steelworkers Trilogy:. United Steelworkers v.
American A·(fg. Co .. 363 U.S. 564. 80 S.Ct. 1343. -1
L.Ed.2d 1403 (1960); United Steelworkers 1·. IFar-·
rior & Gu(( Nal'igation C'o., 363 U.S. 574. 80 S.Ct.
1347, 4 L.Ed.2d 1409 (1960); and United S'tcelirorkers v. Cnterr>rise 1•Vheel & Car Cor11 .. 363 U.S.
593, 80 S.Ct. l 358. 4 L.Ed.:2d 1424 ( l %0)). The
first principle is that "arbitration is a matter of contract and a party cannot be required to submit to arbitration any dispute which he has not agreed so to
submit." Id. (quoting Warrior & Ciu(f' Nm·igatio11.
363 U.S. at 583, 80 S.Ct. L\47). The second prin-

ciple is that whether a collective bargaining agreement creates a duty for the parties to arbitrate the
particular grievance is an issue for judicial d~term
ination. See id. at 649, 80 S.Ct. 1347 ("Unless the
parties Clearly and unmistakably provide otherwise,
the question of whether· the parties agreed to arbitrate is to be decided by the court, not the arbitrator."). The third principle is that "in deciding whether the parties have agreed to submit a particular
grievance to arbitration, a court is not to rule on. the
potential merits of the underlying claims." Id al

649, &O S.Ct. 1347.
In addition, if the collective bargaining agreement contains :a~ arbitration clause, there is a presumption of arbitrability. See id. Arbitration should
not be denied "unless it may be said, with positive
assurance that the arbitration clause is not susceptible of ah interpretation that covers the asserted-dis. pute. Doubts should be· resolved in favor of cover~
age." Id. at 650 (citations omitted). Where a particular arbitration provision is a broad one, "in the absence of any express provision excluding a particular grievance from arbitration," the Court has held
that "only the most· fo'rcefol evidence of a purpose
to exclude the claim from arbitration can prevail."

Id.
[2] The Third Circuit Court of Appeals in E.M
Diagnostic articulated ·a three-part analysis to determine whether a particular labor dispute is subject
to arbitration. E. M. Diagnostic .S)•s_, Inc. 1'. Local
lti9, Int'/ Bhd of' Teamsters, 812 F.2d 91, 95 (3d
Cir.1987.J. This analysis requires the court to inquire (1) whether the present dispute comes within
the scope of the arbitration clause; (2) whether any
other provision of the contract expressly excludes
this kind of dispute from arbitration; and (3) whether there is any other "forceful evidence indicating
that the parties intended such ·an exclusion." id
PSE & G asserts that the grievance/arbitration
procedure under Article IX of the CBA "limits arbitrable issues to 'disputes or differences' about the
'provisions' of the CBA •; and given this narrow arbitration clause "and the .fact that no reference" to
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"site ·access" or to "unescorted access" issues is
mentioned in the CBA, "it is clear that the Forte access grievance is not arbitrable." Pl.'s Br. at 6, 16.
Local 94 contends that the language in the arbitration clause "lends itself to a very broad interpretation" and that "[n]onetheless, even in cases involving narrow arbitration clauses, or· grievance
subjects not covered by any particular clause of an
agreement, the proper ii:iquiry is whether the grievance is related to an interest protected by the col-.
lective bargaining agreement or whether there are
any provisions, specific or otherwise, in the agreement relativ6 to the issue in dispute." Def.'s Br. at
14 (referring to EM. Diagnostic, 812 F.2d 91). PSE
& G concedes that "employees,who are discharged
can arbitrate the termination of their employment,''
and that "Local 94 is entitled to arbitrate whether
proper cause existed under the collective bargaining
agreement for the aischarge of Vincent Forte," but
not with respect to site access determinations. Pl.'s
. Reply Br. at 4, Answer to Countercl. ~ 19
(emphasis in *395 original). Local 94 counters that
"adverse job actions resulting· in discharge, such as
the revocation of site access! authorization," is a
term and condition of employment protected under
the CBA. Def.'s Br. at 13. Accordingly, Local 94
asserts that Mr. Forte had the option and/or the ability to challenge any adverse action that affected any
term or condition of employment through the CBA
grievance procedures. See id.

1. Scope of the Arbitration Clause and Zone of Interests
[3] In E.M. Diagnostic, the collective bargaining agreement provided for arbitration of "any dispute arising out of a claimed violation of this
Agreement." 8 I 2 f7.2d at 95 (quoting collective bargaining agreement). The Court held that "a claimed
contract violation comes within the scope of an arbitration clause of this character when the subject
matter of the grievance is one that is within the
zone of interests that have received protection in
the collective bargaining agreement." Id.
In £.M. Diagnostic, the Company sought to en-

join arbitration of a grievance concerning its use of
an outside contractor to perform certain work. 812
F.2d at 92. The Company argued that the collective
bargaining agreement bestowed upon the Company
the right to subcontract and "that there is no language in the agreement from which the Union's
claim can be said to arise out of." Id at 95.
However, the court noted that the contra~t also limited the right to subcontract by providing that this
right was "stibjec,t _to restrictions contained in
agreement.'.' Id. The court held that even if I imits on
the right to subcontract were not explicitly declared, "an absolute right to subcontract would include the right to subcontract all work of the bar~
gaining unit and would be inconsistent with the
agreement's recognition of the Union as the bargaining agent for Company's employees." Id. at 96.
T_he court further reviewed other provisions i!l the
agreement that recognized the interests of Union
members in their right to perform work free from
competition of non-union personnel. See id. Based
on these provisions, the court concluded that the
subject matter of the grievance came within the
zone of its protected interests under the collective
bargaining agreement, therefore, the dispute arose
out of a claimed violation of the agreement. Id.; see

also General Elec. Co, v. Teams1ers Local Union
No, 676. 718 F.Supp. 400, 404 (D.N.J.1989) (where
the court reviewed several provisions in the bargaining agreement concerning the subject matter of
a union's grievance and found that the disputed issue came within the zone of union's protected interests under the agreement.).

2. Whether the Zone of Interests Analysis Applies
PSE & G argues that the zone of interests analysis does not apply to the present matter because
1) in contrast to the provision in E. M. Diagnostic
where the agreement provided for arbitration of
"any dispute arising out of a claimed violation of
the agreement," the arbitration provision at issue in
the present case is significantly narrower; and 2)
the CBA between PSE & G and Local 94 provides
solely for "rights" arbitration and interest disputes
are not arbitrable under a "rights" arbitration
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clause. See Pl. 's Br. at 19-22.
PSE & G stresses that "any dispute arising out
claimed violation 9f the agreement" is broader
than the "narrower category of disputes, i.e. those
about existing _contract provisions," prov)ded in the
CBA between PSE & G and Local 94. Pl.'s Br. at
20. Therefore, according to PSE & G, a court's revie~ of the GBA for any reference to the subject
matter of the dispute and whether it is with.i!J,;:~he:
union's. zone of interests that are protected ·rri· the
*396 CBA is inappropriate. Furthermore, PSE & G
asserts that Local 94 has failed to identify a provision in the CBA of which PSE & G allegedly violated; therefore, there is no dispute pertaining to the
interpretation, application, or operation of any provision in the Agreement. Id. at 49.
of~

However, a similar argumerit as the one PSE &
G asserts was asserted by General Electric c'ompany. ii1 Genernl E!ec., 718 'F.Supp. at 403. The
court in General Electric found this argument to be
unpersuasive because there did not "appear to be a
significant difference in the .character of the E.M.
Diagnostic clause which provided for arbitration
for 'any dispute arising· out of a Claimed violation
of this Agreement' ahd the language .of the ciau~e at
issue which provided for arbitration 'with respect to
the interpretation or application of any provision of
this Agreemen't.' " Id. The Court held that:
Both clauses direct attention to· the agreement,
the first toward disputes arising from violations
of the agreement, the second toward disputes
with respect to "interpretation or application" of
provisions of the agreement. GE's clause involves
interpretation of provisions and the word interpretation connotes as flexible a character as the
E.M. Diagnostic language of 'arising out of.'
Thus, the zone of interest test is applicable.

Id. (emphasis in original). The language of the
arbitration provision in General Electric is nearly
identical to the language of the arbitration provision
in the CBA between PSE & G and Local 94, which
provides for arbitration of "any dispute or differ-

ence ... as to the interpretation, application, or operation ·of any provision of this Agreement." The
Court agrees with the court's reasoning ·in General
Electric and finds that there is no critical difference
in the language contained in the CBA agreed to by
PSE & G and Local 94 and the arbitration provision
at issue .in E.M. Diagnostic. Therefore, the Court
concludes -that the zone of interests test is applicable to the present matter.
PSE & G also cites to three Third Circuit cases

to assert that iri applying the zone of interest test,
the Third Circuit has drawn a dichotomy betw.een
"rights" arbitration and "interest" arbitration, and
that interest di~putes are not arbitrable , !Jnder a
"rights" arbitration clause. Pl.'s Br. at 21-22 (citing
Penn.1Jfvania Power Co. v. Local Union # 212, 886
F.2d 46 .(3d Cirrl989); Jersey Narses Econ. Sec.
Org v. Roxbury Med. Group, 868 F.2d 88 (3d
Cir.! 989); Lodge 802 int'/ Bhd. <!f' Bai/makers v.
Pem1.1ylva11ia Shiphuifders Co .. 8.3 5 F .2d I045 (3d
Cir. l 987)). PSE & G contends that the CBA
between PSE & G and L9c~l 94 provides solely for
"rights" arbitration.. See id. However, PSE & G!s reliance on these cases is misplaced.
0

The Third Circuit Court of Appeals m these
cases did not note the distinction between "rights"
arbitration and "interest" arbitration in applying the
zone Of interest test, nor is the zone of interest analysis discussed. Instead, these cases involve separate provisiqns .in .collective bargaining agreements
that specifically limited an arbitrator's ability to set
new terms to the agreement. For example, in
Pennsylvania Power, in deciding whether a grievance regarding a wage rate for a newly created job
classification was arbitrable, the court reviewed a
separate provision of the collective bargaining
agreement which provided that "the arbitrator shall
have no power to change, add to, or subtract from
any of the provisions of this Agreement." Id. at 48.
Noting that it had been called upon to examine the
legal effect of similar language in lodge, supra,
and Jersey Nurses, supra, the court found that
"such clauses limit the scope of arbitrable issues to
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those 'involving the interpretation or application of
terms and conditions of employment*397 that the parties have themselves agreed to in their contract.'
" Id. (citations omitted). The court explained "we
have distinguished such 'rights' arbitration from
I
'interest' arbitration, where the parties have agreed
to allow the arbitrator to set new terms and conditions of employment that are not contained in the
collective bargaining agreement." Id. The court further discussed that "when parties agree to 'rights'
rather than 'interest' arbitration, the arbitrator exceeds her authority if she deems arbitrable those issues whose resolution calls for the addition of new
terms or conditions-to the agreement." Id. The ~ourt
concluded that because the collective bargaining
agreement did not contain a wage rate for the
[newly created] position, the union, in seeking an
arbitrator's ruling as to the appropriate wage rate
for that position, "sought 'to ·have the arbitrator create new terms for the parties' " and because of the
separate provision limiting arbitrable. issues to
terms and condition already agreed upon, the arbitrator did not have that power. Id. at 49.
Similarly, in Lodge 802, the union had sought
to have an arbitrator fix the wage rates for a particular job classification. 835 F.2cl 1045. The relevant
agreement limited arbitration "to the meaning, application or interpretation of any of the terms or
conditions of this Agreement." Id at I 046. The collective bargaining agreement also contained a separate provision which provided that ''the arbitrator
shall not have power to alter or modify the terms
and conditions ,of this Agreement." Id. The court
distinguished the case from E.M Diagnostic by explaining that the present "grievance is not one of 'a
claimed contract violation'; instead the Union seeks
to have the arbitrator create new terms for the
parties." Id. at I 047.
In contrast with the agreement involved in
these cases, there is no separate provision in the
CBA agreed to by PSE & G and Local 94 that specifically limits the arbitrator from changing, adding
to, or subtracting any provision in the agreement or,

in the alternative, one that specifically permits the
arbitrator to set new terms and conditions of employment that are not contained in the agreement.
The distinction between "rights" arbitration and
"interests" arbitration does not apply without such a
provision. Furthermore, unlike the aforementioned
cases where the union asked the arbitrator to set
wage· rates or benefit categories (see Jers''.l' Nurses,
868 F.2d at 89) which would create new terms in
the collective bargaining agreement, Local 94 is not ·
asking the arbitrator to create new terms for the
parties. Instead, the Union is claiming that PSE &
G is in violation of the CBA by revoking Mr.
Forte's site access authorization and discharging
him without proper cause. The arbitrator is not expected or requested to 'create new terms in the
agreement, but rather, is to decide whether proper
cause exists for discharging Mr. Forte. Whether the
arbitrator is permitted to determine if proper cause
existed for .the revocation of site access is the issue
before this Court, and whether site access determinations are within the zone of interests protected in
the CBA is the appropriate inquiry in determining
the. issue. Finally, whether or not the zone of interests test 'applies to the instant. matter is not determinative of the outcome of this case because the
Court finds that the arbitration of site access decisions is not within Union's protected zone of interests under the CBA.
3. Site Access Determinations are not within the
Zone of the Union's Protected Interests under the
Operative CBA.
[4] As compared with EM Diagnostic, where
the court found that the subject matter of the grievance was. within the zone of interests, the Court
does not find *398 that to be the situation in the
present matter. Whereas in E.M Diagnostic, the
coll.ective bargaining agreement provided that the
right to subcontract was subject to restrictions and
the court reviewed other provisions which recognized the rights of union members to perform work
free from competition of non-union personnel, there
is no mention of site access authorization issues in
the CBA agreed to by PSE & G and Local 94.
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There are no provisions, specific or otherwise, related to site access authoriz(!tion determinations. In
fact, during the deposition of John Gerrity, President of Local 94, Mr. Gerrity agreect that the "the
body of the contract, says nothing about site access." Def.'s Ex. 10 !lt 39, App. 3, Gerrity Dep.
Upon furthering. questioning, Mr. Gerrity explained
that site access questions should be both grieved
and arbitrated because it has been established ·as
past practice. See id. at.39-42.
Local 94 i~ its brief refers to certain letters attached to and incorporated into the CBA to demonstrate that PSE & G hi:is agreed to be bound by
terms and -conditions o{employment outside the actual wording, of
the. contract,
i.e. ' past. practic~.
As'
'
serting that past practice has been incorporated into
the CBA, Local 94 specifically refers to the May 2,
1961 ietter that state~, "the intent of th.e existing ·
provisions and the long-time interpretation and
practice do not limit Company representation at
· second and thirct-step grievance meetings as a literal interpretation of the wording· might indicate."
Def.'s Ex. 4 at A4, App. 1. Local 94 contends that'
this demonstrates that PSEG acknowledged its acceptance of a long-time practice and i~terpretation
of the wording in the contract concerning grievance
procedures. However, this provision specifically
refers to discussions concerning the revis_ion to Sections C and D under Article IX of the CBA, which
both parties agreed was not necessary based on the
understanding that long-standing practices would
continue. See id. Sections C and D of Artiele IX
refer to the steps in the procedure for how disputes
or differences should be settled. No revisions were
discussed or long-standing practices accepted concerning Section A, which delineates the substantive
issues (disputes and differences) to be resolved pursuant to the procedure set forth in Sections B
through F. See id. The Court finds this letter unpersuasi~e because it is the subject matter for arbitration that is at issue in the present matter.
Local 94 refers to other letters incorporated into the CBA as well. See Def.'s Br. at 12. The May

l, 1977 and May 1, 1987 letters reflect the agreement between the parties to refer to the language in
the· source document if a question ·arises over the
interpretation, application or operation of "certain
Personnel Instructions and Letters- to the System
Council" incorporated into the CBA. Def.'s Ex. 4 at
Al 0 and A26, App. 11. The Court fin~s these letters
unconvincing in that they fail to support the Union's
assertion that PSE & G agreed to be bound by past
practice or any terms and conditions regarding site
access authorization issues outside the wording of
the contract.
Furthermore, a past practice must be clearly
enunciated and consistent, endure pver a reasonable
length of time, and be an accepted _practice by both
.. IJarties. See Posadas de Puer!O Rico As.~oc., Inc. '"
NLRB. 243. F.3.d 87. 92 (!st Cir)OOll (stating that
"[a]n item that is not addressee! in a collective bargaining agreement can become .a .term and condition of employment ... if it has been 'sa.tisfactorily
established' by past practice or custom."); bu( see
Lukens Sree! Co. 1'. United Steelworkers Qf Am..
989 F.2d 668, 673 (3d Cir.1993) (Stating that "[i]f
the agreement is explicit and unambiguous
[regarding whether a grievance is arbitrable]; there
is no need *399 to look to extrinsic evidence.").
Local 94 asserts that "the resolution of site access
disputes by way of arbitration has been the established practice between the parties for nearly two
decades." Def.!s Br. at 11. Local 94 offers the Affidavit of John Gerrity, President of Local 94, as
providing a historical factual basis for the Union's
conclusion that PSE & G has consented to the resolution of site access disputes through the grievance and arbitration provisions in the CBA. See
Def.'s Ex. 11, App. 3, Gerrity Aff.
In his Affidavit, Mr. Gerrity refers to five disputes that were submitted to arbitration, four of
which occurred in the 1980s, prior to the promulgation of the NRC regulation at issue, and one in
1993. The Court has reviewed Mr. Gerrity's Affidavit and the accompanying settlement agreements,
arbitration awards, and arbitration hearing tran-
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scripts, Def.'s Ex. 19-24, App. 4, and concludes
that these matters do· not demonstrate a past practice that is clearly enunciated, consistent, and accepted as a course of conduct by. both parties with
respect to site access. For exampl~, in 1983, ~n employee who was accused of misrepresenting his .
criminal history on his employment application was
suspended from "vital access" to restricted areas of
the facility . .Def.'s .Ex. 20, App. 4, Opinion and
A ward of Arbitration .Board. Several days thereafter, he was suspended from w 0 r.k pending the outcome of an investigation. Id. About one month
later, the employee was discharged based\ on· his
falsification of the application. Id. The Union filed
a grievance protesting the discharge; subsequently,
the matter wa~ submitted to arbitration. Id. Notably,
the issue before the Board of Arbitration was
whether the efllployee falsified information on his
employment application; and if so, whether such
conduct constituted proper cause for his termination. Id. The Board found that-the discharge was for
proper and just cause and ·not in violation of the
CBA. Id. Importantly, the issue before the Board
was not whether there was proper cause ·to revoke
the employee's site access and there is no discuss ion of site access issues in the Board's Opinion:
ln another matter, the issue submitted to arbitration was whether the discontinuance of employment of the grievant was. for proper cause. Def. 's
Ex. 20, App. 4, Arbitration Opinion and Award.
There is no discussion of site access issues in the
Board's opinion, nor would such a discussion have
been relevant in the matter because the employee
was not denied site access. Id. In addition, Mr. Gerrity refers to another dispute submitted to arbitration that was settled pursuant to an informal settlement agreement before an arbitration award was issued. Def.'s Ex 11, App. 3, Gerrity Aff. Interestingly, as Mr. Gerrity discusses in his Affidavit, PSE
& G argued during the arbitration hearing that the
proper issue before the Arbitration Board was
whether the Company had a right to discontinue the
employee once the determination was made that he
was unsuited for site clearance. Def.'s Ex. 22, App.

4. The Union disagreed· and argued that it was one
of the issues to· be resolved by the Board. Id. Far
from evidence that PSE & G accepted arbitration of
site access issues, this demonstrates that PSE & G
actually disputed submission of site access issues to
arbitration. In the fourth matter, once again,: the issue submitted to arbiti:ation was whether the employee was discharged for proper cause and once
·again, there is no discuss~on of site access issues in
the Arbitration Board's opinion. Def.'s Ex. 23, App.
4.
In the fifth dispute Gerrity refers to in his Affidavit, which occurred after implementation of the
relevant NRC regulation, PSE & G filed an action
for a declaratory . judgment barring the issue of
denial and revocation of site access from arbitration. *400 Def.'s Ex. 24, App. 4. The.action was
withdrawn without resolution !Jy the court and the.
parties settled the dispute. k/. A clause in the Settlement Agreement reads that ".[i]t is the position of
Public Service that site. access determination issues
are not arbitrable, and it is the position of [the Union] that they are arbitrable under the parties agr~e
ment." Def.'s Ex. 24, App. 4, Settlement Agreement Once again, this demonstrates that PSE & G
had not accepted arbitration as a means of resolving
site access dispute~;,
/

--,

The Court c,oncludes that the resolution of site
access disputes by way of arbitration ,is not a p~st
practice incorporated into the CBA, and thus, is not
.within the zone of interests protected in the operative CBA. The matters Local 94 has identified for
supporting this assertion fail to demonstrate a
clearly enunciated and consistent practice over a
reasonable length of time that has bi;:en an accepted
course of conduct by both parties. Because the
Court has determined that site access disputes do
not come within the scope of the arbitration clause
it is not necessary to inquire whether there is any
other provision excluding this kind of dispute from
arbitration or whether there is other "forceful evid. ence" indicating that the parties intended such an
exclusion under E.M Diagnostic.
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The Court recognizes .the interests of union
members in their right to arbitrate whether proper
cause exists for decisions affecting the terms and
cond.itions of their. employment. As admitted by
PSE & G, whether proper cause existed for Mr.
Forte's termination is subject to arbitration pmsuant
to tlie CBA. However, revocation of Mr. Forte's access authorization is a separate determination that is
made pursuant to NRC regulations that require Ii~
censees, here·PsE & G, to implement an access authorization program and an appeal procedure for
denial or revocation of si,te access authorization.
See 10 C.F.R. § 73.56. Though the appeal procedure may be a grievance/arbitration process provided
in a collective· bargaining agreement, it is also im-·
portant to note that in light cif the first principle
governing the arbitrability of labor disputes, arbit. ration is a matter of contract and PSE & G is only
required to submit to arbitration those disputes it
has agreed to· submit. See AT & T Tech, 475 U.S. at
648. 106 S.ct. 1415. PSE& Ghas neither expressly
or implicitly agreed tci submit site access disputes
to -arbitratiOn, nor has the Company assented that
arbitration, as set forth in the CBA, is the ap.peal
process for revocation of access authorization decisions pursuant t6 NRC regulation § 73.56.
Though there is a presumption of arbitrability
when a CBA contains a broad arbitration clause,
not every issue is subject to arbitration. See E. M.
Diagnostic. 812 F.2d at 95. Not only does the Court
conclude that site access issues are riot within the
zone of the Union's protected interests under the
current and operative CBA, but in the instant matter
which.concerns the unique and critical issue of the
safety of the public at large regarding nuclear
power plants, the Court deems it necessary and appropriate that both PSE & G and Local 94 expressly
agree to submit site access issues to arbitration and
that this be specifically provided in the CBA.
Furthermore, denying arbitration of Mr. Forte's
revocation of site access authorization without a
specific provision in the CBA does not infringe on
the rights of the Union to grieve and arbitrate

whether proper cause exists for his termination. As
PSE & G asserts, if Local 94 prevails on behalf of
Mr. Forte, and the arbitrator finds that proper cause
, does not exist for Forte!s discharge, then the arbitrator could award, for example, reinstatement *401
with full back pay for Forte. The only remedy not
available would be granting site access. Finally, arbitration may be available for union members in the
future, provided that labor· and management negotiate this issue and specifically articulate in the CBA
that arbitration is the appeal procedure for revocation or denial of site access authorization.

C. DOES PUBb/C POLICY PERMIT ARBITRATION SPECIFICALLY
PROVIDED FOR IN A
-.
.
CBA AS AN APPEAL .PROCESS FOR SITEAC-.
CESS DETERMINA TIQNS?
[5] Other courts ha,ve recqgnized the significance of the regulatory scheme governing nuclear
energy in ensuring public safety. The court in International Bhd. · of Elec. Workers, Local 97 v.
Niagara
Mohawk
Power
maintained
that
"[c]ongressional authoriza,tion for a specific
agency, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 'to
oversee and ensure nuclear safety, reflects the
'level of public concern over the safety of the nuclear power industry.' " 143 FJcl 704. 718 (2d
Cir.1998) (citation omitted). The NRC Tegulations
represent ·"a strict regulatory scheme devised by
Congress for the protection of the public from the
hazards of nuclear radiation" demonstrating "a
dominant and well-defined policy requiring strict
adherence to nuclear safety rules." Id. (citations
omitted); Tennessee Valle)'. Luth. 1'. Tennessee Valley Trades and f,abor Council, 18.+ F.3d 510, 519
( 6111 Cir. I 999 ). Courts have also acknowledged the
licensee's required compliance with the extensive
regulations promulgated by the NRC designed to
ensure the safety of nuclear power plant workforces
and the public at large. Id. at 707. In addition, "[a]
court may not enforce a collective bargaining
agreement that is c;:ontrary to public policy" and the
"question of public policy is ultimately one for resolution by the courts." Id. at 715 (quoting IFR.
Grace & Co. i·. Local Union 759, /111'/ Union of
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United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum & Plastic IForkets',
461 U.S. 757. 766. 103 S.Ct. 2177, 76 L.Ed.2d 298
(l 983))
Several cases have involved Claims that a labor
arbitration award should not be enforced because it
contravened public policy or that the arbitrator exceeded his or her authority to resolve issues that affected p~blic safety and well being subject to government regulation, i.e. nuclear safety regulations.
See id.; Local 97, Int'/ Bhd. of E!ec. Workers v.
Niagara Mohmvk Power, 196 F.3d 117 (2d
Cir.1999); Tennessee Valley Aulh, 184 F.3d 510
(6th Cir. l 999). The issue in thes.e cases was the
public policy implications of reinstating employees
to safety-sensitive positions. Basically, at bottom,
· this is the same issue that PSE & G is concerned
about here. These cases also reflect th.at site access
issues have been submitted to .arbitration pursuant
to collective bargaining agreements, however, there
is no detaiJed discussion regarding the specific arbitration provisions.
The NRC regulation at issue in International
Bhd. of Elec. Workers, Local 97 required the Ii~
censee to maintain a Fitness for J?u~t program
which entailed random drug testing.Fl\_ 143 F.3cl
a1 707. The case involved a chemistry technician,
responsible for ensuring that the plant- chemistry
was maintained within the technical specifications
required by the NRC, who adulterated his specimen
with chlorine during the administration of a random
drug test. Id. After a second test confirmed the
presence of cocaine, a disciplinary hearing was
*402 held pursuant to a provision in the collective
bargaining agreement which required that a factreviewing meeting be convened prior to the imposition of any discipline involving the loss of pay. Id.
at 707-08. Subsequent to the hearing, the Company
terminated the employee. Id. at 708. The union appealed the termination through the grievance procedure pursuant to the collective bargaining agreement and the matter was ultimately submitted to arbitration. Id. The issue submitted was whether the
Company had "just cause" for the discharge. Id.

The arbitration panel ordered that the employee be
conditionally reinstated and the District Court vacated the award holding that reinstatement would
contravene public policy favoring a safe work environment. Id. at 709.
FN2. It should be noted that, initially, the
Company unilaterally implemented the Fitness for Duty program; However, importantly, it was superceded when the Company and the Union reached an agreement
and created a new program. Id. at 709.
The Second Circuit Court of Appeals .reversed
the District .Court and held, in part, that the arbitration award of the employee's conditional ·reinstate- .
ment didn't violate public policy. Id at 719. The
court found that the NRC regulations did not proscribe reinstatement of employees found to have
adulterated a drug test or who have tested positive
for drugs or alcohol. Id at 718. Specifically, the
regulations did not discuss or specify any penalty
for the adulterated drug test offense, and that the
regulations only required a ·minimum two week
denial of unescorted access and referral to an employee assistance program when employees tested
positive. Id. at 718 (referring to JO C.P.R. § 26.27).
The court further found that the NRC regulation
"clearly contemplates the notion ~f both rehabilitation and reinstatement." Id. Therefore, the court
held that nothing in the NRC regulations prohibited
re"employment of the employee provided that adequate assurance of the employees's rehabilitation
is obtained. Id at 719.
In dicta, the court sympathized that in a nuclear
work environment, the protection of the public
must take precedence for which there is little ro9m
for er~or, and dismissal from employment ought to
be a viable alternative for the offenses. Id. at 727.
However, the court recognized the problem as twofold. The Company had agreed to a Fitness of Duty
Program that did not provide it with sufficient authority to discharge an employee for that particular
offense, and second, the NRC, "the policy maker
here, [had] chosen not to confront the issue dir-
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ectly." Id.
In Tenne~see Vall~y Auth., when a nuclear reactor unit operator tested positive during a. random
drug test adm.inistered pursuant to the Company's
Fitness for Duty Program, his security clearance
was suspended •. 184 F .3<l at 512. Thereafter, the
employee unsuccessfully attempted to understand
and comply with instructions .concerning his responsibilities and rights in appealing the denial of
his security clearance. Id. Eventually, the company
terminated him for .failure to maintain his security
clearance. Id. at 513. Pursuant to the collective bargaining agreement entitled the General Agreement,
the union filed a grievance· alleging that the employee had been "treated unfairly" bythe Company.

Id.
The ·arbitrator awarded reinstatement.surmising
that the employee's termination was unjustified because he was not afforded due process to Whith he
was entitled pursuant to .the collective bargaining
agreement and -'Company .policy and procedure
based on the appropriate laws and NRC regulations.
Id. at 5·14. The District Court vacated the arbitrator's award holding in part that it was at variance
with another contract between °the parties (the
Framework Agreement) and was contrary to public
policy. Id. However, the Court of Appeals held that
the "enforcement of the award did not violate arty
public policy." Id. at 521.
*403 The court reviewed the General Agreement which in express terms, provided a grievance
procedure "to resolve an employee's .complaints
about having been 'treated unfairly' " and explicitly
reserved the resolution of the issue to .the arbitrator
as well as disagreements with supervisors regarding
the application of employment policy. Id. at 516.
The court also considered the Framework Agreement which specifically provided that unless expressly modified or restricted by another provision,
Valley
Authority
management,
Tennessee
("TV A"), retains the right "to determine its internal
security practices; to suspend, discharge employees ... for cause." Id. (quoting Agreement). The

Agreement also designated management responsibilities as being "matters governed by federal law,.
·including regulations," but parenthetically qualified
this clause by providing "to the extent that the law
provides flexibility in its i~plementatiOn, such matters are within the scope of bargaining unless otherwise excluded by this Agreement." Id. at 517. The
Agreement further designated as management. responsibilities, "the program for determining fitness
for·~du_ty; [and] ... ·development of health and safety
rules and requirements." Id.
The court concluded that based on this Framework Agreement, determinations of fitness of duty
were not within the scope of bargaining, but that
this did not "restrict any· right that the (union]
. would otherwise have to challenge actions on mat"
ters which go beyond the requirements of federal
law.'' Id. at 518 (quoting Agr~ement). Therefore,
because the issue before the arbitrat6r was whether
the Company had·treated the employee unfairly, the
arbitrator was allowed to consider pursuant' to ·the
Gen.era! Agreement, whether the determinatiop to
remove his security clearances was cortaucted
fairly. Id.
The court further held that the arbitrator's de•
cision was not contrary to federal law or regulation
nor was the reinstatement aware violative of public
policy. id. at 518-20. However, the court qualified
this holding by explaining that if the award were in•
terpreted as requiring TV A to reinstate the employee's security clearance without any further proceedings, the question of whether it violated public
policy would be more difficult. Id. In addition, the
court explained tha:t such an award would more
likely "exceed the arbitrator's authority under the
General Agreement, which does not auth.orize an
arbitrator to dictate a substantive outcome of a fitness determ'ination nor the manner in whi.ch the
company weighs the various considerations relevant to that decision." Id. a:t 520.
In the present case, the question is whether arbitration of a labor-management dispute pursuant to
a collective bargaining agreement is violative of
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public policy, not whether the award itself is violative of public policy. The relevant NRC regulation
requires a procedural appeal" process when licensees
deny or revoke security clearances and the issue is
whether arbitration pursuant to this collective bargaining agreement may be the appeal process. PSE
& G's concern appears to be the usurping of its authority to make site access decisions by the arbitrator if arbitration is designated as the site access appeal process. However; as· the Court has already de~
termined, the NRC regulations permit arbitrati~n to
be the aP,peal process for revocation or denial of
· si.te access decisions. Similar to the General Agreement in Tennessee Valley Auth., the CBA agreed to
by PSE & G and Local 94 does not authorize an ar,
bitrator to rule on site access determinations. This
having been established, the Court believes that as
a matter of public policy, including the profound
safety concerns regarding the nuclear energy industry, an appeal ·procedure*404 for site access determinations is worthy of a clear and specific reference in either the CBA or the PAP.
Therefore, the Court ·holds that due to public
policy reasons, including the critical importance of
security measures implemented by nuclear power
plants in accordance with the law and NRC regulations to ensure public safety, and in acknowledgment of the public interest in resolving labor disputes in the least obstructive manner by encouraging arbitration and protecting the rights and interests of labor, site access appeals must be a specifically agreed upon procedure by both labor aild
management. The importance of si.te access determinations warrants a separate, clear and specific provision in the collective bargaining agreement if arbitration is to be the review process. In the present
case, the Court has found that there is no specific
provision in the operative CBA between PSE & G
and Local 94 allowing for arbitration as an appeal
procedure of site access determinations. Absent
such a provision in the CBA, the current manag~
ment review process i.n PSE & G's Personnel Access Program is the only available means for appealing decisions revoking or denying site access

authorization.
In sum, public policy. does not preclude arbitration from being implemented as the appeal procedure for site access determination, however, it does
require a clearly enunciated provision in the CBA
that designates arbitration as the appeal procedure
for site access determinations.

D. DOES THE PSE & G PERSONNEL ACCESS
PROGRAM VIOLATE NRC REGULATIONS?
Finally, Local 94 argues that the PSE & G Personnel Access Program violates NRC regulations.
As previously mentioned, NRC regulation 1O
C.F.R. § 73.56 sets forth certain required minimum
standards to be included in the appeal procedure for
site access decisions. The site access appeals program must provide that the employee is informed of
the grounds for the denial or. revocation of site .access authorization; that be or ·she is allowed an opportunity to provide additional relevant information; and that he or .she is provided an opportunity
for .an "objective review of the information on
which the denial or revocation was based." 10
C.F.R. § 73.56(e). Furthermore, the reguiation
provides that "[t)he procedure may be an impartial
and indepenqent internal management review." Id
After reviewing the appeal procedure s~t forth
in PSE & G's Personal Access Program, the Court
finds that the program complies with § 73 .56(e).
Pursuant to the PAP, when a background investigation discloses adverse information concerning an
employee, the Access Authorization Supervisor is
responsible for deciding whether to deny personnel
access clearance_ using her own expertise referring
to criteria for denying access listed in Appendix A
of the PAP manual, "and any other avaii'able regulatory or industry guidance." Pl.'s Ex. K at 36-37,
PSE & G Personnel Access Program Section 7.4.
As part of the program, a Site Access Committee is
established as well, "to provide guidance and aid in
the decision-making process when multi-department issues are present." Id. The Committee
members include the "Access Authorization Supervisor, Manager-Nuclear Security, Psychological
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Services Administrator, Medical Review Officer,
the subject's RIC Manager and/or Employee Relations management representative, as appropriate to
the case." Id.
An employee may appeal a denial-or revocation
of site access decision "provided the person has a
reasonable basis upon whic)1 to ·believe the decision
was incorrect."*405 Id at 8.0. "Disagreement with
written company polic:y or requirements In ·federal
or state regulations is not an acceptable reason for
a~ appeal." Id. at 8.1. The employee must submit a
written request for an appeal to the Access Authorization Supervisor, a copy of which is sent to the
Employee Relations 'Manager, stating the reasons .
he or she believes the denial or revocation of access
decision was incorrect. See id. The Access· Authorization Supervisor ·reviews the appeal request and
forwards it to the Appeals Officer "responsible for
conducting the impartial review of Personnel Access·Clearance denial decisions" and any additional
information germane· to the case. See id. The Appeals Officer then reviews the employee's "access·
processing files and may ·conduct or have conducted additional inquiries as necessary to achieve an
independent ·evaluation of the available facts:" Id
at 8.3 .. During this independent evaluation, the program ·requires the Appeals Officer to review 1) information provided b~ the employee at the time of
the original adverse inform!ltion interview or fo the
appeal request; 2) documentation received by the.
employee which provided notification of the access
denial; 3) other relevant communications such as
notes of oral discussions and interviews; and 4) the,
department's documented process used to affect the.
decision; i.e. departmental implementing procedures. Id. The Appeals Officer will either affirm the
decision or recommend reversal. If reversal of the
decision is recommended, the Access Authorization
Supervisor has the opportunity to concur. Id If the
Supervisor does not concur, the recommendation of
reversal is submitted to the Manager of Nuclear Security. See id at 8.3, Actions by the Appeals Officer.

After his third arrest for DUI in August 19971PSE. & G suspended Mr.iForte'!1 site access authorization. PSE & · G found temporary work for Mr.
Forte that did not require site access. However, in
November 1997, after Mr. Forte's .conviction of the
DUI charge and the forfeiture of his drivers' license
to the State of New Jersey, PSE & G indefinitely
suspended Forte's site access privileges. fo a letter
dated April 9, 1998,. Ronald Fisher, ·site Access
Screening Supervisor, informed Mr. Forte· that the ·
"Site Access Committee re-convened pursuant to a
request by PSE & G management to reconsider the
matter of [his] unescorted access." However, the
Committee concluded that the decision to deny access .authorization ·was appropriate. Pl.'s Ex. H. Mr;
Fisher further .adv.ised Mr. 'Forte that he had the
right to. appeal the access decision within 10 days.
Id.. Mr. Forte failed to avail himself ohhe appeal
process offered by PSE & G as part of their PAP in
compliance with the NRC regulations.
[6] Local 94 does not contend that the procedure was nqf followed in Mr. Forte's· case or that it
was arbitrarily or unfairly imposed in his case. Instead, Local 94 alleges that the PSE & G Personnel
Access Program violates NRCreglilation I 0 C.F.R.
73.56 in that, in general, it is unfairly and arbitrarily implemented against PSE '& G employees.
See Def.'s Br. at 21. The ·Union alleges' that too
much power is vested in individual management
personnel who decide the fate of employees without
adequate guidelines to operate as a check on their
conduct and discretion. Id. at 22. Local 94 points to
the Affidavit of Ronald K. Fisher and asserts that
even Mr. Fisher admits that "the Ac:cess Committee
is 'self-managed' and collectively answerable otily
to the Manager of Nuclear Security, himself a
member of the Committee." Id at 23; Def.'s Ex: 6 .
at 94-96, App. 2, Fisher Dep. Local 94 also refers
to John Gerrity's Affidavit, wherein Mr. Gerrity describes how security personnel have used site access as *406 a basis to "intimidate, control, and
harass employees at their whim." Id at 24-25. For
example, security personnel have suspended access
authorization to employees who park in the wrong

*
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spot in the parking lot. Def.'s Ex ..11, App. 3, Gerrity Affidavit.
(7]. Nevertheless, there is no private cause of
action for violations of the provisions of the Atomic
Energy Act. See Brmrn v. Northeast Nuclear 1:11ergy Co .. 48 F.Supp.2d 116, 121-22 (D.Conn.1999)
(stating that there is no private cause of action "in
light of Congress' express prohibition against
private enforcement of the Atomic Enforcement
Act in 42 U.S.C. § 227l(c), which provides: 'No
action shall be brought against any individual or ·
person. for any violation under this chapter ... except by the Attorney General of United States .... '
"); see also Conway ,._ PECO Enerf:-_'V. Co .. No.
ClV.A.96-7284, 1997 WL 34672. at "'5 (E.D.Pa.
Jan. 28, l 997). The NRC regulations do provide
"private parties with a limited administrative enforcement mechanism for alleged violations, I 0
C.F.R. § 2.'.W6 (any person may request the NRC to
institute a proceeding to modify, suspend or revoke
a license) and vests civil and criminal enforcement
authority in the NRC under 42 U.S.C. § 227l(c))."
Brown. 48 f.Supp.2d at 122. In Conway the
plaintiff allegeq that the company's conduct in investigating his alleged drug activity and revoking
his security clearance violated various NRC regula-.
tions. 1997 WL 34672. at *5. The court in Conway
declared that "[i]t is clear ... that Congress did not
intend the federal court~ to be available to hear
cases by a plaintiff for violation ofNRC regulations
of drug testing and security clearance investigations," and held that the court lacked jurisdiction
over such matters. Id
Similar to Conway, Local 94 claims PSE & G's
conduct violates NRC violations by its unfair and
arbitrary implementation of the Personnel Access
Program. Therefore, if the Union believes that the
Perso!lnel Access Program is in violation of the
NRC regulations in that it is arbitrarily implemented by PSE & G, it may appeal to the NRC pursuant
to § 2.206.

tion for summary judgment requesting the Court to
declare that site access issues are not subject to arbitration under the grievance/arbitration provision
of the CBA is granted. Defendant's cross-motion
for summary judgment requesting the Court to order Plai~tiff to submit to arbitration the issue of the
revocation of site access for Vincent Forte is
denied. Defendant's cross-motion for summary
judgment requesting the Court to order Plaintiff to
submit to arbitration the issue of revocation of site
access for all other Local 94 represented employees
whose employment may be adversely affected is
denied without prejudice, subject to a new provision in ,the CBA specifically providing for arbitration as the appeal process for site access determinations.
Requiring a specific provision in the CBA
presents a legally permissible opportunity for labor.
and management to come together to agree on a
clear and precise method of site access review,
compliant with NRC regulations, which would result in a fair and reasonable balance between the
rights of union members and the safety of the public. Absent such a specific provision, the current appeal procedure as set forth in PSE & G's Personnel
Access Program complies with NRC regulations
and is the applicable method of review.

D.N.J.,2001.
Public Service Elec. & Gas Co. v. Local 94 Intern.
Broth. ofElec. Workers
140 F.Supp.2d 384, 169 L.R.R.M. (BNA) 2364,
143 Lab.Cas. P 10,986
END OF DOCUMENT

IV. CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth herein, Plaintiffs mo-
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SUMMARY OF TH.E CASE AND REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT

Appellant Entergy Operations, Inc., seeks to reverse the District Court's
Order and Judgment upholding the arbitration award issued by Arbitrator Robert F.
Curtis in a labor arbitration arising under the collective bargaining agreement
between Entergy and the United Government Security Officers of America
International Union and its Local 23. At issue in this case is whether the Arbitrator
violated' public policy by ordering the reinstatement of a Nuclear Security Officer
who, due to a medical condition, cannot cori:tply with federal safety regulations
regarding the use of a respirator. Also at issue is whether the Arbitrator exceeded
his powers and authority by, for example, requiting Entergy to violate federal
regulations and compelling Entergy to re-employ a Nuclear~ Security Officer who is
not fully qualified as required by the labor cohttact.
The District Court denied Entergy's motion for summary judgment to vacate
the Arbitrator's award and, instead, granted summary judgment to the Union,
enforcing the award. Entergy asserts, among other arguments, that the District
,~

..

Court failed to apply the appropriate standard of review for an arbitration involving
public safety issues at a nuc\ear power plant. Accordingly, the Company appeals.
Entergy requests oral argument in the amount of 30 minutes per side because
of the nuclear safety and public policy concerns that are at issue.
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CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 26.1 and Local Rule 26. IA,
Plaintiff-Appellant Entergy Operations, Inc., states that its parent corporation is
Entergy Corporation, which is publicly traded and which owns more than 10
percent of its stock.
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT

Thi~ case involves an action to vacate an arbitration award under Section
301 of the Labor Management Relations Act, as amended, 29 U.S.C. § 185. The
case was filed in the United States District Court for the Eastern District of
Arkansas

~

Westem Division. The District Court issued its final Memorandum

I

and Order and its corresponding Judgment on January 8, 2016, from which
Entergy timely appealed on January 15, 2016, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1291 and
Rule 4(a)(l)(A) of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure.
This appeal is from a final Order and Judgment by the District Court that
disposes of all parties' claims, and jurisdiction i~ appropriate in this Court.
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STATEMENT () F THE ISSUES
· I.

Whether the District Court erred in refusing to vacate (and enforcing)

the labor Arbitrator's award because the award violates public policy with respect
to nuclear plant security.
Iowa Elec. Light & Power Co. v. Local Uriion 204 of the lnf'l Bhd. of Elec.
Workers (AFL-CIO), 834F.2d1424 (8th Cir. 1987) .
W.R. Grace & Co. v. Local Union 759, Int'l Union of the United Rubber Workers,
461 U.S. 757 (1983)
Eastern Assoc. Coal v. United Mine Workers of Am., Dist. 17, 531 U.S. 57 (2000)
Taormina v. Int'l Union, 798·F. Supp. 193 (S.D.N.Y. 1992)
/

2.

Whether the District Court erred in refusing to vacate (and enforcing)

the labor Arbitrator's award because the Arbitrator exceeded the powers and
authority conferred on him by a collective bargaining agreement.
Doerfer Eng'g, a Div. of Container Corp. of Am~ v. N.L.R.B., 79 F.3d 101 (8th Cir.
1996)
John Morrell & Co. v. Local Union 304A of United Food & Commercial Workers,
AFL-CJO, 913 F.2d 544 (8th Cir. 1990)
Truck Drivers & Helpers Union Local 784 v. Ulry-Talbert Co., 330 F.2d 562, 563
(8th Cir. 1964)
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
I.

Background

o~

the Company and the Nuclear Security Officers

Entergy Operations, Inc. ("Entergy" or the "Company"), operates a nuclear
power plant in Russellville, Arkansas. (A. Vol. I, 00309).

1

The plant is called

Arkansas Nuclear One ("ANO"), and like all nuclear power plants in the United ·
States, it is secured, guarded and defended by a highly skilled and well-armed
force of Nuclear Security Officers, as required by law. (A. Vol. II, 00460, 00466,
00501; 00513, 00519, 00553; 00767-00769).
As ANO's Nuclear Security Manager Josh Toben ("Tohen") explains about
the role ofN11clear Security Officers:
Q.

. . . Mr. Toben, does the position of armed. security officer have
to be prepared to·stand and fight to defend the plant?

A.

. .. That's their primary role.
As an armed security officer, our primary role is to defend the
public . . . and the people at the plant against . . . radiological
sabotage. So we have a very specific design basis or a threat
that we have to defend against that's given to us by the
,regulators [i.e., the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission]. The
regulator says, "You'll defend against this many bad guys with
this many guns," kind of thing.
And then we have to go, "Okay."

Citations.to the Appendix shall be noted as "A. Vol._," indicating the page and
volume number:
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Now all of our plan and qualifications have to meet that ability
to defend against that threat. So each one of our officers are
equipp~d with what they -need in order to -defend against the
threat that's provided.

***
We defend against multiple potential attacks from multiple
different locations[,] be it air~ water, or land .... And with that
... our folks have to be able to defend against it immediately.
So we position ourselves throughout the site . . . . We 're just
kind of waiting for that potential threat and being able to defend
against it.
(A. Vol. I, 00380, 00384).

II.

The Labor Cori tract and Its Provisions
The United Government Security Officers of America

Int~mational

Union

with its Local · 23 (collectively, the' "Union") is the collective bargaining
representative of the Nuclear Security Officers at ANO.
00519).

(A. Vol. II, 00466;

There is a collective bargaining agreement ("CBA," which is a labor

contract) between the

Compan~

and. the Union that governs the terms and

conditions of the Nuclear Security Officers' employment.

(A. Vol. II, 00510-

00562; 00457-00509). 2 Included within the CBA is a "Grievance and Arbitration"
provision whereby the Union can challenge a decision by the Company, including
the discharge of an employee.

(A. Vol. II, 00475-00477; 00528-00530).

The

2

The first CBA cited was the CBA in effect at the time of the grievance; the
second is the CBA in effect at the time of the labor arbitration.
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"Grievance and Arbitration" provision contains the following restriction on a labor
arbitrator's authority:
The Arbitrator's authority shall be limited to finding a direct violation
of the express purpose of the contract provision or provisions in
question other than an implied or indirect purpose. The Arbitrator
cannot modify, amend, add to, detract from or alter the provisions of
this contract nor substitute his judgment for that of management. In
the event that· an Arbitrator shall determine that an employee has.·
violated a Company rule, regulation or policy for which said
employee was charged, the Arbitrator shall not have the right to
reduce, modify, or in any way alter the penalty assessed by the
Company.
.

>-,

(A. Vol. II, 00476; 00529) (emphasis added) ..
The CBA also contains a "Management Rights" provision which makes
clear that the Company exclusively retains numerous rights and functions of.
management (unless they are expressly modified or limited by other specific CBA
provisions):
[T]hese exclusive rights of management include, among others, the
right to: establish or continue policies, practices and procedures for
the conduct of business and from time to time change or abolish such
policies, practices or procedures; ... determine, and from time to time,
re-determine the number,. location, and type of its operations, the
methods, processes, materials and equipment to be employed and the
type of work to be undertaken and products to be handled; ·institute or
discontinue procedures or operations; ... determine the number and
type of employees required to safely perform any and all functions;
assign work to its employees in accordance with requirements
determined by management; establish and change work assignments;
establish or modify job duties and classifications; determine methods
of work and establish standards of performance; determine the
qualifications ... and ability of employees; determine the work load
and work performance level including work standards ....

-5 Appellate Case: 16-1219
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j

(A. Vol. II, 00464; 00517).
Furthermore, the CBA contains an "Article 30" on "Training, Testing and
Qualifications," and that Article includes the folloWirtg provisions:
Section 30;01
The ·Company may , . . perform training and testing to meet
industly standards for obtaining and rnalntairting various job titles and
task qualifications.
Employees will' attend · such trairiing and
successfully complete the training 'and testing· r¢quir~ments as
established by industry ·standards.· ·Failure to attend or succ~ssfully
complete trairting and testing requirements may result in rernediati.on
'
· or discharge.

* * *.
Section 30.03 .
Employees who hold positions that require a federal, state, or local
license or certification must achieve and maintain !hese licenses ~r
certifications, in order to maintain the associated position.
(A. Vol. II, 00553; see also A. Vol. II, 00501).
Importantly, the CBA recognizes only onedob Classification:

''Nuclear

Security Officer." {A. Vol. ·II, 00556; 00504). Nowhere in the CBA is there an
article, section or provision that identifies a

light~duty

job classification, that

establishes any other position besides "Nuclear Security Officer," or that sets up a
permanent post or work area for a Nuclear Security Officer. (A. Vol. II, 0045700509; 00510-00562) ..
In light of the critical importance of securing a nuclear plant like ANO, the
· parties included sections in the CBA addressing how the security function must be
constant .. Section 6.01 of the CBA states in part: "The parties hereto [i.e., the
-6 AppeHate Case: 16-1219
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Company and the Union] agree that the public health and safety, national security,
[and] the protection of the Nuclear· Station and its employees mandate that there
will be complete and uninterrupted security protection at the site at all times." (A.
Vol. II, 00520; 00467). Similarly, Section 6.02 prohibits the Union and any of the
Nuclear Security Officers from striking or stopping work-. (lnd from

ev~n

just

slowing down work. (A. Vol. II, 00520; 00467).
'

Finally, Section 3.02 of the CBA states, "Nothing in this Agreement shall be
deemed to require the Company . . . to commit an . . . act, which is forbidden, by
law or regulation." (A. Vol. II, 00516; see also A. Vol. II, 00463, which contains
slightly modified wording.)
III.

NRC and 0SHA Regulations on Respirators at Nucfoar Power Plants
1

The U.S: Nuclear Regulatory Commission (''NRC") is charged by the
federal government to oversee and regu,iate various functions at' nuclear power
plants, including the security function. (See the NRC's "About Us" tab on its
website at http:www.nrc.gov/about-nrc.html (last visited on 02/18/2016)).
example, in the context of the issue at hand - a respirator issue -

For

the NRC tells

the Company what security risks it needs to protect against, and the design of the
respirator mask is then tied to, or based on, those risks enumerated by the NRC.
(A. Vol. I, 00354).
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The NRC has regulations and regulatory guides on the subject of respiratory
protection. · (E.g., 10 C.F.R. Part 73; App. B at §§ V.A.5(b), VI.B.2(a)(l),
V1.G.2(b)(l); A. Vol. I, 00355-00357). In addition, the U.S. Occupational Safety
and Health Administration ("OSHA") has standards that govern respirator use and
testing. These regulations or regulatory guides prohibit the presence of facial hair
for respirator wearers as follows (with emphasis added):
•

"The licensee [i.e., Entergy] shall ensure that no objeds, materials or
substances, such as facial hair, or any condition$ that interfere with the
face-facepiece seal or valve function, and that are under the control of the
respirator wearer, are present between the skin of the wearer's face and
the· sealing surface of a tight-fitting respirator facepiece." 10 c:F.R.
§ 20.l 703(h).

e

"Anything in the face-to-facepiece seal area of a tight-fitting respirator
· that"is under the control ofthe respirator user "is \prohibited _by 10 .CFR
20.1703(h). Materials in this area might interfere with the seal of the
respirator, might prevent proper exhalation vahre function, or might
impair the operation of a facepiece-mounted air regulator. The list of
prohibited materials in~ludes (but is not necessariiy limited to) facial. h'air
of any kind in the seal area (the worker must be clean-shaven)
"
NRC Regulatory Guide 8.15, § 6.2. (A. Vol. II, 00634).

•

"The employer shall not permit respirators with tight-fitting facepieces to
be worn by employees who have [f]acial hair that comes between the .
sealing surface of the facepiece and the face ..... " 29 C.F.R.
§ 1910.134(g)(1 )(i)(A). (A. Vol. II, 00660).

•

"Individuals whose duties and responsibilities are directly associated with
effective implementation of the Commission-approved security plans ...
may not have any physical condhions that would adversely affect their
performance of assigned security duties and responsibilities." 10 C.F.R.
Part 73, App.Bat§ VI.B.2(a)(1 ).
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IV..· Respirator Program and Requirements for ANO's Nuclear
Security Officers
In compliance 'with NRC and OSHA regulations, ANO has a "Respiratory
Protection Program." (A. Vol. II, 00671-0069,7). Nuclear Security Officers carry a
gas mask while on duty, and they must be able to achieve a "tight fit" with the
respirators that are provided to them because the only thing that they have
available to protect themselves and defend against the threat of gas is the tight'"
fitting respirator. (A. Vol. I, 00381-00384).
There is a requisite time-frame within which the Nuelear Security Officer
must don the mask, and it. is a small one -

less than 30 seconds. (A. Vol. I,

00383). There is no time for an officer to go somewhere to shave in order to

achieve a tight fit or seal between their face and the respirator. (A. Vol. I, 0038300384).

Each Nuclear Security Officer must meet three criteria to be respirator-user
qualified: (1) training; (2) a respirator physical examination; and (3) a fit test. (A.
Vol. I, 00325). Regarding the latter criterion, the Company conducts fit tests on an
annual basis for each Nuclear Security Officer. (A. Vol. I, 00325; 00341). The
Company's Radiation Protection department is in charge of fit-testing, and it
conducts about 500 to 600 fit tests each year. (A. Vol. I, 00342-00343, 0034 7).
As explained by the Senior Technical Training Instructor at ANO, David
Rasmusson ("Rasmusson"), the fit test is "something that is done to ensure that the
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wearer can get a[n] adequate seal to meet a minimum threshold, ... so that we have
confidence that they can achieve that standard, maintain that standarq while they're
working throughout the time that they're using a. respirator." 3 (A. Vol. J, 00325).
The concept- indeed, the government standard as.established by the NRC
and OSHA -

is that nothing should interfere with the. ability of the respirator to

)

.

effectively form a seal to
I

~he

wearer's face. (A. Vol. I, 0033)).

.

.

.

The. "seq.ling

•

surface" area of an individual's face includes, but is not limited to, the individual's
chin area, which matches up, when the r~spirator is donned, with the respirator's
chin cup. (A. Vol. I, 00331-00333; 00345). That chin area, of course, corresponds
\

with where q. male grows ago'1tee. (Judicial notice pursuant to Fed. R. Evid. 201).
With regard to fit-testing procedures, OSHA regulations mandate that "[t]he
[fit] test shall not be conducted if there is any hair growth between the skin and the
facepiece sealing surface, such as stubble beard growth, beard, mustache or
sideburns which cross the respirator sealing surface." (Appendix A to § 1910 .134:
Fit Testing Procedures (Mandatory): Part I. OSHA-Accepted Fit Test Protocols.at

if 9 (emphasis added)).
I, 00341 ).

Employees have notice that they will be fit-tested. (A. Vol.

The Company tracks qualifications for annual training through an

electronic learning management system, and Nuclear Security Officers receive
3

The Union has never previously filed a grievance regarding the fit test process .
or results - at least not during Rasmusson's several years of performing fit tests.
(A. Vol. I, 00326-00327).
- 10 -
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automatic noti\e. when a qualification such as fit-testing is coming due. (A. Vol.
I, 00342). In terms of how recently a typical male employee must have needed to
shave (to the skin) before presenting for a respirator fit test, the answer is
preferably within 12 hours, but no more than 24 hours, prior to the test. .(A. Vol. I,
00333-00334 ).
The Company has a tactical training course -

a course of fire -

for

Nuclear Security Officers. (A. Vol. I, 00384-00385). This course of fire is a ')ob
·-

performance measure" that must be completed
can qualify -

b~fore

a Nuclear Security Officer

or, after his or her initial qualification, can re-qualify on an annual

basis - to go on the job. (A. Vol. I, 00384-00385, 00402-00403). As part of the
course of fire, the Nuclear Security Officer must don a respirator within· the
specified period of time. (A. Vol. I, 00385; A. Vol. II, 00790-00791). In addition,
the Nuclear ,Security Officer inust shoot his or her handgun and rifle with his or her
respirator on. (A. Vol. I, 00385).
V.

Phillips' Facial Skin Condition and Separation from Employment

Michael Phillips ("Phillips") was employed as a Nuclear Security Officer at
ANO. (A. Vol. I, 00427). In or around November 2012, Phillips inquired of his
supervisor whether he could take his annual fit test with facial hair. (A. Vol. I,
00328). The reason for the inquiry was that, during his employment, Phillips was
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4

diagnosed with a facial skin condition called folliculitis, which prevents him from
shaving in the area ·below his bottom lip. (A. Vol. I, 00131; 00429). Phillips'
doctor, in fact, recommended hair growth in that area of 3 to 5 millimeters. (A.
Vol. I, 00429).
Rasmusson was contacted about whether Phillips could be fit-tested, and his
response was, "[L]et me take a look at [him]." (A. Vol. I, 00329). When the two
met on or around November 13, 2012, Rasmusson saw that Phillips "had a full
'

I

.

(

goatee." and said to him, "I can't do anything With that." (A. Vol. I, 00140).
:Rasmusson' s response was based on the federal regulations prohibiting facial hair
during the fit test. {A. V 61. I, 00329).
The Comp~ny then investigated what possibly could be done -

i.e., how it

might reasonably accommodate Phillips' skin condition. (A. Vol. I, 00372~00374,
00386-00387).

No fewer than: two Human Resources representatives were

involved in working on the issue. (A. Vol. I, 00372-00373; see also A. Vol. II,
00760-00761 ).'

Along the way, Phillips presented a letter from his doctor,

explaining that Phillips had a medical condition that would hot allow him to shave
his chin area. (A. Vol. I, 00374). In addition to his own doctor, Phillips was
evaluated by a physician or medical review officer for the Company. (A. Vol. I,
4

Folliculitis is an inflammation of hair follicles. It is most common in (among
other places) the beard area, where shaving can irritate the hair follicles, leading to
folliculitis. See http://wv.rw.webmd.com/skin-problems-andtreatments/tc./folliculitis-topic-overview (last visited on 02/23/2016).
- 12 -
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00374). Overall, there were, as Toben explains, "several discussions about [this
subject], trying to find a solution to his -

to the medical condition." (A. Vol. I,

00374).
The Company's medical review officer, Dr. Andrew Monfee ("Dr. .
Monfee"), initially submitted a letter tha;t recommended an
shaving for Phillips,

(A. Vol. I, 00372-00374; A. Vol.

~I,

exemp~ion

00763).

from

However,

Toben was not sure that Dr. Monfee had all of the relevant information and
understood the context.

(A. Vol. I, 00375; see also A. Vol. I, 00377). , Toben

contacted the Company nurse (there is a:nurse at ANO who is the conduit between
management and the medical review officer) to explain that a doctor saying that a
nuclear security officer could have a beard or goatee "was not acceptable in the
respiratory protection mindset." (A. Vol. I, 00376). Dr. Monfee subsequently rereviewed the matter and submitted a second letter, correctirig his misunderstanding
and withdrawing his previously recommended exemption.

5

(A. Vol. I, 00376-377;

A. Vol. II, 00764).
Tohen had several discussions with Phillips during this time period.

(A.

Vol. I, 00386-00387). Tohen "tried to find an option," but he could not find one.
(A. Vol. I, 00387). Toben hoped that Phillips' condition could clear up with some
5

Dr. Monfee has the same skin condition as Phillips. (A. Vol. I, 00430). Phillips
found that Dr. Monfee "sympathized with what [Phillips] was going through." (A.
Vol. I, 00431). There is no record evidence that Dr. Monfee was biased against
Phillips in any way. (A. Vol. I, 00303-00454).
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treat~ent, but the doctors reported that the cOi1ditfon was going ·to last forever.· (A.
Vol. -I, 003 87).

.. .

The Company provided Phillips with a paid administrative leave of absence.

fot monHhan two months while it tried to

figure bu(~ sOlution·.' (A. Vol. I, 00324;

00387; 'A. Vdl. iI~ 00806}: .. An escape.:h6oa~type respifat0r
respirator were · both considered~ · ~itli

t ob~A

aria

doing research

-~ loose.:fiftirig

\

arrc:l :talking: to a

leapjrtg fespir~tor company called MSA; trying to find something that wotild wbfk.
· (A. VoL ·I, 003 87-00390)'. H~ · coficlti.ded 'that :those were n'ot workable' options
because 'they

·are

tactically·. defidenf · ·(.A'..

Vc>i. :1, 663s2.:0b35s,· 0036f( 60383~

oo38'7 .. o'0392., 00406-"00407}. F6r example~ the· escape hood facilitates retre·atihg
or
f

running awfiy {i.e:,

"escaping'') but inhibits. the Nuclear. S'eciirity

Offltef s

i:a_t)f iit§ t~·.·startd ·ahd fight whereas, in contrast,. a tight-fitting iespitator a1iows 'tli~
Nuclear Secl1rity

Officer to get his weapon up itici engage In combat (e.g.~' fo

counterattack as necessary);. ahd a 1o·os~-fittirtg respirator pr6tect~:' · ·against
particulates but not gases.· (A. Vol. I, 00352--00355, 00368, 00383, 00389). As
Toben explained without contradiction, ''No police agency, no military agency that
does anything as it relates to combat missions similar to what we do that has to be
defended against some type of gas wears ·a: loose~fitting respirator." (A. Vol. I,
00389).
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No Nuclear Security Officer position exists at ANO that does not require the
officer to engage in an armed response. (A. Vol. I, 00275). All Nuclear Security
Officers at ANO .are qualified to .armed status and, therefore, require respirators.
Id.
There are two

~pecifiC:'

locations at ANO where the posted Nuclear Security

Officers have more of a inonitoring role and do not always carry a respirator: the
SOCA and sally ports. (A. Vol. I, 00410-00413). H~wever, Nuclear Security
Officers posted at these locatiops are required to have a respirator readily available.
(A. Vol. I, 00410-00411 ). These two posts require respirators to be donned on a
non-immeqiate basis in the event of an all-out fight at the nuclear plant. (A. Vol. I,
00422}. As Tohen testified:
Q.

A.

Is the guy. at the sally port in the event of a threat, is it
acceptable for that person to say, "Good luck over there. Let
·me know how it turns out"?
No~

They're both armed. Normally two out there, and one has a
rifle for oversight. And they would be involved heavily in the
fight; because that's what we do, right. Regardless of what the
strategy says, this minimum amounf of people, if I have more
people here, they're all going to be in the fight if it was
necessary.
(A. Vol. I, 00422).

Additionally, the Nuclear Security Officers

ro~ate

through

positions within the plant normally, and they can be required to rotate at any time.
(A. Vol. I, 00413).
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· Notably, the Union did not propose any options that would allow the
Company to accommodate Phillips' situation. (A. Vol. I,·00388). As for Phillips, . he did not offetany options that the Company did not explore. 6 (A. Vol.I, 00388).
Toben talked to Phillips about a possible reassignment to other positions non-security positions·-· at ANO. (A. Vol. I, 00391-00392). However, Phillips
did not obtain another position outside the security bargaining unit. 7 · (A. Vol. I,
00392-00393).
The Company reqmres all of its · '.Nuclear Security Officers to maintain
qualifications: (A. Vol. I, 00411). If a Nlidear Security Officer is nottrained or is
. disqualified in any way, then he is not qualified to be a Nuclear Security Officer at
ANO. (A. Vol. I, 00411). Accordingly, with Phillips unable to don a tight-fitting
respirator and, thus, lacking qualifications, he was ultimately terminated from
employment on or around January 30, 2013. (A. Vol. I, 00393).

6

Phillips' doctors discussed with him the possibility of hair removal or
electrolysis treatment for that area of his face below his lower lip. (A. Vol. I,
00437). ·Phillips testified·that he did not consider electrolysis because it was
expensive (though he never obtained a cost estimate) and because he did not want
to alter his natural physical appearance. (A: Vol. I, 00437-00438).
7

A "MASS" test, which stands for the "Maintenance Selection Service Test," is
ah aptitude test used to determine whether an individual is qualified for
mechanical-type (i.e., non-security) positions within ANO. (A. Vol. I, 0044500446). Phillips took the MASS test twice - once in 2006 and another time in
2012 - and both times he was not recommended for a position. (A. Vol. I, 00447.00449; A. Vol. II, 00798).
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VI.

Grievance, Arbitration Hearing, Award, Reinstatement Order,
and Appeal

Pursuant to the CBA,·· the Union filed a gnevance, challenging the
termination decision; and the Company considered but denied the grievance, with
AN O's General Manager of Plant Operations stating: "I cannot agree to re-instate
Mr. Phillips as a Security Officer based on his inability to obtain and maintain
qualifications for utilizing a respirator in accordance with prescribed rules and
regulations."

(A. Vol. , II, 00455; 00456).

The grievance proceeded to an

arbitration hearing on January 8, 2015, before Arbitrator Richard F. Curtis. 8
Arbitrator Curtis issued an award on March 20, 2015, finding that Phillips was not
terminated for 'just cause" and ordering that Phillips be reinstated. (A. Vol. I,
00264:-00299; 00303).
Regarding Phillips' reinstatement, he can apparently shave in order to pass a
fit test. (A. Vol. I, 00431). But beyond that order to pass the fjt test -

i.e., after that one-time shave in

Phillips testified that he could shave, possibly, every

third day at most. (A. Vol. I, 00432, 00437). Phillips acknowledged that even
shaving that "often" might, over a period of time, aggravate his skin. (A. Vol. I,
0043 7):

There is no record evidence, and no finding by the Arbitrator, that

8

At the arbitration hearing, Phillips appeared with a goatee that was not as thick
as on tpe day when Rasmusson evaluated him in November 2012. (A. Vol. I,
00334). Even with that shorter-length goatee, Rasmusson testified that he could
not perform a fit test on Phillips - his growth was still too much-. based on the
applicable regulations _and standards. (A. Vol. I, 00334-00335).
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Phillips' condition will' improve.·· Nevertheless,

the Arbitratof instructed as

follows:·
The Ar!Jitra~or J)lust alert ,[Phillips] that. he should not view this· .
deeision . as approval . to continuously remain unshaven. He is
renrih.ded })er~in tha,t he mu,st m{!et the apnu~l respiratorfit.,teSting and
Tactical. Qualifica:tfon Course reqttfrernents. . . . He 'shall 'present
clean shav(;!n at work within par~tnet~rs. as pr~scribed by his attending .
· · · · physician. ·
· ·
·
·
·
(A. Vol. I, 00298).
Ort April t2, 2015, the ·Comparty filed a· Complaint in the United'States.
District Court for the Eastern District of Arkansas -'- Western Division, seeJ.dn~rto
vacate the ,arbitration award. (A. Vol. I, 0000 l ~00004). The parties: sabsequently
· filed ·cross-motiohs for·summary judgnie~t piu•suartt to Fed. R. CiV.

r: 56:·· (A.. Vol.

II, 00801). No additional evidence was introduced in the D1strict Court, 'and no
oral argtlment was heicL
On .January 8, 2016, the DistriCt Coutfissued a five.:page Memorandum and
Order confirmin'g the Arbitrator's award. (A. Vol.

fr, 00801-00805).

The District

Court credited the Company's reliance on the NRC and OSHA regulations
regarding the prohibition on facial hair that would impair the face-to-facepiece seal
of a respirator. However, the District Court adopted the reasonirtg of the Arbitrator
that because the . Company never actually performed the fit test oh Phillips in
November 2012, it could not conclude that Phillips' "medical condition prevents
him from properly wearing his respirator" or that "any regulatory violation exists."
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(A. Vol. II, 00804). Subsequently, on January 15, 2016, Entergy filed its Notice of
Appeal. (A. Vol. II, 00807-00809). For the reasons set forth in detail below, the
District Court's Judgment should be reversed and the Arbitrator's award should be
vacated.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

The Arbitrator's award violates public policy by forcing the Company to
disregard unambiguous
. NRC and . OSHA. regulations and reinstate a Nuclear
!'

Security Officer who cannot don a respirator in the m.anner required by those
regulations. The award also violates. public _policy by essentially· compelling a
meaningless fit test that amounts to a sham, with Phillips presumably shaving just
before the fit test (so that he can pass it) but with everyone knowing full-well that,
on most days after passing the test, ·Phillips admittedly wiU not be dean-shaven as
required by federal regulations.
By ordering Phillips to bff reinstated, the Arbitrator exceeded his powers and.
authority in multiple ways. For example, the· CBA expressly prohibits ·Entergy
from being required to violate federal regulations, yet the Arbitrator's
reinstatement order compels the Company to commit an act - ignoring Phillips'
inability on most days to wear a tight-fitting respirator due to facial hair - that
plainly violates NRC and OSHA regulations. The Arbitrator also exceeded the
powers and authority that the CBA conferred on him by changing the nature of the
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'

Nuc1ear Security' Offic.er position (i.e., by eliminating the requirement for Phillips
to don a respirator in order to engage in· combat with assailants) and by effectively
requiring Entergy to employ one more Nuclear Security Officer than it really needs
due to Phillips being unqualified with respect to respirator usage.
In contrast to a typica'.t' review· of. an arbitration ·award, this unique case
involves public policy concerns and, thus, does not entail substantial deference to
the Arbitrator. The District Court erred by not applying the correct ~taridard of
review for a case, like. this one, rooted in nucle.ar pi~nt safety and security.

ARGUMENT
I.

The Award Should :Be Vacated·Because It Violates Public Policy

A.

Standard -of'Review
.

\

The District Court .plainly eued by failing

~o

apply the correct legal standard

articulated by this Circuit for a review of an arbitration award involving public
policy concerns arising out of safety issues at a nuclear power plant. · While
substantial deference is typically owed to a labor arbitrator's decision in a run-ofthe-mill matter, this. Court has stated that; in contrast, "if the [labor] contract as
interpreted [by the arbitrator] violates some explicit public policy, [the Court is]
obliged to refrain from enforcing it." Iowa Elec. Light & Power Co. v. Local
Union 204 of the Int'l Bhd. of Elec. Workers (AFL-CIO), 834 F.2d 1424 (8th Cir.
1987) (quoting W.R. Grace & Co. v. Local Union 759, Int'l Union of the United
Rubber Workers, 461 U.S. 757, 766 (1983)).
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Like the instant case, Iowa Elec. Light & Power Co. involved safety issues
at a nuclear power facility, and in that case, this Court explained the appropriate
judicial standard.of review as follows:
It is enough that [the terminated nuclear plant employee, named

Schott],_ did know that he was short-circuiting an important .safety
system required by the federal government as a measure to protect. the
public from exposure to harmful radiation. Even if we cons~e the
arbitrator's findings ·of fact in a light most favorable to the Union, we
agree with the ·District Court that enforcement of the award returning
Schott to work would violate the public policy of this nation
concerning strict compliance with ·safety regulations at nuclear
facilities.
We do not, nor did the District Court, lightly invoke the public pollcy
exception to the rule of judicial· deference to arbitrators' decisions~
This Court has .resisted the temptation. to tamper with labor awards
that we might have decided differently were we the arbitrator, and we
have consistently observed that "judicial review of an arbitrator's
award is extremely limited. . . ." Manhattan Coffee . Co. v.
International Bhd. of Teamsters, Local No. -6,88, 743 F.2d 621, 624
(8th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1100, 85 L. Ed. 2d 842, 105
S. Ct. 2323 (1985). Accord Stroh Container Co. v. Delphi Indus., 783
F.2d 743, 750-51 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 4.76 U.S. 1141, 106 S. Ct.
2249, 90 L. Ed. 2d 695 (1986); Daniel Constr. Co. v. lnternatiOnal
Union of Operating Eng'rs, Local 513, 738 F.2d 296, 299 (8th Cir:
1984). In short, the deci~ion of an arbitrator who has not exceeded his
contractual authority is almost always upheld. In this case, the
arbitrator's authority is not disputed. Even so, we agree with the
District Court that the arbitrator's award cannot withstand scrutiny
under the narrow public policy exception articulated by the Supreme
Court in WR. Grace & Co. v. Local Union 759, lnt'l Union of the
United Rubber Workers, 461 U.S. 757, 76 L. Ed. 2d 298, 103 S. Ct.
2177 (1983).

'"If the contract as interpreted by [the arbitrator] violates some explicit
public policy, we are obliged to refrain from enforcing it." Id. at 766.
Because collective bargaining agreements do not formulate public
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.

··

,

I

policy; and ·arbitrators cannot cbrisidei·riiattets riot eilcorhpassed by
the governing agreements, ''the question of public policy is ultimately
1
•·
·dne\forTesolution bytne·tourts/~ · JCI. ··once trre publlci;50:1icy•q_ilestibri · ·
is raised, we must answer ~t by taking the facts as found by the
arbitrator; but reviewing his conclusi611s'
:nov6.- E.1. 1YiiPontde
NerriQurs & Co. v. GrasselliE171ployees Indep~ Ass 'n,_ 790 F.2d 61 l,
617-{7th cir':), ce-,;t. denzed;-4 79 D,S. 853, ·107 s. ¢t. 186, 93 ·t. _Ed:· 2d.
120'·(1986);[9] ·Mo$tiin,pbti:a.ntly, ·. ouf c(Jnsidel'~tion~ rimst be biSed
only on :public . poliey that' is ·~welf qefihe4 an'd"' dorriinab.t,. and .. •,; ' .
. asderiafo.ed" ''bf r'ef~rence _·to ;th~ .taws'
leg¢1' ··µre'c'e"d~nts"'and ''nOi
froth :general consideratiori~f ·of 'Sltpp.bs~d ptiblfo; hit~rests: ~'' _"· 'W.R.·
Grace>461 tLS. at 7t>6 (quoting Muschariy v. Vnit~if States~· 324 :u:S~
49, 6.6, 89>L l3d. 744, -65S.Ct. 44:2' (T945)).
' ~ .· .
.

de

antl

', :

I

~'

The Supreme Court recently n~"~triphasized the narrow W.R: ;(3:1•ace
.sta11.dards for rejecting arbitration. awards 011 public policy groµnds ·. ip
Vnit?d P:iipenvorker:SJnt1l Union ·v: Misco, Inc:, 4$4 l].S. 29, J08:S.
Cf-364; 98 tJ: E9,. 2d"286 {198'7)': TheGourt'Qf Appeals had affirtried
thd bistriot dourt, whfoh Hild -:~ci.6atecr·':1ori'ipublic. policy grounds ap
atbhrator;s: aWfitd· reifistating ·tifo·'.:op¢fatot. '6rdang6rous iliacliirt~ty
who was fo11tid~ tluri~g:a wofk>'bfeak,.'sitfrng'fff a CM.With lighted
marijuana cigarette iI.Cthe a,shtray. The Supn:!me. Couif reversed the
decision ,by the, divided three~jµdge panel an~ upheld 'the' arbltratiqh
award. The [Supreme] :Court held thaf the- 'award sboiilo n(>t hav~
been vacate(flJecause; atricihg' other reiisoris~ 'the. ''C6urt· of Appeals
made no attempt t6 review existing laws and fegitl :Precedents in order
to -denfonstrate tpat they est8.blish a 'well defined and .dominant'
po}icy .... " Id, 484 U.S. at 44. The Supreme Court also observ~d
that the Court ' of >Appeiils had "inapprdpriate[ly]" dra'Wn factual
inferences from evideiice rejected by tne'hrbifratot. Id· ·Furlhertnore,
the Supreme Court said th~t even if the comp:ahy could prove that its
employee had possessed· marijuana i11 violation of coltipany rules,
mere possession of drugs does not necessarily offend the "public
policy identified by the Court of Appeals 'against. the 9petation of
dangerous machinery by persons under the'' influence of drug~· .or
alcohol."' Id. (citation omitted). In contrast to the safety rules for the

a

1

9

At issue in this case are questions.of law (as opposed to questions of fact),
which this Court.reviews de novo. Teamsters Local Union 682 v. KCI
Construction Company, Inc., 384 F.3d 532, 537 (8th Cir. 2004).
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!

United Paperworkers - designed to protect employees inside the
paper converting plant - are the safety rules that Schott violated at
Iowa Electric - designed to protect not only employees, but also the
general public. The public policy at stake in the two cases is simply
not the same, as is evidenced by the fact that there is no federal .
regulatory agency specifically charged with overseeing the safe
production of paper, ·as the NRC JU.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission] does for nuclear.power. See infra, at 1428.

no

Appellant in the instant.case contends that there ·is
'~well defined
and .dominant" public policy specifying that workers who violate
secondary containment at nuclear power plants must be fired. We
conclude, however, that there is a well defined and dominant national
policy requiring strict adherence to· nuclear safety rules. Moreover,
we conclude that this strong public policy would be violated by
judicial enforcement of an arbitrator's award requiring the
n~instatement of an. employee who _acted as Schott did under the
·
circumstances of this case.
This Court is· not required' to find that the award itself is illegal before
we overrule the arbitrator on public policy grounds... An arbitrator
may be overruled "when the award, although not requiring illegal
conduct, is said to be inconsistent with some significant public
policy."
/

Iowa Elec. Light & Power Co., 834 F.2d at 1426-27 & nn.2-3 (emphasis added)
(citations omitted).
The District Court ignored the above-quoted standard in its decision. More
to the point, even though Entergy actually block-quoted (for the lower co1:1rt's
benefit) Iowa Elec. Light & Power Co. in the same manner as above, the District
Court stunningly missed the mark by stating that "[b]oth sides agree that judicial
review of this labor arbitration decision is 'very narrow and very deferential.'" (A.
Vol. II, 00803). The much more deferential -

and incorrect -

standard applied
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by the District Court effect~d the ·wrong result: judicial confirmation of a publicpolicy violation. This Co'urt, unlike the lower court, should follow the standard of
review set forth in Iowa Elec: Light & Power Co., which, '·in ttim, will lead this
Court to vacate the arbitration award for public-policy reasons.
B. .

Public Policy Is .Indeed .Triggered

It is well..,established
that nuclear·
power plants are highly regulated
and
.
.
.
.
'.

.

~

invoke s'ignificapf 'safety concerns. Iowa. Elec.. Light & 'Power . Co~,·
834 F .2d at
.
'

'

·,

'

'

1426-28 & nn.2-J; see also, e.g., Taormina v. Int'l Union, 798 F. Supp. 193, 195 &
'

'

··: !

'

n.3 (S.D:N.Y. 1992) ("The import~nce of safeo/ in nuclear faCility management
has been made clear by congressional action (42 USC 2131-42) and regulatory
irnplerrie11tation (10 CFR pt50), under.~hich .each plant develops its own safety
precautions as a condition of obtaining or retaining a federal license.").' As this
Court has explained:
From the very beginning of the nuclear power industry, the safety of
nuclear power plants has been a matter of public concern. The federal
government has been heavily involved in the planning, construction,
and operation of nuclear plants since the enactment of the Atomic
Energy Act and creation of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) in .
1954. The NRC, the successor to the AEC, has promulgated volumes
of safety rules that govern all nuclear power plants. See, e.g., 42
U.S.C. § 2131-41; 10 C.F.R. pt. 50. Each plant, in turn, develops its
own more detailed specifications and regulations in order to obtain
and then maintain its federal license. For example, the Company's
, Technical .Specification Section 3.7 .c.1 lays dut the requirements for
"secondary containment integrity." Any violation of any rules must
be reported to the NRC; the NRC responds by issuing enforcement
penalties against the offending facility.
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The Supreme Court has recognized the critical role of this federal
safety system for nuclear power plants: "The Commission's prime
~rea of concern in the licensing context ... is national security, public
health, and safety." Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural
Resources Defense Council, 43.5 U.S. 519, 550, 55 L. Ed. 2d 460, 98
S. Ct 1197 (1978) (citing 42 U.S.C. §§ 2132, 2133, 2201). The
"regulatory scheme . . . is 'virtually _unique in the degree to which
broad responsibility is reposed in the [NRC] .... "' Carstens v. NRC,
239 U.S. App. D.C. 393, 742 F.2d. 1546, 1551 (D.C. Cir. 1984)
(quoting Siegel v. AEC, 130 U.S. App. D.C. 307, 400 F.2d 778, 783
(D.C. Cir. 1968)), 'cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1136, 105 S. Ct. 2675, 86 L.
Ed. 2d 694 (1985). Nothing could ·be plainer than the public interest
in· the safe operation of nuclear power plants that underl~es this
panoply of federal regulations.
Iowa Elec. Light & Power Co., 834 F.2d at 1427-28.
,

C.

Phillips' Reinstatement Violates Public Policy

In cases invoking the aforesaid public policy standard, a reviewing Court
must focus on whether the arbitration award ordering the grievanfs reinstatement
-

as opposed to the conduct or misconduct by the grievant himself -

runs

contrary to an explicit, well-defined and dominant national policy, as ascertained
by reference to positive law. Eastern Assoc. Coal v. United Mine Workers of Am.,
Dist. 17, 53·1 U.S." 57, 62 (2000). Notably, Phillips' own conduct or misconduct is
not at issue in this case (as it would be if, say, he had been discharged for drug use
or attendance shortcomings). Rather, this Court must focus squarely on whether
reinstating Phillips -

into the only job classification and position contemplated by

'

the CBA, and with his admitted inability to remain clean-shaven -

violates or
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(altern.~tively) 1s i~consistent

With

the bart · • on facial hair within jj]_andatory

10
respirato/regulatiohs
issU:ed by
the NRC
artd 0SBA,
..
. . .
. ,

'

:

The Aibi.tr.afofviblated
.

·..

-

.

·,

~

pu~iicpopcyby.ordefing
Phillips'
,
·-r
.·
..
.
. .
,..

,, .

the Nucle~rSecuptyOffiter p.ositi()p ~t·m()with the
.

•

··

''

• -.' ·.'·' ~ -

·.

·"

•• '

'·:·: :l -

\''.,''

':

>

,'.

'(-

:·••

~

reinstatement to

follqwi.l1g
adrnohitio~:
>:. ' ;\-. ,'·•: .
~:,

,>,

~

:_,:-'·}.-_:~

The Afbitrato~ must:a.lert: [PhiiHps]~:that :be\ should iilit, Vl~W .this
deoisfo11 .as ·.cipproya1· to cont1l1uou.s1y. r¢mahf 'unsh~Yeti. >·::tr~ js·
r~1tliiided.Ji~reiri th~tfie 1'nli$tmeetthe ~t1l1~lre~pitatqi fit-teStihg and

ta6ti9a1 'Qualifi~*tioh, .ccmr$e .:ryq~fretnents.

.H

._·

.F{!·;sh~ll pre~ent

clean' shaven' at work within parameters as,pr~~ctiJ?ed bybis)ittei:iding .
.
.
,·' . ·
•· :.:: . · · ·_· 1' . ·,. · .
physician.
(A. Vol. I, 00298).
-

!

~ . .

'

..... ,

;. ' -

.'

{

'

'\

19

Regarding Phillips~:-inability_,to shave, tbeDistrict,ColJrt re.foi;s in footn©t~ 1:of ·
its Memorandum and Order (A; Vol. II, 00801) to its decision in a case involving
'~a dispute over faciaLhait'·,in.which the. District Ccmrfs decisioq.was eventually
overturned by the. U.S. Supreme Court. Holt v. Hobbs, No. 5:1 l-CV-00164-BSM,
2012 WL,994481,at *R EE~b- Atk;,:-Jan.·27; 20;12~,,reportartd ITTecommendation
adopted, No .. 5:11CV00164 BMS,2012 WL 993403 (E.D. Ark. Mar. 23, 2012),.
aff.d, 509 F.~ App'x ?6;1 (8th Cir. 2013), rey'd,_ 135 s:·Ct. 853, 190 L Ed. 2d 747
(2015) (unpublished). To the extent that the District Court suggests the Holt
decision is >analogous to the instant matter, any such comp~ison is inapposite.
This Court should not be influenced by the Holt decision because the instant case
is easily distinguished· on both the facts and the law., Although both cases involve.
facial hair, the similarities end there. Holt considered an interpretation of 42
u.s.c.· § 1983 and the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act of
2000 - laws that are not implicated at P!esent. WhileHolt arguably involved
safety concerns in a correctional facility. in the context of individual rights, these
concerns are distinct from the public policy concerns involving nuclear security at
issue here. The District Court refers to Holt anecdotally -in describing the parties'
consenting to Magistrate Judge Volpe performing judicial review of the arbitration .
decision. The District Court correctly does not imply that the Holt decision should
impact the analysis in the instant matter.
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That abo;ve-quoted paragraph exposes the Arbitrator~s decisipn.as inherently

fla~eq and un~orkable a.s .~matter ()fpu,blicpoli~y, fof ;.Seyer~J fya~OJ;l~·
The .Arbitrator's Decision Violates NRC and OSHA. Regulations

1.

The NRC and OSHA have issued specific regulations p~rtain'i~g to the u~e
'

:'·

\

'·.

'

'

.

.·.

'

.

'

''

'

'

'',

''.

',

'

.

'

'

andte8ting ofreE;piratocy equipmerit. th(;! relevam regulations are as follows: ·

•

10 CFR § 20.l 703fh). ;fhis NRC regulation, which is entitled "Use
. of . jndiyid~al re~piratory protection equipment," is within the NRC;s
"Standards for Protection Aga,inst Radiation." Sub-part "(h)" states as
follows (with emphasis. added):
The licensee. [i.e,, Entergy] shall ensure that n:o objects, materials or
substances, such as facial hair, or any conditions that interfere with
the face-facepiece seal or valve function, and that ate under the
control of the respirator wearer, are present between the skin of the
wearer~s face and the sealing surface of a tight-fitting respirator
facepiece.

•

NRC Regulatorv Guide section 8.15. Section .6.2, which is entitled
"Face-to.,Facepiece Seal Integrity," states as follows (with emphasis
added):

Anything in the face4o"'facepiece seal area of a tightjfitting respirator
that is under the control of the respirator user is prohibited byj 0 CPR
20.1703(h), Materials in this area might interfere with the seal ofthe
respirator, might prevent proper ·exhalation valve functi611; or m,ight
impair the operation of a fa.cepiece-inounted air regulator. The list of
prohibited materials includes (but is not necessarily limited to) facial
hair ofany kind in the seal area (the worker must be clean~~haven) .... ·

•

This OSHA regulation, which cov~n; th~
· subjeet of "Respiratory Protection," states as follows (with emphasis
added):

29 CFR

§ 1910.134(g).
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Use of respiratots. This paragraph requires employers

:

to establish

and implement procedures fo.r the proper use of respirators. [111 These
i:~qutf,ern'ents . include prohibiting . toriditions that ·may result.· in
facepiece .seal
leakage
....
- .;·: .. .
.
' ..
.

,'

'.,~

'. ,'

--~'.' ..

(1. ) ...'. .: Frwepiec;e
seal prot~dtion
.
.
:
.
'

,_~

\

-..

·..

'

(i)

'

'

.

.

-~

The .employer .sha.11 . . not permit respirators with tight'."
fitting facepJ.eces to be wotri :by employees :who' have: ...

the

'(A) · .Facial ;hair thati.iorn;es hetweert,
.sealing surface
of the facepiece ·@d·the face ·or that interferes with
valve·function;[ 12Jor·.

(B)
. ·,,'·

Any condition that interferes with the face-tofacepiece seaJ 01' valve :fllhctfon.

* * * '. ,.

-

(iii) · For alFtight--fitti:ng respitators, the employer shall .ensure
that employees perform a user seal checkeach time they
put on the respirator using the procedures in appendix B- .
1· ,·. or' 'pfocethires.. recommended. by ·. the respirator
)

11

NRC ReguJatoey Guide 5,75 (A. Vol II, 00641-0065()) states as.follows:
"Licensees,[Le.., nuclyar plarttoperatorsJjke Entergy] that issµe respiratory
ptotection equipment for.the purp9se of complying with Commission""approVed
security plans should establish i:t respiratory protection.program consistent with 29
CFR 1910.134 ... ,".The Comp~ny,in tu11J, has established such a program. (A.
Vol. 11, 00671-00697; 00698""00722).
12

See also, e.g., A. Vol. II, 00577-"00616: stating as follows, with emphasis added,
with respect to the American National Standards Institute's standard for respiratory
protection: "A respirator,. either positive or J1egative pressure, equipp~d with a
facepiece (tight or loose fitting) shail hot be.worn if facial hair comes between the
sealing surface of the facepiece and the face or if facial hair interferes w_ith valve
function."); A. Vol. II, 00750-00759 (stating as follows, with emphasis added, in
the second-to-last page of the exhibit within a letter from OSHA to the U.S. Air
Force: "OSHA's position is that any hair growth in the face sealing area is
·unacceptable.").
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p:ianufacturer that. the em,ploy~r dempnstq1tes are _as
.effective as those in appendix B-1 oftliis sectiOn.

•

osHA's Appen.dix B~t t6 29 c.F'.R

§

t'910.134Cg). Thi~ appendix;

which is refere:µced just above, states as follows (with emphasis
added) after the title "Us'er S"~al Check Procedures (Mandatory)": .
The
individual who-uses a tight-fitting
respirator is to
perform
a user
r
.
.
.
.
seal check to ensure that an adequate seal is achieved each time the
respirator is putoh;f~3 ]
·
:Phillips explicitly admitted..at the arbitration hearing that he can· shave, at
most, every·third day because ofhis folliculitis,condition. 14 (A.-Vol. I; 00432;

0043 7). That infrequency is riot acceptable in connection with the aforesaid
\

binding governmental standards . Therec0rd-dearly establishes that.Phillips'
inability to rema.in clean-shaven prevents him from complying with NRC ·and

13

These.al is so important because, as the respirator manual itself provides, "The
maskwiff riot furnish protection uriless all inhaled 1lir is draWil through the
'
canister." (A. Vol. II, 00568).
14

There is no doubt that a Coures review of an arbitration award ma:y include a
study .of the entire record, including the transcript of the arbitration proceeding.
See, e.g., John Morrell & Co; v. Local Union 304A ofUnited Food & Commercial
Workers, AFL-CIO, 913 F.2d 544, 560 (8th Cir. 1990) (quotation om1tted) ("After
reviewing the record, the arbitration clause, and the issue submitted for arbitration,
we are similarly persuaded that the atbitr~tot failed to stay 'within the areas
marked out for his consideration."'); National Post Office Mailhandlers,
Watchmen, Messengers & Group Leaders Div., Laborers Int'l Union ofN. Am.,
AFL-CIO v. United States Postal Service, 751F.2d834, 843 (6th Cir. 1985)
· (citations omitted) ("[W]here the record that was before the arbitrator cfemonstrates
an unambiguous and undisputed mistake of fact and the record demonstrates strong
reliance on that mistake by the arbitrator in making his award, it can fairly be said
that the arbitr~tor 'exceed(;!d [his] powers, or so imperfectly executed them' that ,
vacation may be proper.").
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.I

)

OSHA regulations p:~rtaining to respifator use. 15, Accordingly, this Court should
1
overturnlthe District Court's decision and vacate the Arbitrator
s. .award
because
·,;:< .. ·
'
. ,..., ...
:

·

•

"..·,1··

;,.;

-

•

-

•

, ,..

..

,

-

:

'

·,

-. _

',,. ,.· ··•

A·, -

·,

- ·

PhiU1ps ', reinstaterne11t
violates federal 'regulations an,d:,:hence,.. pliblic
policy
.
.,
.
'

'·'

.....

·,

,.•

as~ociat~d with ~uclear .plant security. 1.6 As p.11,"NRC <regulation $tate~:.
'.

.

..

..

-

.' ·1.."''. . •.

'

.

..

. . -' •

~

..

~.:

..

-

'

i,

•

..

- • "

•• :-

'.

'

"Individuals whose duties and responsibilities are directly associated with effective
implementation of,_',: security plans ... ,may nothave;any physical conditions that
would adversely affect their performance· of assigned security duties and,
responsibilities}' 10 C.iF.R. ·Part v,3.,,.App. B'at§ VLB'.2(a)(l}:, Phillips<has such,a·
condition hecause it prevents him froni properly ·donning a respirator; so public
policy' bars his reinstatement J 7

2.

Th~

The Company's Refusal to Cof,duct a Fit Test WasAppropriate
Then and Immaterial Now
Arbitr:ator ancJ the .I)i;trict, Court' irn,properly .focus eel on. whether the

Company actually conducted a fit test on Phillips on November 13, 2012. The

Th~re is no evidence in the record th~t the cqndition will improve or that
Philiips, ln the future, will be able to shave more regularly.
15

16

Iowa'.Elec. Light & PowerCo., 834 F.2d at 1430 ("[W]e agree with theDistrict
Court that the unmistakable public policy favoringthe,strict observance of
federally-mandated safety regulations at nuclear power plants requires that the
arbitrator's award ordering Schott's reinstatement be vacated.''); Taormina, 798 F.
:Supp.- at 196 ("National policy permitting employers to insist upon strict
fulfillment of duty by security personnel in sensitive facilities is, indeed, not
. confined to nuclear facilities, see cases cited in Iowa Electric at 1428, but is clearly
preeminent in that context.").
17

For the same reasons why the Arbitrator's .reinstatement order violates public
policy, the Company had ''just cause" to terminate Phillips.
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District Court was persuaded that NRC .and OSHA regulations apply, but stated
more than. once in its Opinion that the
Company's failure to .test Phillips
created a
.
.
'

factual gap in the record: "Because Entergy never tested Mr. Phillips, I cannot
conclude any regulatory violation exists ... While the mask might not have
functioned properly on November 13, 2012, thei;e is no evidence to support this
conclusion ... .Here, there are no facts to support a conclusion that the mask would
.
not seal properly." (A. Vol. II, 00804).
That line of reasoning -

aside from ignoring the reality of most workdays

after the test when Phillips will not be able to shave -

contravenes the OSHA

mandate that a fit test cannot be conducted if the wearer has facial hair:

OSHA's Appendix A to 29 CFR § 1910.134 Fit Testing
Procedures (Mandatory): Part I. OSHA-Accepted Fit· Test
Protocols at '19:

•

The test shall not be conducted if there is any hair growth between the
skin and the facepiece sealing' surface, such as sttibble beard growth,
·beard, mustache or sideburns which cross the respirator sealing
surface.·
Ba~ed

on that federal regulation, after Phillips· inquired with his supervisor

about taking the fit test with facial hair present due to his inability to shave
regularly, Rasmusson appropriately determined that he could not fit-test Phillips.
(A. Vol. I, 00329). Contrary to what the Union has suggested, this was not a
scenario where a Nuclear Security Officer was caught off-guard by an impromptu
fit test; instead, Phillips' knowledge of the potential limitations of his facial
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condition prompted the mqmry
00328). · Whether or not the<iest

about. fit"'te~ting·

'with facial hair..

(A. Vol. ·1,

wtts 'conducted thatdaf{6r oh any other specific:

day ~hereafter)' was,' and is; immaterial

The real (and appropriately broader)

que.siioh hefore the Colirt is whether the Company must employ a Nuclear Security
~

'~

·f"\ ... i

~-:....

dfficet\vho cannot comply witli 'federal regulations due to h.is mediCal condition
_··.

·:-

•

'·.·

•

- .

!

..

'_-·:-

. ··,

.• '

-

. '\ ..

.

'

- :'

.,.

.

'

•• "

,

!

.

.

•

'

!

'

:.

'

' ....• ..

ob' 'Ynast given day~.·· CJ.SHA has already' provided guid£nce bnthis question, ab.d its
answer is a clear "no."
'. A

18

proper review of the arbitration award requires the ·court"to go .beyond the

fit test itsel:(artd' beyortd, in 'isolation, the day of tbe fittest .. Once again, Phillips
has explicitly adrnitted that he c~n sha:Ye' only fat best, every ohe

in three days:'· (A:

V6T. t, :004S2; 00437)'.' :·The fi(t~'st examines a Nilcle:M' Sec~tify Officer's facial:.

·,

'

'

'

hair condition at one precise (and planned) moment irt tifue, and there is· no

qu~stion that Philli,ps ~ould sch'edul~ the test on ·one of the. '~J,Tiinority" days on
which he could

sha~~.

Passing the test that way does not solve or elimillate the

bigger issue.. There is a clear and unresolvable contradiction between Phillips'
inability to remain clean--shaven on a regular basis and the OSHA guidance that a
Nuclear Security Officer must be able to "pass the [fit] test everyday." (A. Vol. II,
.)

00750-00759),
18

See A. Vol. II, 00750-00759, ati OSHA letter to the U.S. Air Force, with OSHA
stating, "The question is not whether the bearded person can pass the fit test on ,a
given day, but whether he can pass the test everyday.
"
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. . Th~ A,rbitra.tor's Award Effects a f'#

3.

Te,~t

Th,at Js a Sham .

The Arbitrator's yiolation of public poltcy is highlighted by his "reminde[r]"
I

j

'

:;

~

:• '

o

• '• _\, '

'

~· ~

•

•

;

'• :·

'

'
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•

•- ;.. '
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'

:

'

.", ',

•'

!

•

'

·,

0

•

L

\

':'

i • '',

,•

to Phillips that he (Phillips) "must meet the annual respirator fit ..testing ...
requirement[]." (A.
Vol. I, 00298).
If the Arbitrator's.-- award .were to be followed,
'
- - '

'.

with Phillips ~ppearing for his fit test upon reinstatement,' one of two things would
•

f •

.

-

'

~

• - /"

-

-

- '

••.

~

'

happe:n. Either Philljps wc)ul,d not be allowed to take the fit test because he Would
0

;.'

'

'

'l•

0

L

not
be. 'clean-shaven
on that day (i.e., the fit test would occur on one of the "more
.
·; ...
•.,

typ~cal"
.

'

days when he has not shaved since a day or two earlier, if not three days
,_.

earlier); or Phillips (more . likely) would pass the fit test because he Will have
•

•

•

....

\..

•

-

• •

'

•

-

._

~

l

,.,

\

shaved- ·,·'
earlier on the day of the test (i.e., the fit test woulq
occur on one of the "less
.
.

ty:picar' days.when h~ has shaved). The former scenario is not acceptable because
. : ';,·;

it. brings the parties to the same placer where they are now: a Nuclear Security
.'

I'

•

' .

.

'

'

_.•.

~

'

Officer who must be terminated for failure to comply with federal testing
requirements. The second scenario is even more problematic in the sense that the
Arbitrator has practically .and effectively turned the fit test, for Phillips, into a
sham.
The record shows that Nuclear Security Officers are prompted when their
annual fit-'testing is due, and they are re9uired to schedule the tests themselves. (A.
Vol. l; 00342). If Phillips schedules the test and shaves immediately. beforehand in
order to pass it, then Entergy, the Union and Phillips will all know full-well that
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the test is both rtie~riingl6.ss

:and ·a sham·'g1vert that Phillips~ 'srtbsequently,

cannot

hCliii' gtb~h.· The.,Arbitratp~''s

award

regrllarly. maintain the same:level of zero
..'. ... ·....~ ...,

' ·.:-· ...'.::~;

- ,'.'::· ,\ ·>

/.~··'.

- ·, '. '•'.

:·:. :',.·

:.·t

- ··-:~ ;··. .-:-.·

'

ignores this scenario or outcome and instead encourages -

req~fres ·._, th~ parti~s. to e~~age. i~
spifit and

i~terlt' ofNRC

this

"'.

-'."·' .:

.. ·,,!·~ ~-

'

.·:,

really, even worse,

·c~nciuct, ~hich .viol~te.s

the stibstartce,

atid OSHA regulations .. riid~ed, while Phillips
1·

woµi<l

pr~sum~hly pass''{h~ fit;te~t'~nd'be r~~employ~d, ,his·. i~ghain fi1:' ~~st',' ~ould pi~26 ~t:
risk' the safety of Phillips, his·. colleagues· and the ·public· because hfa ·admitted

in~bilify to re~~iri ~1eari~sh~ven on:~ reg~iarb~s·i~- would preveritilim rrorri q~ick1y
donning.his'respirator to engage fo c~mbat; as
workdays following .th~ •isticcessfuli'

fi.t

his joh requires him to do, 6n' ni.bst

test ,· The 'Ccimpa~y, . as' .a COrrl~~rdally

licen·~~d oper~t~/~f~ n~cle~r power plant,' has
by.

~dheri~g to N'.RC

and

OSHA

a responsibility' t6 secure

the piant

respirator ''~t~nd~tds, as opposed to effectively

~irtking ·at an ~i:riployee 'as he pass~s a fit. test before· marching forward to fall
short of respirator standards on most .future workdays.

4.

The Arbitrator's Decision Requires Phillips to Do What He
Cannot Do

The Arbitrator's

de~ision

also violates public policy because the Arbitrator

has directe~ that Phillips "shall present clean-shaven at workwithin the parameters
as prescribed by his attending physician."

(A. Vol. I, 00298).

That explicit

direction to Phillips cannot be squared with Phillips' own admissions that he can
shave, possibly, every third day at most . . . and that shaving even that "often"
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(read: infrequently) might, over a period .of time, aggravate his skin. (A. Vol.· I,
00432, 00437). There.is no evidence in the record that PhiUips'imedical condition
permits him to be "clean-shaven.':

Thus, the arbitration award is inherently

contradictory and unworkable ..
The Arbitrator, by his use ·df the :·Phrase "shall .present clean-shaven. at
work," is ordering Phillips to do sqmething that he cannot do: shave virtually every
day. Or else the Arbitrator, by his use of the phrase "as prescribed by [Phillips']
attending physician," is recognizing that PhiJlips cannot shave that often but is
nevertheless allowing Phillips,. and requiring the C9mpany, to ignore or skirt NRC
and OSHA regulations. Both of those results are unworkable and unacceptable in
light of the

indi~putably

significant public policy in play. Accordingly,

th~

Court

should vacate the Arbitrator's decision.
5.

The Arbitrator's Decision Violates Public Policy By Orerruling
A Medical Professional

The Arbitrator's award also violates public policy by overruling Dr.
Monfee's medical opinion. Federal regulations require a licensee like Entergy to
establish a respirator program; and within that program, NRC rules require a
medical review officer to make medical determinations when needed. (A. Vol. Il
00629). Specifically, 10 C.F .R. § 20.1703( c)(5)(iii) requires a "[d]etermination by
a physician that the individual user is medically fit to use respiratory protection
equipment." The Company indeed established a program (A. Vol. II, 00686) as
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welf ~s a medic~l ~eview ·officer,. and 'the Cofupany activated that officer on this

matter~ Dr'. Monfee {·alth0iigh sharing· the same skin condition as. Phillips

and

being tindisputedly sympathetic to 'him) ultimately did not find Phillips, with his
medical condition, to be medically fit to use respiratory ptotedion·equipment.· ·Yet
in the absen.'ce of a' requisite 'medical· detertnfoation clearing Phillips for respirator
.- ..

,.,

,'

- . ...

·. ~'

. " ' ' ... ·, '

.

"' J

l.

.

--

'

• " -·

.

..

-.

- '

. .. •

.

.•.

1_.

'

.

use, the .Arbitrator rieverthel~ss found that Phillips' 4ischarge was improper, and~

thus, ord~red

Phillips'

>

.......

reinshiteihent. in the end, the' Arbitrator-· who has no

medicarba.ckgrourid whatsOevet 2:·j~~t plain' overruled

the doctor.

Based

facts and •circtimst~mces, the:Afbitrafot's 'Overruling should hot stand·as
publkpolicf 19
11.· ·

C>n all

a: matter of

·: ·

The Award Must Be Vacated Because the A:rbitratOr Exceeded
His Powers and Authority

The Arbitrator's decision also should be vacated because the Arbitrator
I

,, ;

...,:;

exceeded his powers and authority.

A.

Sfandard ofRevfow ·

A court examines on appeal whether "the atbitrafor had the power to make
the award that he made." Keebler Co. v ~ Milk Drivers & Dairy Employees Union,
Local No. 471, 80 . F.3d 284, 287 (8th Cir. 1996). "A reviewing court ... may

.

vacate an arbitration award when the award does not derive its essence from the
19

In addition, the Arbitrator exceeded his power and authority in this regard
because paragraph 5 within Section 13 .02 of the CBA prohibits him from
substituting his judgment for the Company's, yet he has done just that.'
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collective bargaining agreement, or when the arbitrator ignores the plain language
of the contract."

Id. (citations omitted); see also Doerfer Eng'g, _a Div. of

Container Corp. of Am. v. N.L.R.B., 79 F.3d 101, 103 (8th Cir.1996) (citation
omitted) ("We are fully aware that an arbitrator. cannot exceed the authority given
'

to him by the collective bargaining agreement or decide matters parties have not
submitted to him."). Where "a court concludes that the arbitrator did not stay
within the bounds of his authority, [the] principle of deference inevitably gives
way ... to the greater principle that an award not drawing its essence from the
agreement is not entitled
tojudicial enforcement." John Morrell & Co., 913 F.2d _
.
.

'

'

'

.

'

at 559..,60 (citing Centralab v. Local No. 816, Int'l Union of Elec. Workers, 827
.,

F.2d 1210, 1217 (8th Cir. 1987)).
B.

The Arbitrator Cannot Require Entergy to Violate
.NRC/OSHA Regulations

The Arbitrator exceeded his authority by issuing ah award that requires the
Company to violate the terms of the CBA by thwarting federai regulations.
Section 3.02 of the CBA states, ''Nothing in this Agreement shall be deemed to
require the Company . . . to commit an . . . act, which is forbidden, by law or
regulation." (A. Vol. II 00516; see also A.- Vol. II 00463). Also, in paragraph 5 of
Section 13.02, the CBA states, "The Arbitrator cannot modify, amend, add to,
detract from or alter the provisions of this contract nor substitute his judgment for
that of management." (A. Vol. II, 00529; 00476}.
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Based on those two CBA provisions, the .Arbitra,tor is barred as

amatter of

contract from requiring the Company to employ or re-employ a Nuclear Security
Officer who, contrary to NRC and OSHA regulations, cannot effectively don

a

tight-fitting respirator. The Arbitrator's reinst£itei:nent
order violates Section
.
. 3. 02
of the CBA because 'fr requites the Company to commit acts barred by federal
regulation; and paragraph 5 of Section 13 .02 of the CBA prohibits the Arbitrator
from detracting from Section 3.02. By entering an award that contravenes those
.

.

sections of the CBA, the Arbitrator violated the plain language of the contract,
meaning that his award should be vacated. See Truck Drivers &·Helpers· Union
Lo'cal 784 Vr.'Ulry-Tal_bert:co., 330 F.2d 562, 563 (8th Cir. 1964) ("If theauthority
to make the foregoing award cannot be found or legitimately assumed from ·the
.

.

.

terms of the arbitration agreement, then the arbitrator did exceed his authority ... ").
C.

· The Arbitrator's Award Ignores. the CBA's Testing Provision·

The Arbitrator also exceeded his authority by entering an award that requifes
the Company to· disregard the parties' agreement in the CBA with respect to
training and testing. In Sections 30.01 and 30.03, the CBA provides:
The Company may . . . perform training and testing to meet
industry standards for obtaining and maintaining various job titles and
task qualifications.
Employees will attend such training and
successfully complete the training and testing requirements as
established by industry standards. Failure to attend or successfully
complete training and testing requirements may result in remediation
or discharge.
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**

*

Employees who hold positions that require a federal, state, or local
license or certification must achieve and maintain these licenses or
'certifications in order to maintain the associated position.
Based on those CBA provisions, the Company had the contractual right to
require Phillips to achieve industry standards (pursuant to NRC and OSHA
regulations) with respect to respirators.

Phillips was unable ·to· meet those

standards due to his folliculitis, and therefore discharge was permissible and
appropriate under the terms of the CBA.
Conversely, pursuant to paragraph 5 -of Section 13.02 of the CBA, the
Arbitrator did not have the right (i.e., the poweror authority) to ignore or bypass
(i.e., detract from) the above-quoted provisions.

Requiring the Company to

reinstate an employee who cannot comply with the training and testing procedures
mandated by the CBA is an explicit abuse of authority by the Arbitrator...
. Accordingly, the Arbitrator's decision should be vacated.
D.

The Arbitrator's Award Reinstates Phillips to a Position
That Does Not Exist.

The Company cannot reinstate Phillips and allow him to work as a Nuclear
Security Officer because he cannot effectively don a tight-:fitt'ing respirator on most
workdays. The Arbitrator's award, thus, raises the question of how the Company
is to reinstate Phillips without running afoul of federal regulations and/or without
compromising nuclear security interests.
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The record demonstrates that there is no position for a Nuclear Security
•

'

'

•

>

'

Officer at ANO that does not require the indiviq.ual to don a respirator and/or to
pass the annual fit-test. The CBA provides for only one classification or position:
Nuclear Security Officer. (A. Vol. II, 00556; 00504). Section 30.01 of the CBA
requires -

without any noted or permitted exceptions -

that Nuclear Security

Officers meet industry standards (or else be subject to discharge). Nowhere in the
CBA is, there an article, section, provision, paragraph, sentence or fragment .that
discusses (let alone allows for or arranges) any type of permanent (or even semipermanent) post, that restricts Entergy's ability to make assignments, or that
identifies some sort of l_esser or light-duty type of job. (A. Vol. II, 00457--00509;
00510-00562).

To the contrary, Section 4.01 of the CBA gives Entergy the

bargained-for and exclusive management right to:
· establish or continue . . . practices and procedures for the conduct of
business and from time to time change or abolish ·such ... -practices or
procedures; . . . determine, and from time to time, re-determine the
number, location, and type of its .operations, the methods, processes,
. . . and the type of work to be undertaken . . . ; .institute or discontinue
policies or operations; assign work to its employees in accordance
w1th requirements determined by management; establish and change
work assignments; establish or rpodify job duties and classifications;
determine methods of work . . . ; determine the qualifications . . . and
ability of employees; determine the . . . work performance level
including work standards . . . ."
(A. Vol. II, 00464; 00517).
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As Toben explained at the hearing, ANO's Nuclear Security Officers are "all
trained and qualified the same." (A, VoL I, .00412, with emphasis added). That
fact dovetails not on!y with there being just one single job classification (Nuclear
SecuritJ Officer) but also with the CBA's sw.eeping, no-exceptions statement, in
section 30.01, that Nuclear Security Officers must meet industry standards.
Indeed, as Toben elaborated (with emphasis added9:
We train all of our officers under that. qualification to maintain the
armed security officer qualification that meets up to it, and everybody
is trained like that. If you're not trained or [are] disqualified in any
section' of that, then you 're not qualified to be an armed security
.officer.
(A. Vol. I, 00411).
In sum, there is simply nQ position or sub-position within the bargaining unit
that is exempt.from
the respirator requirement. Eve.n' the Arbitrator understood this
.
point, when he explained in his decision as follows:.
One requirement of the NRC is that ANO have a written respiratory
protection program[, and] an element of this respiratory protection
program requires that Nuclear Security Officers be provided
respirators; are able to quickly don this respirator; and then are able to
provide the requisite armed response while wearing this respirator.
This requirement applies to all Nuclear Security Officers at ANO.
(A. Vol. I, 00275, with emphasis added). Yet by overturning Phillips' termination
and reinstating him, the Arbitrator effectively swept to the side the above-quoted
language and exceeded his authority by essentially forcing the Company to create a
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permanent, going-forward position that does not exist: a Nuclear Security Officer
who cannot properly don a respirator pn most days.
E.

or

Permanent Placement at the SOCA Sally Port Is Not
Contemplated by the CBA and Exceeds the Arbitrator's
Authority

.The Union contends that Phillips should just be effectively planted in one of
two monitoring posts: the SOCA port or the sally port. 20 Such ·a permanent,
going-forward solution is not workable and contradictsthe,CBA in several ways, 21
With respect to the sally port; Tohen specifically testi?ed that "[t]he officer
at the sally port sometimes stands in the response position, which requires him to
have his gas mask." (A. Vol. I, 00414). Accordingly, the sally port is not a
realistic or workable optiOn because the same rigorous standards for quickly,
donning the respirator indeed sometimes apply. The record demonstrates that, in
the event of an attack, even the Nuclear Security Officers assigned to the sally port
would be involved heavily in the fight. (A. Vol I, 00422).

20

Even the Arbitrator was not dictating or suggesting that Phillips be placed in the
sally port or SOCA port on a permanent basis. If he was, it does not follow that his
award (A. 00298) requires Phillips to remain clean-shaven and to pass the annual
fit test. These steps would not be necessary if the Arbitrator truly believed that
Phillips could be permanently stationed at the SOCA or sally ports. Moreover, the
award explicitly references returning Phillips to his "former position," which was a
Nuclear Security Officer not specifically stationed atone particular place, nor ·
exempted from the Company's training and testing requirements.
21

Some of these reasons also highlight that Phillips' permanent assignment in the
sally or SOCA port would violate public policy.
- 42 -
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Additionally, the Nuclear Security Officers rotate through positions. within
the plant normally, and they can be required to rotate at any time. (A. Vol. I,
00412).

The_ CBA does not contemplate that any Nuclear Security Officer,

including.Phillips, should be exempted from rotating. 22 Regardless of how often or
infrequently they do or do not rotate, they are all still qualified -

completely

qualified- as Nuclear Security Officers. (A. Vol. I, 00417-00421). Indeed, there
is no other position under the CBA bes.ides being an armed Nuclear Security
Officer who is fully qualified. (A. Vol. 1,00421 ).
As the court in Taormina,

supr~

stated: "Public policy in the nuclear area

mandates that employers be permitted to insist upon fulfillm_ent of all as.signed
,..__

duties even if a labor contract would point the other way." Taormina,- 798 F.. Supp.
at 195 n.3 (citing Iowa Elec. Light& Power Co., supra) (emphasis .added). Here,
the CBA does not point the other way, which shows that the Arbitrator violated not
'

only public policy but also the restrictions imposed on him by the terms of the·
CBA.
While the Union attempts to couch Phillips' permanent placement in the
SOCA port as a reasonable accommodation under Section 15.03 of the CBA, that
section does not at all require a reasonable accommodation. Rather, that section
22

Tohen testified that the Nuclear Security Officers at SOCA port "don't always
rotate"-· testimony that is not the equivalent of saying that Nuclear Security
Officers at the SOCA port "never" rotate. (A. Vol. I, 00414 ).
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states only that the CBA will not be a barrier to the Company offering a r~asonable
accommodation. (A. Vol. II, 00479; 00532).
The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission ("EEOC") is the
federal agency charged with expertise in matters of reasonable accommodations to
employees with disabilities; and the Americans with Disabilities Act is the federal
law ( eiiforced by the EEOC)· that would cofupel a reasonable accommodation.
Interestingly, the· EEOC actually reviewed and dismissed a charge of disability
discrimination filed by Phillips -

a very telling fact and event. 23

The Company's reasonable accommodations to Phillips included more than
two months of paid leave, the· involvement -of its Human Resources department,
attempts at reassigning Phillips to another job, and oth~rwise making efforts to see
23

After Phillips was discharged, he filed a charge against Entergy with the EEOC,
· and the EEOC investigated the charge and ultimately dismissed it in the
Company's favor(A. VoL II, 00770-00771). The EEOC's dismissal of Phillips'
charge, coupled with case law involving similar respirator issues in the context of
federal statutory discrimination claims, shows that the EEOC understood what the
Arbitrator did not: that Phillips is not qualified to be a Nuclear Security Officer.
See e.g., Bhatia v. Chevron U.S.A., Inc., 734 F.2d 1382, 1383 (9th Cir. 1984)
(affirming summary judgment to the employer, who was not required to run afoul
of state"' law health and safety standards for a plaintiff who performed job duties
involving potential exposure to toxic gases but who could not achieve a tightfitting seal when wearing a respirator -· as his position required - because his
.religious beliefs prevented him from shaving); Stewart v. City of Houston, Civil
Action No. H-07-4021, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7-9188, at *32-*42 (S.D. Tex. Aug.
7, 2009) (recommending that summary judgment be granted to the employer where
its grooming policy was necessary for safety reasons because the required
respirators could not be used effectively by persons with facial hair) (and cases
cited therein), adopted, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 79174 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 3, 2009),
aff d, 372 Fed. Appx. 475 (5th Cir. 2010) (unpublished).
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what might be, workeq out. (A. Voll, 00324; 00387.,390, A. ,Vol. II, 00800)~ .. The
CB;\. 4pes D,ot tequi:re the .. Cpmpany, as §Q.me
s.ort of.. mi~guided
rea,sop.abl~
.
.
'

.

.

.

acc9mmodatiop~ ~o

employ. ..a Nuclear S..ecurity Officer w,hQ cannot meet :federal

training and testing standards, and .arty .other reading of the OBA constitutes (in
addition t9_ ,a violation.o;fpubli~ policy) an impermissible addition to the contract in
.~:'Grievance

violation of the

and Arbitrati01f' provision's .restrictions ,op. .art

arbitrator's power and authority.

- \b~ Award Contr~venes the <;;]JA;by ,Req11iring t~e. . ·. . . .
Company to Change the Nuclear Security Officer Position
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The Arbitrator alSo exceeded the restrictiOns ·imposed ·on him by the CBA by
ignoririg. the Management Rights: provision that indisputably gives

the

Company

. the m~n~gemef'ii ·power and' authority to - "deterinine the· ?umb~r arid type' of
employees required to safely perform ariy and all functions[.]" (A. Vol. II" 00464;
00517). If the Arbjtrator's decision is enforced; theh the Arbitrator is essentially
(

compelling Entergy to create a p6sition that does not· exist. in the CBA and, hence, .
to employ orie mo_re Nudear Security Officer than it needs or w~nts to. (A. Vol. I,
00417-00421 ); That one extra Nuclear Security Officer is obviously Phillips, who
I

would need to be placed somewhere at the plant -

at no less than the full pay-rate

of a ·Nuclear Security Officer, of course, because that it is the oniy job
c1assification in the .CBA _, but who could not be counted on to safely defend the
plant ort most days. By -effectively requiring Entergy to staff a full component of
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Nuclear Security Officers, arid theti to add Phillips as an extra because he cannot
fully perform his duties, the Arbitrator has impermissibly usurped the Company's
bargained-for and exclusive· management-right to determine the number of Nuclear
Security Officers that are needed; and in the process, the. Arbitrator has exceeded
his power and authority under· Section 13.02 of the CBA, ·whiCh_ states, "The
Arbitrator caimot·modify, amend, add to, detract from or alter the provisions.ofthis
contract nor substitute his judgment for that of management"
Phillips' inabilify tO properly don a respirator is not something to be
from a practical standpoint because, unfortunately, we live in a

w~rl4

e~cused

where the

threat
of terror is all too real. Nuclear facilities
like ANO. are responsible .for
,. .
.
~

ensuring that their Nuclear Secvrity Officers
handle a major terrorist

atta~k.

'

ar~

'

fully and constm;1tly equipped to

To.that end, Section 6.01 of the CBA states in part

(with emphasis aqded): "The parties hereto [i.e., tJ:ie Company and the Union]
agree that.the public health and safety, national security, [and] the protection of the
Nuclear Station and its employees mandate that there will be complete and
uninterrupted security protection at the site at all times."
00467).

(A. Vol. II, 00520;

Similarly, Section 6.02 prohibits the Union and arty of the Nuclear

Security Officers from striking or stopping work -

and from even just slowing

down work. (A. Vol. II, 00520; 00467). Those two CBA sections highlight how
even the Union fully recognizes and agrees that the nuclear security function is a
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sacred one that is not to be compromised with even just a single Nuclear Security
Officer (Phillips) who is not fully qualified and functional.
In the event of an all-out fight involving gas, Phillips and every other
Nuclear Security Officer at ANO would be compelled to wear a respirator that
works.

A fight is the r4ison d'etre for the position at issue, Nuclear Security

Officer.

And an all-out" fight is the raison d'etre for a full force of Nuclear

Security Officers. By suggesting that Phillips could be put in a post where an
I

.,

•

•,

,

'

"immediate" armed response would not be necessary and where an "immediate"
donning of a respirator would not be necessary, the Arbitrator exceeded his.
authority by changing the nature of the only classification and position in the
bargaining unit. The attending result, if Phillips- were to be reinstated, would be
.

. i

that the Company would have one Nuclear Security Officer who, unless it happens
to be a less-than-typical "shaving day" for him, could not timely don his respirator
-

and, .thus, would be unable to defend or counterattack -

in the event of an

offensive action by terrorists using gas as a weapon.
CONCLUSION
This Court should reverse the District Court's Judgment and, in tum, vacate
the arbitration award.
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